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ABSÏRACT

The purpose of this action research study was to develop the researcher's

skills as art teacher and to increase the relevance of this Manitoba middle years

art program by introducing video production. Focus was to heighten awareness

to media literacy, cinematography and aesthetic connoisseurship within three

conceptual spaces: constructivist values, holistic consciousness, and popular

culture. There were 35 Grade 6 and Grade 8 participants.

Data sources included direct observation, journals, interviews, videos, and

final questionnaires. Findings showed that video production was greatly

influenced by participants' developmental characteristics. lt activated student

voice, imaginations, and learning in twelve areas. However, video displaced

traditional art and ought to be taught separately. Reduced student load, a

technician and increased time allotment are essential for the researcher to teach

video production effectively. Research is recommended to target challenges with

art assessment, collaborative creativity, and time constraints. A 25-minute DVD

featuring student voice accompanies this writing.
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CHAPTER l: INTRODUCTION

Video has come a long way since the days of Pacman! As it suffuses our lives

with fierce momentum, I recognize my responsibility to learn and teach video in

my art program. With the unveiling of the Media Console by Sony, a consolidated

interactive entertainment centre to be released in the spring of 2006, students will

be exposed to video like they are to the lnternet. Like being thrust into open

waters with no compass, the latest in technology allows consumers to play

several video games, listen to any music, watch T.V. and chat with friends

concurrently. Digital technologies are a part of student culture in ways we've

never seen before. To help students be responsible consumers of video, to

promote a creative, critically thinking culture and to become a knowledgeable

resource myself, I shall learn and teach the art of video in the art program of a

middle years school. ln light of David Thornburg's words, "We need to prepare

our kids for their future rather than our past" (Ohler, 2000, p.16).

My Grade 6 and 8 students were born between 1991 and 1994. These

years mark the release of imaginative art-based software like Myst and the first

movie based on a game, Super Mario Brothers. ln 1995 Sony released

PlayStation, followed by games that imitate everyday human life (as opposed to

fantasy or "shoot-em-up" software) like "The Sims", which sold millions of copies

in 2000 alone. According to a poll commissioned by AOL obtained exclusively by

TIME, about T, of Americans ages 1 2-55 are playing video games, whether on a

console, a PC, a cell phone or another handheld device, for an average of three

hours every week (Grossman, 2005, p.52).



Purpose and Aims

The purpose of this thesis is to develop my skills as an art teacher by

learning how to teach video effectively in the middle years art program and to

increase the relevance of the art program to students in this digital age.

This study involves five overall aims: First, by addressing current student

interests I anticipate that video will easily motivate and engage students'

involvement in the creative process. lt is my hope that making art more relevant

for students will mitigate some of the current challenges of teaching art in a

middle years school. ln contrast to traditional art, which involves slower, more

painstaking learning of skills, video is immediate, current and exciting.

My second aim is to empower students to become critically aware of how

they are influenced and/or manipulated by digital video. The European Ministers

of Education (as cited in Masterman, 2001) set an outline agenda for Education

in Media and New Technologies. They suggested that media education "play an

empowering and liberating role" in preparing students "for democratic citizenship

and political awareness" and that students should develop "the independent

capacity to apply criticaljudgment to media content" (p.15) by designing their

own media messages through creative expression. "Given the major role that

media...and the press play in children's cultural experience, media education

should begin as early as possible and continue throughout compulsory

schooling" (Masterman, p15). Thus, I intend to teach media literacy so students

as producers will acquire an astute awareness of their cultural context and the

potential video has to influence their thinking. I aim for students to become
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critically aware of the implications of video at a younger age than is currently the

case where a video productions course or cinematography are primarily offered

to senior students.

Third, I aim to teach students to create and appreciate artful video. This

includes teaching the history of film, aesthetics in film, character development,

drama, writing skills and intriguing storytelling. Upon viewing selected scenes

from Guy Maddin's "Careful" and Fellini"s "La Dolce Vita" students will be

expected to understand what is required to infuse quality in visual art and film.

Furthermore, the work should be meaningful based on constructivist values

where students create art that is developed out of their interpretations of personal

experiences.

Finally, my aim is to learn the technology required for video production to

increase and update my skills as an art educator and to generate a love of

teaching and learning video in my art program. This includes learning more of

iMovie with which I am somewhat familiar and Final Cut Pro 5 with which I am

unfamiliar. As well, I shall design the content of what and how to teach video with

three eMac computers and three cameras in the art room. These cameras I

purchased recently to use for my thesis study. Once I informed administration of

the purchase I was reimbursed and thus, I have the support of my administrators

to do this study; they are aware of my overall intentions.

Definition of Terms

Terms specific to this study are defined as follows:



Aesthetics: refers to how the elements and principles of art are arranged to

appeal to our sensibilÍties. Some aesthetic effects specific to this video project

include tonal variation, juxtaposition, repetition, movement,

symmetry/asymmetry, subliminal structure, linear dynamics, tension and repose,

pattern, contrast, perspective, rhythm, and unity. These are created through

lighting, camera angles, composition, mise-en-scene (all that goes into the

composition of the shot, including the composition itself) and being mindful

of the visual structure of each frame.

Connorsseurship: a term coined by Eisner as "the act of knowledgeable

perception" (Uhrmacher & Matthews, 2005, p.59) in the arts to describe a deep

appreciation and knowing of different dimensions of things and how they relate to

one another. Connoisseurship is achieved through study, intuition, and seeing

(not just looking!) and it reveals itself in the ability to place our experiences and

understandings in a wider context, connecting them with our values and

commitments. I intend for my students to begin cultivating skills towards

connoisseurship in this study by encouraging their intuitive judgment to inform

the creation of their videos.

Film'. refers to motion pictures as individual projects, as well as the field in

general. Film has historically been the primary medium for recording and

displaying motion pictures in Hollywood. lt is fundamentally different from

video in the way that it captures and translates light.

Film Art: refers to a film which, while made under commercial circumstances

takes an approach to form and style influenced by "high art" and offers an



alternative to mainstream entertainment (Bordwell & Thompson, 2004). The

conversation around "high art" versus "popular art" is ongoing. The first

involves formal qualities of art while the latter is more concerned with

expressive content influenced by popular culture.

Independent Film: refers to films that deviate from mainstream Hollywood.

lndependent filmmakers include Michael Moore, Guy Maddin, Woody Allen, and

Zana Briski. Students are referred to sections (appropriate to their age) of Guy

Maddin's film "Careful" for three reasons. First, because Maddin is a local

Manitoba filmmaker, the location of this study; second, "Careful" has elements of

storytelling and fairytales which nicely illustrate examples for students to draw

from in their fairytale videos; and finally, Maddin's frames are visually dense with

aesthetic qualities that also nicely illustrates for students how each frame is

designed to communicate visually. The aesthetic structure of various frames is

discussed in class to help students move beyond a plot driven production, which

tends to be where their focus is in my experience.

Media Literacy: is the skill of understanding the nature of communications,

particularly in regard to telecommunications and mass media. I intend for my

students to understand media literacy through production. This provides them

with a voice and the opportunity to express themselves creatively through digital

media. This skill involves knowledge of the structural features of the media, how

these influence the content of the media and how the content influences people.

Popular Culture: or pop culture, is the students'culture that prevails in society.

The content of popular culture is determined by the daily interactions, needs and
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desires, and cultural 'moments'that make up the everyday lives of my students. lt

includes all digital forms of entertainment such as music videos, video gaming,

and movies, as well, propaganda, surveillance, and all other ways in which

students consume digital video.

Storyboards: are a series of illustrations displayed in sequence for the purpose of

previsualizing an animated or live-action video. A storyboard is a like a comic of

the video produced beforehand to help the directors and cinematographers

visualize the scenes, find potential problems before they occur, and compose

each frame aesthetically.

Video: is the technology of capturing, recording, processing, transmitting, and

reconstructing moving pictures, typically using celluloid film, electronic signals, or

digital media. Digital video translates light waves into electrical pulses and

records them onto a magnetic tape, disc or hard drive. lt is used in schools as it

is cheaper and more user friendly than film.

Video AÆ: refers to art created through the medium of video and is exclusive to

artists. Video art is synonomous with artists Bill Viola in America and Michael

Snow in Canada. lt is the product of the creative process of an artist who is able

to most fully express themselves conceptually, emotionally and physically

through digital video (and is not to be confused with Hollywood movies or video

games). Elwes (2005) predicts, "Video art will, of necessity, maintain a dialogue

with video games, picture messaging, the proliferating linguistic practices of the

lnternet and whatever communication systems the new century throws up"

(p.1e3).
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Video gaming: refers to computer games where a visual video display is the

primary feedback source. A computer game is a game composed of a computer-

controlled virtual universe that players may interact with in order to achieve a set

of goals. lt will be interesting to notice if the content of video games impacts the

videos of students who are preoccupied by video gaming. This will be addressed

through student journalling and interviews.

Visual literacy: is the set of skílls involved in the appreciation, interpretation and

criticism of images. lt is a field of study in academia, drawing on art history and

criticism, information design and graphic design, and computer interface

usability. lt is also a goal of education paralleling linguistic literacy. The basic

skills of visual literacy include the vocabulary of concepts necessary for

understanding and discussing images. (Wikipedia online)

Research Question

My research question is as follows: How can I improve and expand my

practice as visual art educator by designing, implementing and evaluating a video

unit in the middle years art curriculum? By doing this I hope to develop my skills

as educator/researcher in a virtual art educational classroom thereby increasing

the relevance of the middle years art program to students. Moreover, to heighten

students' awareness of artistic presence in the moving image I will include

aesthetics, the study of its visual structure involving the elements and principles

of art; and connoisseurship, the study of intuitive knowing (Eisner, as cited in

Uhrmacher & Matthews, 2005). Thus, some enabling questions are: How can I

heighten students'aesthetic awareness in video? How can I teach so that
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students think beyond their narrative stories and also create visually compelling

videos? ln the spirit of Eisner's concept of "Connoisseurship", which comes from

the Latin cognoscere, to know, Eisner (as cited in Uhrmacher & Matthews, 2005)

asserts, "to know depends on the ability to see, not merely to look" (p.167).

Finally, how can I help students develop an intuitive ability of knowing with which

to infuse their videography?

Research Approach

Action research is the methodology of choice for classroom-based

investigations (Stringer, 2004). The research activities to be included in this study

are: definition of research question; 2) review of related literature; 3)

development of teaching innovation; 4) data collection and analysis; 5)

presentations of findings; 6) drawing of conclusions; and 7) developing an action

plan. Data will be collected from five sources, analyzed and categorized to fit into

one of these four questions:

1. How do students feel about making videos in art?

2. What skills are students learning through video production- technically;

aesthetically; intuitively; and generally?

3. How do I feel about my efficacy as art teacher?

4. How does video impact the existing art program?

My focus is learning and teaching video in the middle years art curriculum.

To empower students to construct personal meaning in this digital age and

discern their own cultural values and traditions more clearly, students shall
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answer select questions in their video art journals. To address my learning and

growth as a teacher, I will address select questions in my journal.

Challenges Facing Ari Teachers in Manitoba

ln Manitoba art is superseded by music for several reasons, although no

data exists to support these claims. Dr. Francine Morin of the University of

Manitoba makes the following observations: "Music is perceived to have a more

privileged position in the Manitoba school system because we have specialists

teaching music in Kindergarten to Grade 9. Also, we have Graduate Programs

for music in both Winnipeg and Brandon and there is more provincial advocacy

for music than for art "(personal communication, July 14,2005). While a

specialist teaches students music in elementary schools, the general classroom

teacher incorporates visual art. Moreover, there are currently no Fine Arts

graduate programs in the province (although there is promise of a graduate

program being launched at University of Manitoba in 2008) and we do indeed

only have one advocacy group, MAAE (Manitoba Association for Art Education).

Nevertheless, in spite of these three important points, the question is: which

comes first, the lack of provincial support or the lack of art appreciation in this

province? We can speculate as to why music has a longer, more established

tradition, which affects the way in which music is favored over art, "but there is

currently no study available that outlines an accurate status of the arts in

Manitoba" says Morin (personal communication, July 14, 2005). Further research

is required to identify and explain this perceived phenomenon.
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Teaching art in a Manitoba middle years school is a daunting, relentless

task. When I taught high school, students laughingly boasted about having sent

their middle years art teacher to the mental institution with their poor behaviour. I

sadly responded, "That's nothing to be proud of guys". My cooperating teacher

who had won an excellence for teaching art award left the profession after nearly

a decade due to mental illness. Another cooperating teacher, the third art teacher

in a couple years at his school, threatened to quit which finally resulted in a

radical change to the timetable to accommodate art with triple periods.

Many art teachers are disheartened by the seemingly insurmountable

challenges. ln addition to being accountable for managing and teaching three

hundred students individually, comprised of four different grade levels in eleven

classes of about thirty students each, there are seven factors that undermine the

art program that are difficult to localize and thus, impossible to eradicate. First, in

my situation, the mechanical timetable of 40-minute periods is not conducive to

the creative process or individual teaching, in the spirit of constructivism,

exclusive to art (in band and physical education students are taught collectively,

in groups). Students barely settle down to work when clean-up time arrives.

Some days I teach eight classes, which allows for no respite between periods; as

one group is almost out the door, the next group is barreling in.

Second, students must choose between art and band before entering

grade seven. They cannot take both, as this would limit their learning in each

subject. Often conscientious students opt for band because of its political clout,

there is strong advocacy among parents for band, i.e. Band Boosters and Parent
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Band Association and the general belief that "music makes you smart". As well,

because of the collective instruction, there is a social quality, a camaraderie

among those who play like instruments that makes band very attractive for

children.

Third, art and band are scheduled back-to-back, making double periods

(with the exception of a double per cycle for grade six students) for aft impossible

because, as explained by my administration, "band students cannot play their

instruments longer than 40 mínutes".

Fourth, art classes are composed of students from up to three different

homerooms who congregate in the art or band room respectively during the 40-

minute art period. Although teachers and administrators spend many hours

carefully designing homeroom classes to ensure a positive learning environment

in core subject areas, students who influence one another negatively often come

together in the art room. This fosters a recess mentality among students with

behaviour problems, which restricts teaching and learning for all.

Fifth, recently an administrator in my division inquired what I needed in the

art room to help him determine what amount of money he should request from

his boss. Although he had been told to count on $25,000.00, he ultimately asked

for $40,000.00 while indicating to me that music receives $90,000.00 per annum.

Where does this inequity originate? Who authorizes it? How and why is it

perpetuated? Unless an art teacher has an art loving administration, it is difficult

to qualify for sufficient financial support.
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Finally, there exists ignorance among colleagues about what art is and

how it is taught. For instance, a Grade six student relayed a comment from the

band teacher, "You're a wuss for choosing art", he said, when the student

announced his choice for Grade 7. On another occasion I consulted the Social

Studies teacher as to what I could do with the kids to integrate with his

curriculum. His lengthy response described Egyptian civilization in detail and

concluded with, "l don't know what they were doing art wise", revealing a lack of

understanding how art is at the core of culture and civilization. On another

occasion, a female colleague walked by the art room saying, "Aah, the'rubber-

room' we used to call it when I was in school". lt turned out she had been a band

student.

When a staff meeting discussion about literacy in the classroom prompted

my explanation of how I incorporate language and literacy in the art room, a

colleague rolled his eyes as though an art teacher cannot'know'. Still another

teacher asked, "How do you teach?" with an inquisitive, condescending tone, as

though art does not warrant or require "real" teaching. The same teacher recently

had an "aha moment" when discussions about assessment "for learning" (the

formative measuring of the process during learning) and "of learning" (the

summative measuring of how much students have learned), pointed to fostering

a progress focused teaching approach and I said, "That's how I have been

teaching art for years... " trying not to sound arrogant.

"The visual arts remain mostly sequestered within a limited cultural and

political orbit. At worst, they are seen as elitist; at best, visual arts are
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misunderstood" (Sullivan, 2005, p. Xl). ln my experience these two conditions co-

exist; those who misunderstood visual arts assumed that I was elitist.

In light of these impediments I felt more and more depleted, my annual

bout with bronchitis hung around longer and longer and I felt lifeless. All my

energy was consumed with classroom management; I felt my ideals and teaching

standards gradually erode. Previous years of attention and accolades for the

wonderful artwork students had done through my direction faded farther into the

distance. My adoration for the students turned to rage and I became the epitome

of a bitter, burnt out art teacher. I was no longer inspired. Writing the

superintendent about these concerns elicited nothing more than empathic lip

service. I felt futile, instructing redundantly, feeling utterly emptied from the

"middle years demolition" over which I had no control. I stayed attached to the

profession only by "golden hand-cuffs": the pension plan, eleven weeks holidays

and the reasonable pay cheque. Thus, I could not rationally justify quitting. So

how was I going to get my passion back?

I anticipated the decisive moment that would inspire me when a local high

school art teaching position was posted and I desperately applied. Having taught

at a high school for two years in the 1990's, I was familiar with the students and

nature of the job. ln spite of a strong interview with the principal and the respect I

received for the work I had done in the division for nine years, the job went to a

dynamic young art teacher who had just made a name for herself by producing a

two hour feature film with a few select Grade 9 students.
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The decisive moment had occurred; my fate was sealed. I knew that I

must embrace art teaching in ways that accommodate the aforementioned

challenges. With my back up against the wall, I began to reinvent myself, acquire

the skills I needed which led to developing an action research pilot project for

introducing video in the art program. lmplementing the project generated new

excitement in the art program. Due to time constraints we only completed the

pre-production stage, which included grouping students, observing cooperative

plot development and developing and presenting detailed storyboards.

lf teaching art in middle years has a shelf life I am determined to extend it.

By unearthing the fixed variables that insidiously erode the spirit of excellent art

teaching, perhaps positive changes can occur. Although I have thoroughly

outlined the difficulties of teaching art, these are not my focus. This study is not

intended to dwell on the problems; its focus is on providing a timely solution.

Significance of Research Study

Technology has become irresistible for educators of earlier generations

like myself! As our students are born into technology, thus making it their

"mother-tongue" while still in diapers, we can no longer avoid the new, universal

language. Five years ago a technology/art teacher Ohler (2000) stated that, "art

is fast becoming the new literacy for our times" making the following two points.

First, today's affordable user-friendly, multimedia technology "acts as assistive

technology for the artistically challenged" in the same ways that word processing

expanded the world for the writer (p.17). Second, the lnternet makes multimedia

a universal language. Thus, "art should be included in the common experience of
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schoolfor all students" (Ohler, 2000, p.17). Today in 2005, more than ever art

needs to use the universal language of images, sound and movement! This study

is long overdue; however, it is not too late.

This study will be useful for addressing several concerns in art education.

First, art teachers who are currently resisting technology for various reasons may

be encouraged by this study. Some may feel overwhelmed at the thought of

inviting more work into their daily jobs. Some may feel disheartened and

hopeless about the possibility of generating freshness to their program. Others

might simply be afraid that traditional art will be displaced by the seduction of

technology, thus heightening the tenacity of their resistance. Still others are

afraid that they are not qualified to teach video and/or afraid that they lack the

ability to acquire the necessary skills. Whatever the reasons may be for art

teachers to shy away from technology in their programs, I hope this study will

illuminate the joy generated by becoming a learner among middle years students

and taking risks in the classroom. ln my experience, middle years children are full

of boundless laughter and forgiveness, reminding me daily not to take myself or

anything too seriously.

Second, a 2003 research study Video Líteracy: An lnvestigation, found

that because of "the relatively recent advances of video technology in the

schools, art education literature is lacking in Artistic Perception, Creative

Expression, Historical and Cultural Context, and Aesthetic Valuing" (Tonkovich,

2003, Abstract) as they relate to video. Thus, by bringing video into art this study

will contribute to the necessary implementation of art in video. Moreover, views
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held by some that film is being replaced by video suggest a need to teach and

implement artful qualities of film and cinematography in video. My intent is to

infuse video production with a standard of artistic or aesthetic quality.

Third, significant implications arise from this study for how the professional

learning of art educators might be supported through professional development

opportunities provided by the provincial ministry of education, school divisions,

teacher training institutions, and professional organizations. Currently, very few

opportunities present themselves for art teachers to unite in professional

development unless self initiated. lt is necessary that art teachers be viewed as

integral components of the teaching community who require ongoing relevant

professional learning.

Fourth, this study is intended to expand literacy by heightening the general

awareness of media literacy and its importance as an essential language for

future generations.

Finally, with the writing of the new provincial art curriculum, this study is

timely indeed in its effort to promote implementing technology as an integral

component of art education.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

Video, interfaced with culture, has its roots in art, television, global popular

entertainment, and information systems. lts rapid upsurge, simultaneously

fuelling and reflecting the dizzying pace of culture, is a direct effect of video's

magic ability to record, erase, rewind, fast foruard, edit, and replay the raw stuff

of life - a promise of life everlasting. Mcluhan (1989), in his discussions of the

"acoustic space structure," introduced the concept of processes being related

simultaneously, likening this phenomena to right brain functions having "centers

everywhere with boundaries nowhere" (p. 8). His term "acoustic", referring to the

seamlessness of sound, prophesized the explosion of technology connecting the

inhabitants of the entire world, transcending all differences in traditions, cultural

values and language as though we were intimate neighbours in a village, equally

informed by the "instantaneous world of electronic information" (p. 77).

lndeed, several authors addressed this assault of visual data in which we

are immersed, agreeing that the increase of digital information and images are

difficult to make sense of (Bruce 2003; Elwes, 2005; Jungwirth, 2003; Quin &

McMahon, 2003; Vaughan, 2005). Like Mcluhan (1989), Bruce (2003), asserted

that the media transmission revolution is based on the speed of light, implying

that time and space are overcome and a "real-time society is founded in which

everything is everywhere at every time" (p. 92)

With Apple introducing the "new" iPod (October, 2005), now featuring

video in addition to hours of music, multifunctional video cell phones, and the
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new console by Sony that provides a "gaming nirvana" to video gamers, popular

culture is gaining increasing ground in the lives of students who are incapable of

discerning what to pay attention to. McLuhan (1989) accused Western linear

thinking, precipitated by the written alphabet, as the reason for this inability,

claiming that Eastern culture was grounded in the practice of avoiding excess

and achieving equilibrium, but Western culture was not. For McLuhan our visual

state is subjected to more stimulation than any of our senses, which we are

untrained to process, unlike Easterners such as the Japanese, who for centuries

have valued the space between objects as paramount. Mcluhan drew

conclusions that our inability to process the barrage of visual energy manifests in

problems such as dyslexia, illiteracy, rampant delinquency and the "alpha state"

(p.87) in Western society.

As data overload forced recognition of patterns, Mcluhan (1989) believed

that we too would one day transcend the Western tradition of chronological, left-

brain sequential thinking to seizing relationships of unlike parts in the

environment. To achieve balance in Canada and United States, said McLuhan,

as we try to process the barrage of electronic information crashing at us from all

directions, we will suffer a societal breakdown before reaching a breakthrough.

Mcluhan referred to the breakthrough as "Robotism" (p. 83), the ability to be a

conscious presence in many places at once, and predicted that video will be the

instrument to help us achieve this. Based on these assertations the question is if

Robotism is upon us. As video becomes ubiquitous in the Western hemisphere,

are we finally breaking down to construct a breakthrough? I believe that we are in
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the process of cultivating a critical consciousness to enable us to process the

"barrage of visual energy" effectively. And there is a glimmer of hope that we too

will intrinsically revere the fullness of the empty spaces like the Japanese have

done for centuries.

This literature review is conducted to extract and synthesize ways in which

video is present in the lives of my students directly, as in the way of popular

culture, or indirectly, as in the world of video art. Video games, their pros and

cons, develop critical thinking skills and provide pleasure; video, as used in

surveillance or reality television, has an omnipotence that is both threatening and

entertaining; video, as a medium to communicate human consciousness, is

regarded as an art form; video, as the technology displacing film, is the new

cinema. To make sense of the medium requires a media literacy that ought to be

embedded in education. This literacy would include video production practices to

enable students to choose the extent to which they want to pursue the medium,

from a general awareness to video connoisseurship. lmplementing video

production in art education is necessary to teach aesthetic literacy and

techniques, how these are used to express and communicate meanings, how

they present and represent cultural values and how these messages shape

attitudes and influence behaviours. Motivated by the quest to make the art

program more relevant for my middle years students and myself, I am inspired to

explore and teach how video influences us to interpret reality.
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Video in Pop Culture

lnformed by several authors, Corrigan's (2004) dissertation, entitled

Monitoring Culture in the Video Age offered an in depth look at the general

landscape of video in popular culture. He suggested, "changes in video

technology are continually mediated by and in popular entertainment". Drawing

on Neale's (1985) writings on the introduction of sound to cinema and Spigel's

(1992) look at the impact of the emergence of television on communication and

culture after World War ll, Corrigan revealed multiple cultural functions generated

by the rise of video in the consumer marketplace, as well as its embedded social

anxiety. He argued that the "prolific presence" (p.4) of video in society mediated

a cultural response of pleasure and fear. Paradoxically, our increasing pleasure

with technology evoked fears of becoming too dependent and thus powerless

over its presence. First, video's surveillance functions may induce cultural anxiety

as activities in convenience stores, schools, banks and further public and private

places are monitored. Knowing they are being watched may be particularly

threatening for youth during their vulnerable middle years and can generate

feelings of powerlessness over an omnipotent medium used to potentially indict

them. Second, music videos and popular entertainment create impressions about

desirable fashion and body image, which may be regarded as threatening,

although likely more by the parents, if not met with their approval. Third, the

impact of the recent trend of reality television infusing students with dreams of

being a Canadian tdolor a participant on Suruivor or The Bachelor is yet to be

determined. Finally, the video gaming industry is gaining ground rapidly in
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keeping youth entertained. Corrigan writes, "AS we watch, we See a video-

dependant alternate universe in which strangers learn how to exist in a camera-

filled world while reflecting back to us both our initial apprehensions and rising

acceptance of new technologies" (p.6). Paradoxically, the world is becoming

increasingly both transparent and opaque.

The more video is on us and distributed into our homes, the more

complexities arise and the more layers there are to process. Lovejoy (2004)

highlighted that video production as a valid practice for artists "did not seem at

first to overlap with broader social attitudes about the congruency of culture,

consumption, and ideology" (p.93), but that the "extremely rapid" development of

video technology provided capabilities of a media tool whose productions could

be broadcast and transmitted online. Thus, the onset of video incurred deep

changes for both culture and artists.

Work by Schatz (1993), Corrigan (1991), and Collins (1993) illuminated

the "New Hollywood" phenomena of the film industry since the 1970's during

which the trend toward corporate conglomeration and blockbuster-style cinema

collided to inspire new ways of producing and consuming video. Schatz made the

connection between the increased pace of film, in terms of being increasingly

plot-driven, visceral and infused with special effects, and the increased pace of

contemporary society. He also suggested that Hollywood movies are increasingly

targeted at young audiences. Thus, the spirit of a culture racing to achieve

blockbuster status is easily inspired by "video's ability to carry images across
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space and time" (Corrigan, 2004, p.10) and the power to record, fast fonryard,

and rewind.

"The meaningless is mired with the meaningful and challenges us to figure

out which is which," (p. 17) stated Broderick (2004) in reference to the data

overload transmitted by technology. The correlation between the speed of video,

real-time, and the speed at which we function is obviated. But unlike a race,

which stops when the finish line has been crossed, there is no finish in sight for

technology. And I believe we are breaking down because our human limitations

prohibit us from running neck and neck with technology much longer. McLuhan

warned that human beings are not designed to live at the speed of light (1989,

p.e7).

Corrigan (1991) highlighted how video has liberated and empowered

people to make decisions on where, when and how they will do their movie

viewing. The implications of this "cinema without walls" (p.5), including the myriad

of reception mechanisms like VCR's, DVD, cable and satellite, are that peoples'

interpretations of material expand exponentially depending on the personal

values and beliefs held by the individual viewer. This phenomenon paralleled

Mcluhan's (1989) prophecies of "Robotism", and the emergence of the human

ability within Western culture to process many incoming energies at once. For

Corrigan, the shift in the way people perceive and define reality undermined

traditional cultural values, thus "video must be regarded as both an agent in the

postmodern culture and as a potential site of anxiety" (p 16).
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Digital video and its prolific presence, rooted in popular culture, is

spearheaded by the gaming industry. ln my experience, my students seem to be

easily seduced by this video gaming phenomenon. Several researchers

examined the content and impact of video games on its players (Beedle, 2004;

Delamere ,2004; Dubenitz, 2005; Ruggill, 2005; Smith, 2004; Whitlock, 2004;

Williams, 2004). Disturbing findings suggested that male violence against

females and non-hegemonic males is induced by violent video games. The

perspectives of Delamere's (2004) participants revealed how video games

contribute to the acceptance, normalization, and perpetuation of gendered

violence. ln his dissertation, Licensed to Shill: How Video and Computer Games

Tarnished the Silver Screen, Ruggill (2005) outlined the material and aesthetic

origins of the game film to show how video and computer games are "tarnishing"

film's role in the media economy. He further suggested that video gaming

influences commercial film as a marketing medium. Robert Anderson (as cited in

Goodale, 2005) of the College for Creative Studies in Detroit says:

We have a whole new generation of game players who are going to be the

prime engine of our economy and society. These are the people who will

be writing our books, interpreting history, becoming scholars and doctors.

It's too late to marginalize the gamer now; the industry is imbedded in the

fabric of our society. (p.11)

Ruggill asserted that the fighting genre, the most prominent genre in video

gaming, is responsible for the negative influence that game film has on corporate
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culture and aesthetics. Although this impacts students in their everyday lives, it

requires research beyond this project.

Buckingham and Sefton-Green (2001) discussed video surveillance by

referring to the cultural implications of the murder of a two-year-old-child in

Liverpool in 1993. As the abduction captured by video surveillance cameras was

replayed for weeks, the British public began to blame the media for the murder of

Jamie Bulgar. All attention was placed on the viewing habits of young offenders;

teenagers blamed their misdemeanor on the new generation of computer games.

Buckingham and Sefton-Green point to authors Pearson and Baker (2001), for

having shown how "popular pleasures, and in particular the pleasures of the

screen" were blamed for "anxiety and repressive campaigns" for years (p.286).

As comics were once considered the cause of juvenile delinquency,

followed by television, video and computer gaming became responsible for

undermining children's physical, moral, and intellectual development. This

anxiety emerged in the arcade in the late 1970's when the British Labor MP led a

campaign to eradicate the threat of video games, the American Surgeon General

warned of their danger and Marcos in the Philippines had three hundred

machines destroyed (Buckingham & Sefton-Green, 2001). All this led to the

British government's attempt to remove media education from the curriculum, but

this was opposed and defeated by teachers. Two decades later, media education

in Britain offers a constructive approach to address both the dangers and the

pleasures of popular culture.
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Upon exploring public claims of the harmful effects of video games, very

little support was found in the research literature for the view that violent video

games result in aggressive or violent behaviour (Beedle, 2004; Dubenitz, 2005;

Smith, 2004; Williams, 2004). Williams (2004) found that gaming has little

negative impact associated with the common stereotypes, including the

"contentious issue of aggression" (Abstract). However, he found that video

games have complicated implications for the social life of players, and concluded

that gaming leads to socialwithdrawal and skewed "real-world perceptions",

while conversely, improving community spirit and activism (Abstract).

ln his dissertation entitled, The Physical and Emotional Experience of

Violence in Video Games, Dubenitz (2005) studied video game violence in two

ways. First, he studied the relationship between violence, physiological arousal

and attitudes toward guns and violence, and secondly, the influences of violence

on the ways boys perceive goodness and badness. He wrote, "Despite a

considerable amount of speculation regarding the psychological significance of

violence in video games, the research has yet to present a clear understanding

of its consequence" (Abstract). Smith (2005) supported this contention by

expanding on the benefits of video gaming, and highlighting how the play

mechanics of the game cultivate "intricate and extensive" cooperation among

players (Abstract).

Further benefits of video gaming are identified by Whitlock (2004) and

Beedle (2004) in their respective dissertations, Theatre and the Video Game:

Beauty and the Beast, and What Educators Can Learn From Multiplayer
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Computer Gaming: A Study of Who is Playing and Their Perceptions of Learning.

ln reference to drama, Whitlock found that video games transform passive

viewers into active participants, thus, altering traditional notions of performance,

theatre and audience. Beedle's data revealed that the majority of gamers are

white males from middle to upper class households, which counters concerns

that video gaming is exclusive to underprivileged youth. Moreover, Beedle found

that video games promote higher level thinking skills, a concept emphasized by

Johnson (2005).

ln his book Everything Bad is Good for You, Johnson (2005) promoted the

idea that popular culture is making us smarter. Johnson argued that criticism of

video gaming arises when comparing it to books, but suggested that video

games raise lQ scores and develop cognitive abilities in ways that books cannot.

Referring to the digital generation as the "sleeper Curve", which involves the kind

of thinking required to make sense of a cultural experience, he provided a

chronological reversal of history wherein books are the latest invention preceded

by video that kids have been playing for centuries past. Although he was joking,

his defense was well illustrated in his example of what the disgruntled public may

say about this new "frenzy of reading" (p.19):

Reading books chronically understimulates the senses. Unlike the

longstanding tradition of game playing - which engages the child in vivid,

three-dimensional world filled with moving images and musical

soundscapes, navigated and controlled with complex muscular

movements- books are simply a barren string of words on a page.
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Books are also tragically isolating. while games have for many

years engaged the young in complex social relationships with their

peers... books force the child to sequester him or herself in a quiet space,

shut off from interaction with other children. These new "libraries" that

have arisen in recent years to facilitate reading activities are a frightening

sight: dozens of young children, normally so vivacious and socially

interactive, sitting alone in cubicles, reading silently, oblivious to their

peers. (Johnson, 2005, P.20)

Johnson (2005) echoed Mcluhan (1989), suggesting that the reading

craze is responsible for the 10 million Americans suffering from dyslexia, a

condition that only existed because of printed text in Western culture. Morever,

Johnson criticized the linear path of narrative text for causing passivity in

children. "Reading is not an active, participatory process; it's a submissive one",

said Johnson, suggesting that the new generation of book worms is learning to

follow the plot rather than learning to lead, as they do in video gaming (p.20).

Upon outlining the many virtues of books and asserting that they are still the

most effective way of communicating complex thought, Johnson concluded that

two new trends were impelled by video games. First, the nonliterary popular

culture has been growing more challenging during the last thirty years and

second, the nonliterary popular culture is honing different mental skills that are

just as important as the ones exercised by reading books.

Johnson (2005) suggested some definite benefits of video games on

cognition and learning. Collateral learning, as identified by Dewey, involves the
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formation of enduring attitudes based on decision-making, which includes:

weighing evidence, analyzing situations, and consulting long-term goals. lt would

seem that video gaming teaches thinking through a series of instructions with

multiple layers the way programmers think when they write code, teaching

abstract skills in probability, abstract skills in pattern recognition and in

understanding causal relationships. Could this be because programmers create

video games? Healy (1999) wrote, "Because programmers know how to make

games so psychologically compelling (some say addictive), they have a power

far beyond most childhood games" (p.158). This phenomenon of presenting

children with adult stimuli through video games without adequate education

about the production of video games requires more research. Moreover, the

notion that video games are designed to breed video addicts needs further

exploration.

Finally, various authors agreed that the pleasure of video gaming is

paramount (Johnson, 2005; Quin & McMahon ,2001). The media's profit is

directly related to our pleasures, write Quin and McMahon (2001), and Nintendo

would market mathematics programs if they would sell. Because the new

consumer is the child of powerless parents, claimed Quin and McMahon (2001),

it is they who sell video games. To what extent do we create ideologies and

cultural values promoted by popular culture and video games? ln addition to

learning the "rules of the environment", the way the player thinks, the "rich

aesthetic experiences" from the "textures of the world, the intriguing social
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exchanges and the artificial intelligence embedded in virtual characters, provide

"amazing interaction" with the video game (Johnson, 2005, p.60)'

How does pop culture affect us and how do we contribute to its

predominance in the lives of youth? More research is needed to address the

formal aesthetic qualities in video games and how these contribute to the video

game appeal. Video gaming's increasing popularity warrants the conclusion that

children should be educated in visual literacy and media literacy, to learn about

its relevance, methodology, content and goals. Elwes (2005) wrote, "Video art

will, of necessity, maintain a dialogue with video games, picture messaging, the

proliferating linguistic practices of the lnternet and whatever communication

systems the new century throws up" (p.193).

Although aesthetics and art are embedded in video games as the

elements and principles of art create the "visual structure" (Block, 2001, p.226) in

them, video games are not considered to be video art. Video games are

aesthetically stunning, designed by programmers and digital graphic artists, and

promoted by the entertainment industry. Video art, on the other hand, is still

exclusive to artists, where video is the medium, a human extension, to achieve a

conceptual experience or process for the artist. For gaming, video is the end; for

art, video is a means to an end as a medium for human expression. The

boundaries, however, are blurring on this divide as we are forced to adopt a

holistic attitude where the entire environment is used as art.
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Video as Art

Video in art began just as artists embraced conceptual and performance-

based art and film artists started using general-purpose digital computers to

make films. Referred to as the "default medium of the twenty-first century"

(Elwes, 2005, p.191), artists use video for its flexibility, enabling them to expand

on human expression and concepts unlike any other medium. lt embraces all

recent art forms including: pedormance and pop art, abstract, minimal,

conceptual, photography, and digital art (Rush, 2003, p.8). The discussion

around the increasing emergence of video is bountiful; its historical evolution,

including its limitations and benefits, is well documented (Bruce, 2003; Corrigan,

2004; Geuens, 2002; LeGrice, 2001; Lovejoy, 2004; Prince, 2004; Ruggill, 2005;

Rush, 2003; Sherman, 2005). Authors agreed that video art is of no "real

significance to artists unless it is significant art" (LeGrice, 2001, p.219) which

involves a positive use of the technology in conception, sensitivity, and

experience (LeGrice,2001; Lovejoy, 2004; Rush 2003).

As the dematerialization of the art object began, artists were seeking new

ways of expression to reflect the urgency of their ideas combined with the direct

relationship they wanted with their audiences. Video moved from short showings

on small screens in obscure art spaces, to dominating international exhibitions

where massive video installations and projections cover the walls of an entire city

block like Times Square, New York. The literature concurred with Elwes (2005),

who wrote, "...video helped to fill the gaps left by the slow, but inexorable eviction

of painting and sculpture from their dominant position in contemporary art (p.7).
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When Sony unveiled the Portapac in 1965, the first hand-held camera and

portable tape recorder, artists revolutionized the moving image. Transcending

constrictions of Hollywood "power brokers" (Rush, 2003, p.7) and mainstream

television producers, artists began to participate in a form of visual

communication that was quickly changing social and cultural life throughout the

world. Portapak paved the way for former independent film artists to make video

art, which increasingly became the medium of choice for current film artists. This

phenomenon warranted an investigation into the aesthetic criteria exclusive to

video. LeGrice (2001) looked at how such criteria could be established and tried

to find some driving principles. He cautioned, along with others like Prince

(2004), that rather than looking at what video does not provide (i.e. the

"sensuous factors", p.219) we need to identify common factors in the making of

digital video, then we need to see how these factors relate to the structure,

sound, image, and so on, of the product.

Rush (2003) divided his discussion on video art into three major themes.

First, artists used the video camera as an extension of their own bodies, linking

the physical and the conceptual; second, video expanded the possibilities of

narrative, examining personal, political and cultural identities and producing non-

linear autobiographies and futuristic fantasies; third, the "hybridization" of video

art involved other materials such as digital video, film, DVD, graphics, computer

art, CD-roms, animation and virtual reality, to make new forms such as 'Filmic

Art'(p.9).
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As an 'art of time,' video has been used to extend, repeat, fast forward,

slow down, speed up and stop time. ln the hands of such artists as Vito

Acconi, Bill Viola, Gary Hill, and Marina Abramovic, it has explored the

body of the artist, the poetry of the soul, the complexity of the mind, and

the inequalities fostered by gender and political prejudice. (Rush, 2003,

p.8)

Video art had the most activity during the mid 1970's when artists

recognized video as an explorable medium. Bob Wiegand, a video artist cited in

Rush (2003), attempted a close explanatory definition of video art with respect to

the previous art mediums:

All art is illusion. We never perceive anything in a work of art that is not a

symbol, a representation, or an imitation of an object, idea, or emotion.

Video is a device in a long line of devices that communicates illusions. lts

predecessors-the sound, the word, the picture, the gesture-make it both a

refinement and composite of the older illusion devices (p. 58).

The first American artist to consciously experiment with video technology

was Nam June Paik. His work was followed by that of John Whitney and his

sons, John Jnr and Michael, Stan Vanderbeek, John Stehura, Lillian Schwartz,

Marc Adrian, and Bill Viola (LeGrice, 2001). ln Canada, lan Baxter and Michael

Snow were documenting their live work in video (Elwes, 2005). As the birth of

video art coincided with the feminist movement in the 1970s and marked a shift

within contemporary art toward ideas, away from an interest in any specific

medium, it gave women the opportunity to enter an art world from which they had
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been denied access. Increased availability of video cameras allowed women to

participate in art making that did not require museum or gallery authorization to

be validated.

Video vs. Film

The fundamental difference between video and film is how the light

reflected from the scene is processed. ln film, light creates a chemical change

directly on the emulsion, while in digital video the light is fixed onto a computer

chip behind the camera lens (Bordwell & Thompson,2004). According to

Wikipedia, other differences include:

1. Digital video allows for films to be shot faster, and for less money than

film.

Digital video, unlike film, does not need to be developed and can be

played back and edited immediately after shooting. This can help in

avoiding continuity errors.

Digital video can record image and audio on the same media.

Digital video cameras are smaller than film cameras.

Digital video is recorded on a cassette or hard drive device, which can

hold considerably more footage and are cheaper than a ten-minute film

stock.

Digital video is more sensitive than film, and usually requires less

lighting.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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7. Most films are already edited on a digital system after the developed

film stocks are converted to digital video. Film requires a lengthy

telecine process to be converted to digital video. (Wikipedia online)

The main argument against digital cinematography is that films shot digitally

have a cheaper look and do not meet the quality of film (Bordwell &

Thompson ,2004; Wikipedia). However, there are also those who try to

achieve a "video look" with film (Bordwell & Thompson,2004, p. 12).But the

quality and character of light itself, and the perceptual experiences it evokes in

viewers, provides "the most integral conception of the medium, and it is here-in

the nature of the light-induced perceptual experience- that the medium is

transforming most radically" (Prince, 2004, p.32).

For now, the language used to discuss video art is borrowed from the

language of film. Ascott (1990) predicted that the integrity of digital work would

"not be judged by old aesthetics; no antecedent criteria can be applied to network

creativity since there is no previous canon to accommodate it" (p.315). Ascott

called for a "collective criticism" (p.315) to serve as criteria and language with

which to measure the new digital matrix, the seamlessness of real to virtual. For

Ascott, McLuhan and others, the computer deals invisibly with the invisible:

"these new exhilarating metaphors of existence- nonlinear, uncertain, layered

and discontinuous- that the computer can redescribe... and as we come to see

more, we shall see the computer less and less" (Ascott, 1990, p.316). lndeed,

fifteen years since Ascott wrote these thoughts, this has come to pass.
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With video replacing film, "for the first time" an image of the world is

formed automatically, without the "creative intervention of man" (Prince, 2004,

p.26).Prince uses the Coen brothers (2000) 'O Brother, Where Art Thou? as an

example of the ways special effects are created digitally (i.e. the cow is digital

rather than alive, and colour is digitally modified as never before). Prince likens

this process to a "painter's ability to control the fine details of color, shading,

contrast, filtration, and other attributes of the image- within images that can

otherwise appear naturalistic" (p. 31). lt is here that viewers will notice the effect

of digital color correction, claims Prince, as it brings the medium closer to the

kind of fine-grain aesthetic control of painters.

ln The Digital World Picture, Geuens (2002) criticized the impact of digital

video on the art of cinema. ln his view, video is displacing moviemakers'

romanticized process of how movies used to be made, where human energy and

emotional involvement between actors, the happenstances of lighting, and the

rigour of processing the film through its various stages before its release to

viewers, brought nature to the screen that video, with its all encompassing,

calculating abilities, annihilates. Referencing Heidegger's perspective that human

beings adopting a technological worldview are greedy for power, wanting to

master and control everything around them, Geuens criticized George Lucas for

pretending otherwise. Cited in Geuens (2002), Lucas assures cameramen that

"aesthetic decisions still have to be made" and "that the essence of what they

do-which is to frame a shot and to make sure the lighting is beautiful or

appropriate-will always remain the same." However, cautioned Geuens, this
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view denies the drastic discontinuity central to the digital revolution because it

trivializes the traditional ways in which movies were made. The luxuriousness of

video completely ignores the traditional construction of a coherent picture in

which the source was "the world of everyday life" (p.20). Geuens wondered what

happens to our emotional involvement with characters once we know that the

"performing" on the screen owes everything to the talent of a digital animator?

Prince (2004) suggested that the profound impact of the shift to video will

lie in the perceptual registration of light information, first as the images are

captured and then as the values read by the capture device are, in turn, read by

the viewer. Special effects result in seeing and contextualizing the image in

different terms than how we see undoctored naturalistic real life images. The

tools of digital filmmaking are transforming all aspects of cinema, including

production, postproduction, and exhibition. Altering the visual characteristics of

the moving image and changing the viewer's perceptual understanding of the

nature of cinema is leading, for the first time in the medium's history, to the

emergence of filmic artifacts.

The emulsion flecks and scratches on the original film used for the video

or DVD, and the grains in the camera stock are filmic artifacts, unfamiliar

vestiges of a medium that for young viewers is "prehistoric" (Prince,2004, p.33).

lnterestingly, the head of Research and Development at Swiss Effects, a digital-

transfer facility that takes DV projects to film, pointed out: "Almost nobody wants

the clarity of digital projection-they want more grain" (Prince, 2004, p. 32).

Speaking for all film lovers, he proposed celebrating and retaining the dirt, the
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scratches and gra¡n, because, "in the clean, crystal-clear, and diamond-sharp

world of digital video, they are the ghostly traces of our former love; artifacts of

the stuff that dreams once were made of' (p.33). This is a sentimental nostalgia

shared by many.

Cinema is now a video experience. Adists are working in a post-medium

world; their work is digitally edited on a computer and screened on a video

monitor regardless of the format they shoot on. Prince (200$ outlined in detail

the evolution of cinema from its first century of exÍstence, to its transformation by

digital. The paradigm of cinema, beginning as a photo-mechanical medium, its

images arising from chemistry, darkroom, and processing lab, fixed in analog

form on a celluloid surface, is changing because of the influx of digital tools in all

phases of film production: set design, cinematography, editing, sound,

postproduction, distribution, and exhibition. Even the field of acting now sees the

encroachment of digital designs. The daunting challenge will be to make the

multi-imaged, complex, constructivist panorama around the characters work

dramatically for the story. Prince wondered if the strong performance of the

digital screens reflects a short-run curiosity about digital exhibition or will hold up

over the long run (2004, p.26).Kennedy (2005) felt that we are fortunate that film

preservation is being upheld, although "much of it would not be possible without

the aid of the very technology that is making film obsolete" (p.121).

Of notable blockbusters, Cold Mountain (2004) is a fine example of a film

where digital technology was used as a tool to enhance the look but not draw

attention to itself. Director of Photography John Seale's (n.d.), a complete
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convert, recently told Millimeter magazine: "Once you have a taste of a digital

intermediate, there is no going back," (Filmlight). ln addition to George Lucas,

various other blockbuster movie directors have stated that they too have been

"converted" to digital cinematography and will never return to using film (Bordwell

& Thompson,2004; Wikipedia). Two of these are QuintonTarantino, whose

movies are notorious for their sharp dialogue, fractured chronology, and pop

culture obsessions, and Kathryn Bigelow's (1995) Strange Days, a neo-noir

thriller set in Los Angeles at the turn of the millennium. ln fact, Bigelow's film

focuses on the effects of society on a new technology, Superconducting

QUantum lnterference Device. SQUID is a video camera for the brain, which

records everything a person experiences, and allows others to relive the

sensations when they wear the device and play back the recordings. This theme

may indeed prophesize video of the future.

The cinematic image is finally catching up to where sound has been for

years. Few of the sounds, for example, that one hears in a movie originate at the

point of filming or have not been subject to further processing. As digital grading

and imaging methods are reconfiguring the process of film production, significant

changes are occurring in the industrial and professional context of cinema

(Prince, 2004, p.30).Several authors discussed the artistic and technical benefits

of digital video versus film (Geuens,2002; Kennedy, 2005; Lovejoy, 2004;

Prince, 2004; Sherman, 2005). Sherman (2005) asserted how the current trend

of reality television is promoted by video. The news is grounded in raw video and

"cannot be more authentic in any other medium" and video can be "dressed up to
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look like cinema" (2005, p.56). Sherman argued that video is superior to film

because its features will eventually exceed those of film. He stated, "digital video

is technically unlimited in terms of future resolution" (p.58). Both Sherman and

Kennedy predicted that the forty year old medium of digital video is successfully

generating the "inevitable disappearance of film". Sherman's vehement

convictions about video and its staying power, posed the question whether or not

film itself is becoming an artifact. Research into the breadth and scope of video

vs. film will help to determine a new language with which video art can be

critically and aesthetically described and measured. Further exploration into the

sentimentality of film and its passionate supporters seems warranted.

Video Media Literacy

Work by Negroponte (1995), Chairman of the MIT Media Lab, and

Masterman (2001) have both made considerable contributions to the area of

media literacy and media education,ln Rationale for Medía Education

Masterman declared two "major principles of media pedagogy" (p.45):

1. Media education offers the possibility, not simply of new curriculum

content, but of new ways of working. Teaching effectively about the media

demands teaching methods which are lively, open, participatory,

democratic, and active as possible, if the aim of critical autonomy is to be

achieved.

2. Media education has a distinctive epistemology in which knowledge is not

so much deposited upon students as actively created by them through a

process of investigation and dialogue. @.aal)
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According to Weber (as cited in Desai, 2005), educator and artist best

known for his work in video art, "Media is a primary method of social control"

(p.195). He argued this to be the obvious reason to use video arUmedia art as a

pedagogical tool. Weber suggested that media literacy is giving students the

"tools to deal with media propaganda" (p.196). This is achieved by teaching

students how to use the "tools of media" which in turn, teaches them how to be

critical consumers of media. Weber advocated teaching video art in art because

video is a "very creative medium to put into students' hands and one that is

relevant to their daily lives" (p.196).

Ascott (1990) referred to the technology of interaction between the human

mind, artificial intelligence, and perception as "telematics" or "global vision", since

its distribution "networks across the whole planet as well as reaching remotely

into galactic space and deep into quantum levels of matter" (p.31 1). He argued

that telematic culture amplifies human capacity for creative thought and action,

more vivid and intense experience, and for more informed perception. This

capacity is enabled by participating in the production of global vision through

networked interaction with other minds, sensibilities, sensing and thinking

systems across the planet. Thoughts circulate like molecules through the

multiplicity of different cultural, geographical, social, and personal layers. Ascott

wrote, "This artificial extension of human intelligence and perception, which the

neural nets of PDP (parallel distributed processing) and sophisticated remote-

sensing systems provide, not only amplifies human perception but is in the

process of changing it" (p. 31 1).
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Digital literacy, loosely defined as the language of technology within

cultural and historical context, has the power to manipulate. Authorities agreed,

therefore, it should be taught in schools (Buckingham & Sefton-Green, 2001;

Healy, 1999; Quin & McMahon ,2001). By assessing the advantages,

disadvantages and biases of digital technology against other media, children are

encouraged to be discriminating consumers. "lt is never too early to start

discussing visual messages", Says DeGaetano (cited in Healy, 1999) who

believed that "if families evaluate all their media use, children can be inoculated

from mindlessness" (p.253). Bruce (2003) reminded us of Dewey's advocacy of

learning by doing, convinced that "personal experience is at the center of

education" (p.202). For Dewey and others, learning happens aS we are engaged

in activity, and "meanings derive from the working of the material" (LeGrice,

2001, p.235). When engaged in construction of critical consciousness by

recognizing how specific symbolic actions and words used with technology

construct fundamental societal ideologies, children are making meaning. This

awareness cultivates "greater consciousness and agency in interpreting and

authoring" hypermedia texts, thus empowering future societies to achieve "higher

levels" of social justice and equity (Myers & Beach, 2003, p' 238)'

According to Buckingham and Sefton-Green (2001), the study of media is

an integral part of the English, Art and Technology curriculum in Britain, a subject

that has grown at a "fantastic rate" largely due to student demand. ln the context

of what Bruce (2003) regarded as an example of extending lmmanuel Kant's
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concept of combining knowledge of internal representations with socially

constructed representations to create popular cultural, Buckingham and Sefton-

Green conducted two studies. The authors wanted to determine how student

identities are mediated through their tastes and pleasures in popular cultures and

how they reflected on their pleasures to gain a deeper understanding of

themselves as an audience and issues of representation. The authors' findings

suggested that the attraction of computer games has to do with developing

control, winning against the machine, competing with oneself, choosing

alternatives, accidentally discovering secrets, and juggling numerous things in

your head simultaneously. Buckingham and Sefton-Green agreed that the power

and autonomy of consumers could be increased through the democratic potential

of multimedia (p.293).

"We can use new media to engender experiences that enlarge the

possibilities for making meaning", (Bruce, 2003, p.233). Bruce went on to

introduce Myers and Beach (2003), Hypermedia Authoring as Crítical Literacy,

which explored how hypermedia fosters critical thinking and enhances six major

dimensions for inquiry-based learning. Myers and Beach collected data on how

students interpret and analyze interactions in a social world as several boys

videotaped their own video gaming. The participants noted how particular

behaviours were constructed, such as attitude change, relationship depletion (for

short periods of time) and anger and/or celebration. The students noticed how

different video games constructed feelings of success and power as they

"escaped the pressures of outside social worlds- particularly school and family
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worlds" (p.238). As in the studies conducted by Buckingham and Sefton-Green

(2001), students were likewise encouraged to reflect on their pleasures to gain a

greater understanding of themselves as an audience. They developed critical

consciousness by reflecting on their own words and actions to examine how

these shape the ideologies of society. Finally, these studies elicited issues

around the way in which "critical" discourse is often privileged in media

education, which may end up validating certain class bound forms of popular

culture.

Authors argued strongly to guard against elitist oppositions between high

and popular culture: "postmodern culture is seen here, not as a reflection of

alienation and meaninglessness, but as vibrant, diverse and creative"

(Buckingham & Sefton-Green, 200',l, p.303). This analysis began to describe the

process of consumption/production, enabled by the interactive nature of digital

texts in which the roles of reader, writer and player are entangled. Moreover,

ideas develop from the exchange between forms of conception and ways of

expression/production. Thus the technologies of art production may be viewed as

functÍoning like language (LeGrice, 2001, p.235). To define digital literacy more

fully, further research is required to determine how students develop their

identities and describe their cultural experiences through technology and video.

Lyman and Varian (cited in Jungwirth, 2003), conducted a thorough study

to answer questions about the flood of information generated by technology,

including e-mail, and measured how much general information is produced in the

world each year. They concluded:
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It is clear that we are drowning in a sea of information. The challenge is to

learn to swim in that sea... Better understanding and better tools are

desperately needed if we are to take full advantage of the ever-increasing

supply of information. (p.94)

Visual literacy was first revered in the early 80's when art educator

Spoerner (1981) made a heartfelt appeal for the inclusion of photography in art

education to increase visual literacy. He stated, "The eye is the pathway through

which some 90% of our learning enters" (p.36) Visually, Johnson (2005)

suggested that "the eye learns to tolerate chaos, to experience disorder as an

aesthetic experience, the way the ear learned to appreciate distortion in music a

generation before" (p.61-62). lndeed, video artists have simultaneously tried to

counter the "image storm" by creating an "oasis of calm" in their work (Elwes,

2005, p.192).

Although artists are attempting to define calm spaces within the image storm,

making sense of electronic bombardment requires a breadth and scope of

attention. To gain the necessary understanding of how we can identify and

visually process the meaningful among the meaningless, collectively manifest

McLuhan's view of acoustic space in Western Culture, media literacy in Canada

requires further exploration. Elwes (2005) wonders, "How can the twenty-first-

century video artist combat both the insidious narcissism of western cutture and

the undifferentiated information overload to which we are all subjected"(p.191)? I

believe the education community has a responsibility to extend what artists have

initiated.
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Video in Education

Experts have argued that the inclusion of popular culture in the curriculum

increases relevance for students; thus it is becoming more and more prevalent in

education. ln an article entitled, "Pleasure, Creativity, and the Carnivalesque in

children's video Production'l Grace and Tobin (2002) described a video

production project performed by teachers with first - third grade students over

the course of three years in a Hawaiian Elementary School. Some results can be

directly transferred to video production in general education. For instance,

findings showed that popular culture plays a significant role in the video

production of children because it generates great pleasure for them. Making

videos gave students the chance to express their desires, work through their

fears, and play with their identity as children. The importance of allowing students

pleasure on their own terms for no essential purpose other than an end in itself

was considered paramount in the "school lives" of children. Grace and Tobin

concluded that the ephemeral presence of pleasures for the students can "live

briefly in the interstices between freedom and structure until their moment is

spent" (p.212), thus providing a rejuvenating and creative force for students and

teachers alike.

Another point to consider when introducing video into the schools is the

trepidation with which teachers respond to change. Grace and Tobin (2002)

found that the teachers were filled with fear that relinquishing power to the

students would undermine their authority and erase boundaries of academic

standards. They also feared that video productions might perpetuate the negative
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messages inherent in students' popular culture, thus resulting in passivity,

immorality, poor health, delinquency, a decline in literary skills, acts of

aggression, the loss of innocence, and desensitization to crime and violence.

However, the study found that children were keenly aware of the differences

between play and reality; playing with meanings and messages of the media in

video is what generated joy for children. This idea is further supported by

Bettleheim (cited in Elwes, 2005), who observed that children enter a world of

fantasy without letting go of reality and thus know the difference between reality

and illusion. According to Grace and Tobin, video production provides both an

arena for students' interests in popular culture to be validated without being

appropriated, and another way for students to get hooked into literacy.

Anti-technology views continue to persist in educational circles. The

current generation of artists, filmmakers, and video-makers in schools, "and their

teachers who continue to ignore computer and video-technology", will soon

discover that they have "by-passed the primary medium" of their own fields and

their culture (Viola, 1982, p.297). Research by Black (2002), about the "topsy-

turvy" role reversal, in which students teach technology to teachers, awakens us

to guard against complacency in education. We can no longer overlook young

movie consumers as critical producers of media text and culture (Goldfarb,

2002).

Heilig (1955) wrote, "The cinema of the future will no longer be a visual art

but an art of consciousness" (p.230) referring to visual narrative being infused

with more conceptualwork expressive of humanity. Likewise, various experts
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predicted that the art of the future will be art of consciousness and thus,

"development of self must precede development of technology, or we will go

nowhere" (Viola, 1982, p.297). The idea that the application of technology is only

a reflection of the user is emphasized and recurring in the research literature. As

we proceed from models of the eye and ear to models of thought processes and

conceptual structures in the brain, "conceptual art" will take on new meaning

(Viola, 1982, p.29$. Both authors described the evolutionary processes of our

senses. Viola highlights the limitations of the branching of information in

computer video discs used in classrooms. "Artists know that there must be more

out there than this" (Viola, 1982, p.295). This technology is interactive, but it is

still the same old linear logic system presented in a flashy new package.

Another example of the notion that human thought may be capable of

processing the barrage of electronic information appeared in 1983 in an article

entitled The Electric Media Conspiracy.ln it author Loveless (1983) boldly

married video with computer. He defined "media" as what we make marks with,

thus "marking time" (p. 20), and outlined the evolution of "mark making" by

artists, through to the evolution of electronic abilities of "timing marks" wherein

anyone can be both producer and consumer (p. 20). The word "conspiracy" in his

title from Latin etymology meant, "to breathe togethed', specifically "man

breathing together with the technology, utilizing it to serve human needs and

ideals" (p. 20). Loveless suggested, "Man is, all at once life sound and life

motion- a mark through time, leaving a trail of images behind" (p. 20). This idea

that we are all particles of the electronic media conspiracy was echoed by Viola
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(1982) who proposed integrating images and video into the domain of computer

logic to reflect our brain functions. Viola suggested developing a "matrix"

structure, an idea space for exploring a territory wherein all directions are equal,

which would precipitate the monumental task of mapping the conceptual

structures of our brain onto technology (p.296). Viola predicted that the ultimate

mapping onto a computer disc would take the form of "schizo" or "spaghetti"

(p.296) in whích everything is equally irrelevant and relevant at the same time, as

in McLuhan's concept of acoustic space structure.

ln the general education literature, video is primarily discussed as an

instructional tool to help students and teachers achieve high levels of success.

According to Ferneding (2003), the "split between science and technology"

(p.127) appeared to be mirrored in the general split between art and technology.

Howe, Davies and Ritchie (2001) suggest linking technology and art in schools to

remedy this old, socially constructed divide. They suggested that schools have

the responsibility to acknowledge the creative element of technology as "part of

everyday life" (p. 88).

can the divergent thinking fostered in art education deverop the

technology capable of reflecting human consciousness of the future? More

attention is required to fully integrate aesthetic characteristics of video art in a

Western art program in public education.

Video in Art Education

ln addition to making art, art education also involves aesthetic

appreciation and visual literacy. lndeed, the best production springs from an
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aesthetic consciousness that informs the creative process. The reason why arts

are important in education is because "they, more than any other topic of study,

transcend limitations of time, place, and personality to reveal what human beings

and their societies are and may be" (R. Smith, 2005, p.22)."|f life is now truly

imitating art, the artist must assume a tremendous responsibility" (Osborne,

1968, p.20). According to Greene (as cited in R. Smith,2005), when the unique

pleasure in art, whether in production or appreciation, cannot be attained due to

inadequate knowledge, students are unfortunately deprived of more vivid, intense

and satisfying lives. This ensuing illiteracy of the senses can be avoided through

art education, which encourages aesthetic sensitivity and competence in other

areas of students' lives.

British film educator, RobertWatson (as cited in Davies, 2001) convinced

that video is an art form, argues that "an aesthetic approach to the moving

image...is a humanistic imperative" (p.267) in education. Watson hooks "modern

audio-visual media" onto the tradition of the narrative arts, saying:

Film, which includes television and video, is a contemporary narrative art

whose place on the curriculum is amongst all the arts...Those arts whose

place is less than assured, such as film, need the passionate advocacy of

men and women who know that the creative intelligence, nourished from

infancy is of the essence of human life. (p.267)

I believe that students of art ought to be familiar with the traditions, genres,

significant artists and history of video, to be "literate", and be able to combine
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knowledge with skills and personal vision, in "creating new texts" (Davies, 2001,

p. 268).

The evolution of digital video in education is thoroughly investigated by

Tonkovich (2003) in issues of Art Education Journals published between 1963 -
1998. ln her dissertation research , Video Literacy: An lnvestigation, Tonkovich

determined that the first sign of film in the classroom emerged in 1966. ln an

article entitled "Fílm Making in the Art Curriculum"Sisley (1966) discussed the

benefits of film as art medium. He predicted that the possibilities of film in an art

classroom coupled with the students'positive response to the medium could

transfer to the commercial world of television and in the motion picture industry

(p.13).The same year, Film Making in Schools and Colleges (Harcourt &

Theobald, 1966) was the first book that heightened awareness of the educational

value of video. ln it teachers and chapter authors Bolton (1966) and Hughes

(1966) described the processes of movie making with their classes. Bolton's

account of working with elementary school-aged children is a testimony to the

rich learning young students experience through movie making (pp. 1T-18).

Hughes (1966) highlighted when to supervise and when to observe, asserting

that with middle years students "remarkably high standards can be achieved" (p.

27).

ln the late sixties, art educators first discussed the potential for art

education to provide skills to study and control media/mass communication and

to be accepted as an essential part of the art curriculum. ln "Art is Anything You

can Get Away with", osborne (1968) discussed Mcluhan's prophesies about
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how electronic media will transform existing cultures, and prescribed a

"demanding role for art in the development of media study as well as media

control" (p.20). Educators began to recognize that students are motivated to pay

closer attention to film or television instructions if they understand the technique

of the medium they consume. More and more, the idea that film, television and

video could provide a forum for many cultures and masses to communicate

emerged.

Kurtz's (1974) "Television in Art Education" marked the first published

article relating to video in art education. lt outlined the unique qualities of video

and suggested counteracting passívity by making the viewer an active participant

in the production process. Rosenberg (1979) exclaimed, "lt [popular film] has the

power to be an exceptionally effective medium, more than the printed word or

typical lecture method (with or without slídes) for conveying to students an

increased awareness of the worth of the human being" (p.10). Rosenberg

revealed that the Department of Art at the University of Nevada, Reno, had

offered film studies "for some years" recognizing that, "film is a visuat medium, a

part of the visual arts, the major impact of which comes through the visuals the

filmmaker composes, works, establishes, and sets" (p.10). An elaborate

collection of articles about Art and Computers compiled as a mini issue in Art

Education in 1983 raised the question, how can we educate the art student and

the general public about the aesthetic qualities of these new [video] images?

Twenty-three years later and 40 years since video first was noticed, video as art

medium is still marginal in education. This is surprising given its current
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proliferating presence in the lives of our students. However, there are various

recent publications that raise hopes for increased visibility of video in education

in the near future (Fraser & oram, 2003; shulman & Hazlitt, 2004; szekely &

Szekely,2005).

ln 1979, Eisner introduced the notion of "connoisseurship", a perceptive

appreciation and knowing of different dimensions of artistic qualities and how

they relate to one another. Connoisseurship is achieved through study, intuition,

and seeing (not just looking!). lt reveals itself in the ability to place our

experiences and understandings in a wider context, connecting them with our

values and commitments. connoisseurship is "something that needs to be

worked at - but it is not a technical exercise" (M. smith, 200s). Thus, by its very

nature, connoisseurship in video requires that video be taught early on in

schools.

ln the early eighties, the notion of including the popular arts in the context of

popular culture in art education was met with resistance from Eisner, and other

art educators. According to Rosenblum (1981), Eisner insisted on promoting a

"definite divide" between "high art" and the "popular arts" (p. g), thus eliciting

opposition to an all inclusive art education environment. Twenty years later

Goldfarb (2002) further expressed a concern for the elitist phenomena, referring

to the split between academic (white collar) and vocational (alternative based on

class, race, gender and assessed intelligence) streams in education. He raised

questions such as: "Will media across the curriculum be the cutting edge of

progressive pedagogy, or the newest "vo tech" track for a class of workers? Why
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the hierarchy among literature and mass media forms?" and "How can we begin

to break down the high-low culture divide that separates books from media texts,

writing from image making" (p.71)? ln addition Goldfarb recommended merging

the process of critical thinking about any existing text, with the skills of media

production, and asserted how educators in art classes have achieved this.

Several educators recently provided practical guides to teaching video in

art (Fraser & oram, 2003; Greenwood,2002; szekely & szekely, 2005). The

view of student-as-producer is highly encouraged and valued for several

reasons: emotive potential, technology behind movies, signs and syntax of the

language of film, theatrical and literary aspects, extension of written text, time

periods or themes discussed in class (Goldfarb, 2002; Golden, 2001). The

literature supports the premise that the skills students use to decode the visual

image are the same skills they use to comprehend written text. Golden attested

that once students identify the cinematic elements of a movie they naturally

analyze as they watch and transfer these skills to critiquing the written work, thus

their reading skills improve (p. xiv).

ln his article "Constructivism and Technology in Art Education", Pater

(2001) addressed the constructivist approach in technology, curren¡y the

paramount focus of the new curriculum directions in Manitoba. Upon outlining

key features of the constructivist approach, he also cautioned that the merging of

constructivist methods with technology "does not happen quickly" (p.47). Merging

creativity with practical technology skills is a challenge because of the

complexities exclusive to technology; human expression has to yield to whether
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or not the computer, camera, DVD player cooperates. More research is

necessary to examine applications of constructivism in the middle years art

curriculum.

Recent dissertations addressed the educational benefits of students as

digital video producers, (corrigan 2004; Heyworth, 2002; saylor, 2004;sweeney,

2004; Tonkovich, 2003) however, the educational impact of middle years

students as producers of digital video requires further research. My pursuit of

proficiency in digital video will benefit students by helping them to become

creative, expressive producers, and more intelligent media consumers.

Video in Middle Years Art Education

Coincidentally, the advent of scientists' greater understanding of unique

physiological growth changes specific to middle years adolescents, occurred

during the mid sixties, the same years video emerged and educators first used

film as an art medium in the classroom. Although people have researched the

use of technology in the adolescenusecondary art programs (Eaton, 2004;

Morrison, 2003; saylor, 2004), and two current dissertations specifically

addressed middle years art education (Elliot, 2004; Riddell 2OO4), no studies

could be found targeting the implementation of video and its impact on a middle

years art program in which traditional art is produced.

The connection of video to middle years, specifically, is essential because

of the unique characteristics of the middle years students as they are faced with

rapid growth physically, mentally, and emotíonally during this short time in their

lives (Riddell,2004). The immediacy of video would lend itself beautifully as a
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medium reflecting the hyper-energetic spirits of middle years students. The

reflection of themselves may simultaneously fuel as well as temper their

heightened ego awareness. Moreover, research indicated that seeing ourselves

on screen, video self-modeling in student as producer, is an effective way to

improve academic skills and behaviours (Hitchcock, Dowrick, & prater, 2003).

Ross (2005) wrote, "some see arts education as criticalwhen students reach

middle school and begin to lose interest in books" (p.4). He advocated art

education so students could acquire new conceptual languages to organize and

express their learning, "especially at criticaljunctures in theír cognitive and

emotional development" (p.5). At this age students are becoming increasingly

detached from the safety of their parents, and all the while are moving closer

towards popular culture to define themselves and secure their identities. The

inclusion of media literacy and video production seem essential in middle years

art education.

The limited art and life experiences of middle years students, coupled with

time restrictíons and swelling class sizes in art, present additional challenges to

teachers attempting to apply constructivism in the art classroom. lt is time to

conduct an examination of how an innovative, constructivist theoretical

curriculum can be implemented, practiced, and manifested in the lives of middle

years students. Thus, it is necessary to examine the inclusion of digital

technology, and media literacy through constructivist teachíng in the middle years

afi curriculum.
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Implementing Video in Middle years Art Education

Embracing technology in schools raíses concerns among educators.

Some fear that traditional texts will become obsolete, while others are anxious

that technology may displace existing values, and alter traditional notions of

culture (Corrigan, 2004; Goldfarb, 2002). Corrigan (2004) referred specifically to

video as "both an agent in postmodern culture and a potential site of anxiety... as

tensions are played out between increased relíance on technology and the fear

that mass media and its electronic components enjoy too much importance in our

lives" (p 4) some authors caution that we must temper the ,,blind alley of

technocentrism" (Ferneding ,2004, p.27) with globaljustice, fairness and equality

(Franklin 2004).1 believe that the inclusion of technotogy as a language, perhaps

an additional intelligence to those that Gardner has identified thus far, will

mitigate the extreme views on whether technology is good or bad. Vehemen¡y

resisting technology prevents us from integrating it in a thoughtful, humanistic

manner, while "choosing to adopt technotogy is assocíated with the utopian

power of positive thinking" (sherman ,2002, p.52). sherman (2002) urged us to

"get with the program! jump on the digital bandwagon!" (p.52). olson (1ggg)

wondered how the "onward march of technology" (p. 9) will affect art directors of

film and video:

Art directors are already creating new visual worlds, and some predict the

day when drawing boards will be artifacts of the past. Perhaps all sets will

be made of zeros and ones stored in chips, and some predict the same

fate for actors. Will you be ready? (p. g)
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Healy (1999), Broderick (2002) and Sweeney (2004) warned of the perils

of technology, specifically "the blurring of boundaries" between the origínal, copy,

human and machine. Cameron (2000) observed that students'proficiency with

computers resulted in their impatience with more traditional tools and methods,

such as rudimentary drawing techniques, and cautioned that students need to

know that the ideas and content must "precede and supersede" the technological

component of their work (Abstract). These authors evoked a general awareness

that human consciousness precedes technology and that its inclusion in art shall

not be at the exclusion of devetoping essential human art skills. The importance

of "the basics" (Cameron, 2000, Abstract) in art education, understanding the

human form and basic design are paramount in any art program; marrying

technology with classical art skills poses a challenge for both teacher and

student. lt is this challenge that often meets with resistance towards integrating

technology in the art room. I can speculate on the myriad of reasons for this

denial. However, further research is required to support this phenomenon.

The intention of this study is to narrow the gap between a traditional art

program and the art of video in the popular culture of my students. I echo the

views of ronkovich (2004) and sherm an (2002) who say that it is urgent for

students and educators to understand the ubiquitous nature of video, asserting

that media literacy is essential in the basic education of a "futty literate citizen of

the future" (Tonkovich, 2003, p.s). I believe this study will contribute to

heightening students' awareness to how they interpret and process the video -

saturated culture in which they are immersed.
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Goldfarb (2002) wrote that the problem at the beginning of the twenty-first

century is how to counter institutional blockades while finding ways to make

movies "that challenge curricular mandates from the margins" (p.106). Although

he was referring to political, sexual and socíal issues connected with student

movie making and how to circumvent censorship, I want to apply this question to

the lack of multimedia education in middre years pedagogy. How can we break

through institutional blockades to mandate the inclusion of video and

media/aesthetic literacy in art and empower students for their lifetime, not ours?
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

The method for doing this study was qualitative action research. To

determine my efficacy as an art teacher and whether or not teaching video ín art

increases relevance for students, r engaged in Dewey,s (1g3g) concept of the

Continuous Spral (p. 79) characteristic of action research. This involved

repeatedly looking (observing), thinking (reflecting) and acting (implementing).

This dynamic, cyclical process where reftections lead to improvements had an

organic quality conducive to teaching and making art.

For stringer (2004), "The purpose of action research is to provide

educational practitioners with new knowledge and understanding enabling them

to improve educational practices... and derives from a research tradition

emphasizing cyclical, dynamic and collaborative approaches" to inquiry ...,,

(p 13).Thus, to answer my question, "How can I improve and expand my

practice as a visual art educator by designing, implementing and evaluating a

video unit in the middle years art curriculum?" I used action research involving

the life-world concept. Life-world, a term from the work of sociologists like peter

Berger (as cited in Stringer) refers to "the consciousness of everyday life, carried

by every individual, learned through experiences of every day events within

families or communities" (p.21). This study took into account the world of human

life as meaningful, "interactional", emotional, and constructive. For Stringer, ,,lt is

thÍs understanding that is at the heart of action research,' (p.23).

Denzin (as cited in Stringer,2OO4) introduced the concept of interpretive

research in his book, lnterpretive lnteractiomsm. lnterpretive research, within
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qualitative action research, specifically identified that "interpretation and

understanding are key features in everyday social life', (p.26). To honour the

many different ways in which my students experienced and interpreted the

events of this study, and to extend understanding of experiences held by all

participants, this study followed the five characteristics of interpretive research:

1. ldentified different definitions of the problem.

2. Revealed the perspectives of the various interested parties.

3. Suggested alternative points of view from which the problem can be

interpreted and assessed.

4. ldentified strategic poínts of intervention.

5. Exposed the limits of statistical information by furnishing materials that

enabled understanding of individual experiences. (string er,2004, p.26)

This interpretive approach to inquiry provided the essential elements to

help me design pedagogical strategies specific to my students' life-worlds.

Recognizing their adolescent qualities in terms of emotional self-consciousness

and heightened peer pressure, I believed interpretive research was most

sensitive and conducive for this research study.

Action Research Cycles

Opportunities for looking, thinking, and acting presented themselves in

thirteen rotations. Like clockwork, smaller rotations were activated by the larger,

overall structure. First, intending to implement innovative curriculum activated a

cycle; a second, third and fourth cycle began by repeating video production three

times in the school year; and finally, during each of the three video production
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phases another three cycles were set in motion. Therefore, as teacher

researcher I experienced thirteen concurrent cycles of looking, thinking and

acting as illustrated in Figure 4. This study is nestled within the acting stage of

the larger, full calendar year rotation.

The Calendar Year

The large cycle began during the summer months of 2005 when l, as

teacher, determined how to implement video production in my art program. While

many action research projects are collaborative, the initial looking and thinking

stages for this study were conducted in solitude. The subsequent acting stage

during September to June 2006, involved the students, my assistant and myself

as researcher. During five cycles I acted as both teacher and researcher. As the

school year ended, the summer 2006 allowed for new looking and thinking. The

calendar year cycle is illustrated in Figure 1:

Figure 1

July::.August20,05/6

lo'ôking

thinkin,s

Septémb e:r -, ]u;ne2, 0!6

acting
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Three School Terms

The acting stage within the large rotation was divided into three terms, as

illustrated in Figure 2. Each of these had its own cycle of looking, thinking and

acting. This study was officíally conducted during term 2 of the school year; it

was preceded by a pilot study in term 1, and repeated in term 3. Each school

term involved different students in the three video production phases.

Fígure 2: Three Terms

Níne

Video production included a preproduction, production and postproduction

stage. These iterations generated my looking, thinking and actíng towards

teaching a video unit effectively by term 3 in my middle years art classroom

context. Students were randomly divided into three centres. Each term they

switched to a new centre. Students in the comics centre became the study

participants in term 2 as illustrated in Figure 3. Although data collection only
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occurred during three of nine stages, my inquiry and reflection was ongoing and

more akin to action research studies conducted for one year by a classroom

teacher. I found no action research study wherein a specialist adopted the double

Figure 4: Thirteen Cycles

duty of teacher-researcher to radicaily change his or her program.

Figure 3: One Term, Three Centres
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Research Timeline

This study began Monday, January 19, 2006 and ended Friday, March 24,

2006. During the eight six-day cycles, Grade 6 and Grade 8 participants were

scheduled to be in art three and four periods per cycle respectively. There were

twenty-seven Grade 6 and thirty-six 40-minute Grade 8 classes. This amounted

to 27x40= 1080 minutes of art class time for Grade 6 participants and 36x40=

1440 minutes of art class time for Grade I participants. Any time spent working

on video production outside of class time was noted. All other Grade 6 and B

students were creating comics and clay sculptures.

Preproduction of this study included implementing a pilot project. I acquired

the necessary technical material such as an external hard drive that held all

video footage from 8 groups of about five students, and learned how to use it. To

prevent myself from working in a vacuum I tried to research other video studies

but couldn't find one that was similar.

Production of this study began Monday, February 14,2006 and ended

Friday, March 1,2006.1t involved collecting data while assisting students to

achieve success with their work. ln addition to student journating, data collection

included my daily journaling to address questions as ouflined (Appendix E),

observations of students' progress during class either by taking field notes or

speaking into a handheld tape recorder, and actively engaging in the cyclical

process of this research study to determine best teaching strategies to help

students achieve aesthetically rich video productions. As well, students were

randomly videotaped while engaged in their own process of inquiry and video
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production. During the first week of editing, students were interviewed to further

determine the relevance of video for students. By continually reflecting and

improving my practice I increased my efficacy as educator.

Postproduction included data analysis. I reviewed and reflected on the

data and its implications. I identified what I learned, what students learned and if

they learned what lwanted them to learn.

Teaching Background

As a child I expressed myself by writing, both in German and English, and

illustrating my fictitious stories and autobiographical letters to relatives. Drawing

and painting have always been an ally, something that connected me to the

world, like an imaginary friend children invent to achieve the feelíng of belongíng.

My struggle to determine what career path to take during my early adulthood

ceased when I finally found myself in the Fine Arts Program at the University of

Manitoba. Although I was a single mother of two small children, and there

appeared to be no logical benefit to studying art, I stayed with the course that

kept supporting my well being, if not my financial security. By now my work was

represented by the Rentals and sales Division of the winnipeg Art Gallery,

where juried works are marketed for the financíal benefit of the Gallery and the

artist, and I just kept on drawing and painting.

Upon completion of the thesis in painting, which also was an emotionally

charged body of oil paintings about the related happenstances in our lives,

further support came my way through being selected as a mentee of MAWA

(Mentoring Artists for Women's Art) under the mentorship of the curator of
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Modern Art at the Winnipeg Aft Gallery. To make money, I taught art to children

at various venues including the River East School Division, The Winnipeg Canoe

Club and my home. This led to studying to become a full-time teacher of aft, and

I once again found myself at the University of Manitoba. Upon completion of a

degree in Education with an Art major I was hired by the Emerald Green School

Division (pseudonyms are used throughout) in winnipeg, Manitoba, as the art

teacher at both a High School and a French lmmersion Middle years School,

both in an upper-middle socio-economic area of the city. At the age of 36, I had

fínally managed to generate a regutar income by doing that which I loved. I

conducted SAG workshops and developed art curriculum for Grades 5 through

Grade 12. After two years of developing an art program in both high school and

middle years milieu, I moved to the middle years school exclusively, convincing

children that they are intrinsically artists and that their ability to draw well is

learned while they are engaged in expressing themselves, just like reading and

writing is learned. ]n 2001, I moved to High Spirits Middle School in a new sub

division in winnipeg where children's needs hardly go unmet, and where I did

this study.

High spirits Middle schoor has a predominanfly white Anglo-saxon

protestant population of 66s students in Grades s - g, and over 70 adults

teaching and supporting the "community of learners". The climate of the school is

one of student-centered culture, which seems to me devoid of oppression, where

students are motivated and encouraged to be who they are, their artwork

covering the walls in the hallways and library as testimonials of this philosophy.
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Students are respectful of teachers as the elders of this community of learners,

not out of fear but rather out of the fundamental knowing that educators work

hard to serve them. The philosophy of the school supports a concept coined by

Turner as "spontaneous communitas" (as cited in Grace & Tobin, 2002, p.212) a

spirited freedom coexisting within structure. This atmosphere also referred to as

the "chaos theory", an apparent disorder with underlying order, is echoed in the

art room. Thus, given the physiological nature of the middle years, students need

firm management, especially because the tables are wide and intended to

accommodate four students facing one another, conducive to collaborative

learning, not to the individual learning that art making requires.

The art room is large and bright. There are five sinks, one in the teacher

island and four along the long wall of the doon¡ray side of the room. Opposite the

long wall are a suspended red bookshelf and two large picture windows. Beneath

the bookshelf is a long counter to accommodate three eMac computers. The floor

is covered in vinyl tiles, mostly gray speckled with random red or ochre colored

tiles dispersed throughout.

There is a large storage room, a large computerized kiln, a suspended

television and VCR unit, whiteboard, several bulletin boards, and, finally, my

coveted office with computer, telephone, microwave and books and ample

cupboard space. There are eight high, black tables, each of which can nicely

accommodate four students and 24', high stools.

The program is designed to challenge students to practice daily, which I

monitor by assigning a two hour journal drawing to be completed bi-weekly. This
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work is weighted at 50% of the term mark; the other 50% reflects classroom

projects. All assignments are designed to teach technical skills of transferring

three dimensional - to two-dimensional space while students express themselves

authentically. As well, projects support my fundamental philosophy of art

education: to elicit and engage the creative spirit inherent in each student,

regardless of where they are at on the scale of technical ability, by nudging them

to value their own lives as the richest source of reference. Thus, I transmit my

convictions that have evolved in me since I was a child. Parents of my students

are always concerned that their child may not be able to meet the work

requirements, reminding me to continually convince both students and parents

that art making is learned and that constructivism, the process of making

meaning based on previous internalized meaning, cannot be measured by

anyone other than the learner.

Ïhis study was a welcome, almost overdue introduction for the community

in which often both parents are professionally employed, thus immersed in the

technologically driven culture. Moreover, the community is supportive and proud

of their children's creations and has come to expect a strong art program, thus

making the setting for this study ideal.

Participants

Participants were selected from three Grade 6 and one Grade g class.

Although all students of these classes were creating video during one of the

three terms, only students from the second (Lira) term were participants.

students were randomly assigned to one of the three groups Rupee, Lira and
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Franc by repeatedly placing "R", "L" or "F" next to their name on the alphabetized

class attendance sheet from top to bottom. The randomness of the order of their

name placement assured random selection to reduce potential bias. Rupees

were divided into two groups in each of the four classes and made videos

september 30 - December 22,200s Liras made videos January g - March 24,

2006; Francs made videos from April 3 - June 2g,2006. There were g video

students per Grade 6 class. Two Grade 6 students did not participate in this

study but were fully engaged with production nonetheless. There were 10

participants in the Grade 8 class. Thus, there were 35 participants in this study.

Due to absenteeísm of various participants during their scheduled art

class, student interviews included most but not all participating students.

lnterviews were conducted in a group setting during a 4O-minute art class during

the first cycle of March. This included three Grade 6 interviews and one Grade I
interview. lnterviews were videotaped for thorough analysis post

discussioniproduction. Footage is included in the study video.

Eth i ca I Con si d e rati on s

I obtained approvalfrom Education and Nursing Research Ethics Board at

the University of Manitoba. To protect the interests of my participants I obtained

parental permission for students' participation in this study. lnformed consent

was addressed as follows:

1. Participants were informed of the purpose and nature of this study;

2. Participants were asked if they wanted to participate;
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3. Participants were asked for permission to record information they

provided;

4. Participants were assured that their information remained confidential;

5. Participants were advised that they may withdraw at any stage and have

their information returned; and

6. Participants were asked to sign a document affirming their permission.

(Stringer, 2004, p.54)

Teaching lnteruentions

Through their extensive research with secondary students, Callahan and

Low (2004) concluded, "many students identified the use of popular culture in the

classroom as a catalyst for complex thinking" (p.57). ln my study popular culture,

in the form of the movie Shrek, provided an introduction to the literary techniques

that are commonly used in satire. For the initial literary instruction I relíed heavily

on the resources provided by English teacher, Junius wright (2004), who

teaches European Literature and Creative Writing at the Academic Magnet High

School ín Charleston, South Carolina. Students learn the techniques of satire,

which are exaggeration, incongruence, reversal, and parody, by viewing three

specific clips in Shrek. Once students were familiar with the use of these writing

tools their attention was drawn to their own popular culture and the satire found

therein. This pairing of popular culture with traditional literary instruction provided

what Callahan and Low call "a meeting place where students and teachers can

share their expertise" (p.52). Callahan and Low identified popular culture as ,,a

site where students can experience competence at the same time that the
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teachers provide appropriate challenges through careful support, reframing, and

questioning" (p.57).

Shrek (2001) or the recent Hollyruood release, Brothefs Grimm (2005),

both satirized fairytale traditions. Students chose fairytales, traditional and/or

lnternational, to create new satirical stories. Students began by brainstorming

fairytale characteristics, identified the satirical techniques used to present them in

the movie, chose one of hundreds of fairytales provided in class, and ultimately

created their own individual satirical versions of their chosen fairytales. Students

were well prepared to design a collaborative fairytale plot within smaller groups.

During the week of September 19, 2005 all 4 classes were divided into

three large groups named Rupee, Lira and Francfor the purpose of clarity

between groups within each classroom and the larger video groups. The timeline

was designed to accommodate all students in the participating classes to make

videos. There were two rotations so that all students in the 4 classes made

Fairytale videos by the end of this school year. Each large group, Rupee, Lira

and Franc, consisted of 2 small groups per each of the 4 classes. Each small

group had a maximum of 5 members so there was a maximum of 10 members

per class participating in video at a time. After everyone learned about writing,

character development and satire/parody, the first group, Rupee, made videos

while Lira created comics and Franc made clay sculptures.
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Video Timeline Table

The video workbook that all video participants received has resources

from Attack of the Killer Video Book: Típs and Tricks for Young Dírectors by

Shulman and Hazlitt (2004) outlining the basics of video. ln addition, the following

topics were included: instructions for video storytelling, treatment and plot ouline

and checklist, storyboard outline and checklist, cinematography oufline, and

aesthetic quality outline. For the discussions and worksheets about media

literacy and media awareness I relied on work by DiChiara (n.d.) and the

American Academy of Pediatrics. Stereotypes by paxson (n.d.) provided the

ideas to heighten awareness about how media messages influence us. The

video shoot log, to record filming on location; and the editing instructions

provided by Liebe and Roth (n.d.) were inserted to reinforce my instructions.

Finally, definitions of terms in video provided by Bordwell and Thompson (2004),

and project assessment were also included.
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Research Process

Students received consent forms for parental approval to be videotaped

participants in the study. My two Grade 6 (approximately 50 students), one

Grade 8 (approximately 15 students) and two Grade g classes (approximately 40

students) excluded from video production were a part of this study insofar as my

teaching workload naturally but indirectly affected my effectiveness as an art

teacher of video. However, it is important that this study was carried through in

the context of the dayto-day art experience for both my subjects and myself to

accurately determine how teaching video is transferable as a permanent part of

the art program. I was specific in my journaling about the sources of certain

feelings and thoughts. For instance, if a Grade g class presented certain

challenges due to many variables, my energy was depleted with a subsequent

Grade 6 or 8 class, which undoubtedly affected the general mood of that class

and vice versa. Video group members took turns writing a journal record of each

class to ensure that each of the 27 (Grade 6) and 36 (Grade g) classes were

recorded.

Students began working with the plot development of their video, followed

by storyboarding. To help students achieve aesthetic quality I showed sections

from La Dolce Vita, and S1/2 (both by Fellini) and Careful by local fitm maker Guy

Maddin.

Data Collectíon

To answer my research question: How can r improve and expand my

practice as visual art educator by designing, implementing and evaluating a video
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unit in the middle years art curriculum? I used six methods of data collection and

seven data sources. These were: direct observation, student journals, my journal,

student interviews, videotaped observations, student videos and final

questionnaires. All participants kept personaljournats to record their

observations, challenges and progress. I kept a journal in which I recorded "field

notes" of the students, and pre- and post- study observations of myself as a

teacher/researcher. Finally, I created a 25-minute video incorporating students'

unguarded moments that appeared to surprise them into learning or where they

appeared to be unaware of being observed, and interview highlights. There is a

DVD compilation of all students' videos of each art class. To address how

teaching video developed my skills as art teacher/researcher, I reflected on the

following questions in my video art journal:

1. Am I teaching effectively so students learn what I want them to learn?

2. Does teaching video inspire me to teach middle years art?

3. what teaching techniques/strategies are working? Not working?

4. How can I improve my efficacy as art teacher?

To determine my efficacy as an art teacher and whether teaching video in art

increased the relevance to students I coded and categorized my data into four

main questions as outlined in the Data Matrix Tabte:

1. How do students feel about making videos in art?

2. What skills are students learning?

3. How do I feel about my efficacy as art teacher?

4. How does video impact the existing program?
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Data Matrix Table
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Data Analysis

Most of the formal data analysis took place during July 2006. Results from

data sources were coded and categorized as outlined by Hesse-Biber, 2006 (pp

355-358). I looked for patterns, commonalities and differences. Findings that I

could not understand or explain, I recommended for future research. Here I

describe the analysis process for each source of data.

1. Direct observation (Appendix F): I took field notes and recorded my

observations during each art class to determine:

1. To what extent am I able to meet students' needs?

2. What teaching did/did not work?

3. What skills do students say they learned?

4. What skills are evident in their video productions?

5. How do students express joy/frustrations about video production?

6. How do students feel about video in art?

7. What is losUgained by implementing video?

8. Are students learning what I want them to learn?

Any additional noteworthy observations such as epiphanies and illuminating

experiences were noted. Direct observation was ongoing and as frequent as

possible; I used the camcorder to videograph students during the three stages as

often as possible. Transcribing of events occurred at the earliest opportunity

every day to ensure that all observation was experience-near and fresh in my

memory. I categorized my entries into four categories: group conflicts, student

learning and fun, time constraints and my influence on what occurred.
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2. Student Journals (Appendix B): I noticed that journal entries were happening

less frequently than I instructed. Therefore I only collected student journal record

pages twice: once mid February and again on March 23, 2006. t separated the

entries that surfaced repeatedly into the following categories: group conflicts,

video is "harder than it first seems", time constraints, fun, technical challenges,

student self-consciousness, and their appreciation of learning video. I re-read the

entries and collapsed them into four categories: group conflicts, self-

consciousness, student learning and fun, and time constraints. I transcribed

entries as they were needed as examples for chapters 4 and 5.

3' Teacher/Researcher Journal (Appendix F): My journal records identified when

students were having difficulty with drawing storyboards, group conflicts,

managing my assistant, my feelings of efficacy, my struggle to teach all my

students while implementing video and power politics I felt from my colleagues.

My notes to myself led me to revise the workbook, spend more time facilitating

students with "artistic differences", recognize students' self-consciousness, better

manage my assistant, praise students for their successes, laugh with them as

they imagined and shared their humour, and identify students, learning

limitations.

4' Video: Video footage was acquired as often as possible. I filmed students with

a handheld camcorder whenever the opportunity presented itself so long as the

clay and comic groups were on task. Every evening I imported the footage into

my own iMovie program at home. I repeatedly watched the footage, editing daily,

before cutting only sloppy filming featuring what I believed at the time to have no
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impact on this study. Finally I separated the footage to reflect a broad

representation of how the project unfolded in the hands of the participants during

each of the video stages, preproduction, production, and postproduction. As well,

I decided to include footage of the work generated by the clay and comic

students, as seen the first 3 minutes of the video. I took special care to not

include the faces of non-participants, and getting their permission to use their

work in my video. This vídeo will be edited in documentary format to visually

respond to my four research questions. I transcribed any dialogue that was

relevant in chapters 4, 5 and 6.

5. lnterviews (Appendix C): The interviews were conducted in four focus groups,

each in a 40-minute class, during the last school cycle in February as students

completed the production stage. I chose the corner of the room with the least

amount of traffic, to minimize interference from my remaining students, while

interviewing. I told all students that I was conducting interviews to identify how

implementation of video has impacted the existing art program and to help me

teach the best way that I can; therefore, their quiet and contained behaviour was

essential. At this stage I became conscious of the potential parent disapproval of

having their child's face videographed, and told students that they may begin the

editing on the computer or they may go sit at a table with clay or comics groups,

if they did not want to participate in the interviews. Three students from different

classes removed themselves, thus indicating that they were not participating in

this study.
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lnterviews were videotaped for thorough analysis. Each participant

received a copy of the interview questions. With a camcorder in my hand I sat

down with the students. Students'perspectives provided insight into the meaning

of video in their lives and whether or not it added value to their education. Every

evening I imported the footage into the existing study iMovie. I began to analyze

the interviews by categorizing student responses into three of my four question

groups:

1. How do students feel about making videos in art?

2. What skills are students learning?

3. How does video impact the existing program?

I changed this approach to categorize student responses into the three

categories that emerged repeatedly, first, group conflicts; second, student

learning and fun, and third, time constraints. As footage increased I changed the

categories again to include the specific answers to my pointed questions about

the production process, i.e. "Was it easy or not easy to include aesthetic quality

while you were thinking about your storyline?" And "Did you experience any

problems that you had not anticipated?" Finally I burned a 2.5-hour study video

and made arrangements to blur the faces of the non-participants with the lab

technician at the University of Manitoba's English Department, David Smith. I

transcribed all of the footage from the video as it related to my writing in chapters

4, 5 and 6. When I received a generous grant to pay for a substitute for eight

days in May and June, I scheduled four full days with David who taught and
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assisted in my application of the Final Cut Pro blurring feature. Finally, in July I

edited the video daily until a 2Sminute feature remained.

6. Student video projects: These provided visual evidence of what students

produced but hardly reflect what students learned. I exported the finished student

videos onto the external hard drive and burned them onto a disc. I viewed them

once before students'deemed them to be finished and made notes for each

group to help them with their completion. This included addressing specifics like,

"Check your font size", "Add more subtitles in etevator scene", "insert close-up

shot of mirror" and "check soundtrack". I viewed the videos four times; before I

burned the video, during the classroom screening with the students, and before

and after the blurring of non-participants faces. I was looking for, 1. How well

students produced video technically, 2. How well they described video

aesthetically, and 3. How producing digital video motivated them to invest

creativity and personal vision?

7. student Final Questionnaires (Appendix D): These were designed and

administered after student videos were screened. I read each response sheet

and selected the recurring comments to represent the general response of most

study participants in each Grade level.

Credibility

To ensure that this study is credible, I used the criteria for validity

suggested by Anderson, Herr, and Nihlen (as cited in Mills, 2003, and applied the

following five criteria:
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1. Democratic Validity: multiple perspectives of ail participants was

accurately represented.

2. Outcome Validity: action emerging from this study lead to the successful

resolution of the problem that was being studied. l.e. My study can be

considered valid because I learned something that can be applied to the

subsequent research cycle.

3. Process Validity: the study was conducted in a dependable and competent

manner.

4. catalytic Validity: the participants (myself and my students) were

motivated to take action on the basis of our heightened understanding of the

subject of the study. (p.83)

To address reliability of this study, my data collection instruments consistenly

measured what I was trying to measure. The cyclical nature of this action

research study elicited changes and unforeseen dependent variables. Thus, I

diligently recorded changes as they occurred in the classroom and my own

feelings about my performance as teacher. My sample selection intended to

represent most middle years students in comparable communities in North

America. Although some of my findings may be transferable, this study only

illuminates areas of concern for other art educators in similar teaching situations

in advantaged suburban schools.

To ensure that observations and interviews were recorded accurately, I

implemented member checking. I carefully reviewed raw data with group

members to be certain that the perspectives and experiences of the participants
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were adequately represented. Triangulation included multiple sources of data

and a variety of students' perspectives to confirm my findings and infuse this

study with depth and clarity.

Limitations

There were several limitations to this research study. First, I could not

generalize the outcomes of this study in my classroom to all similar classrooms.

Second, the length of the study was lÍmited to two months due to time constraints

around report cards and thus is unable to adequately represent lasting effects.

For instance, I could not determine if students would grow bored with video after

the initial implementation or if the quality of student work might deteriorate due to

time constraints or improve due to repetitive instruction and experience. Third,

Grade 7 students were omitted from the sample although they are significant

representatives of middle years students. Fourth, some personal biases may

have influenced this study in unintended ways. For instance, I was concerned

that Grade 6 art is very much like Grade 1 art for students because they have not

experienced previous art instruction from an art specialist. Thus, students may

not be ready to understand and apply aesthetic skills in addition to learning all

video skills for the first time. I was also concerned that while video generates

much excitement in the art room, it also provided a departure or short cut from

the existing art program standards that students were expected to meet. lt may

therefore be impossible to implement permanently without displacing traditional

art. Furthermore, I feared that my teaching standards would be too difficult to

uphold when teaching video as well as traditional art skills within the same class
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and program. One of the reasons for this was that technology made extensive

demands on my time to keep things functional, as Pater (2001) cautioned in his

article on marrying technology and constructivist teaching.

ln spite of the aforementioned concerns I intended to carry out this study

as objectively as possible by systematically collecting all the data as ouflined and

staying fully engaged in the cyclical process of action research. I was entering

this study with an open mind, yielding to findings that revealed themselves

throughout the cycles of looking, thinking and acting. Finally, the words of

Bazalgette (as cited in Kubey, 2001) echoed my thoughts nicely:

we need to admit, if only to ourselves, that we never really know what

learners are going to remember, what they will forget, and what they will

transform into new and subversive ideas. Their capacity to surprise us, to

come up with perceptions and insights that we have never thought of, is

what makes the job worthwhile. (p. 69)
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CHAPTER 4: DESGRTPTION OF THE PROCESS

This chapter describes the process of how I improved and expanded my practice

as visual art educator by designing, implementing and evaluating a video unit in

the middle years art curriculum. A summary of the pilot study precedes the

description of the three video production stages. Each stage closes with my

personal narrative of change.

During the summer 2005 I worked daily to prepare for this study in

addition to developing the art curriculum for my remaining 207 art students for

the 2005-2006 school year. lt was important to me to avoid discrepancy between

curriculums for study participants versus non-participants so that all students

would have a similar art experience. I also purchased the technical equipment,

including my own iMac G5 Apple computer, to familiarize myself with the

language and the iMovie program.

I chose Fairytales as the literary theme to inform student expression in

each of the three media centers: comics, clay, and video throughout the entire

year. I developed Fairytale video workbooks to provide video students with

information and lessons about cinematography, media literacy, templates for

script writing, storyboarding, video shoot recordings, journal recordings, and

evaluation checklists.

Working with video and technology required special management and

maintenance of three camcorders, three eMac computers and two tripods.

However, technology will not be the focus of my writing. lnstead, I will focus on

the process of meaningful learning as suggested by Buckingham (2003),
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Learning to communicate in a given medium is more than just a technical

process; it involves setting out to achieve particular purposes or effects. lf

the content does not matter-or is not made to matter- then the technical or

communicative skills that are developed are likely to be fairly superficial.

(p.1ee)

I intended to raise students' awareness to character development in their

stories, media literacy and stereotyping, aesthetics, particularly the overall

relations of elements and principles of art that form the visual structure in video,

and connoisseurship, the study of intuitive knowing.

My Timetable

shown here is my 6-day, september-June, timetabre. Each day has g

periods. Each 4O-minute period is accounted for as indicated:

2005/06 Art Teacher Timetable for lngrid McMittan
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Of my nine classes, the heavily grayed slots represent the four classes with

which this study was conducted: 6H, 6p, 6e, and gy. The number corresponds

with the Grade level, followed by the capítal letter representing the first initial of

the homeroom teachers' last name. All letters have been changed to protect

identities. The lighter gray slots represent all other classes that I teach. The white

slots represent time for preparation and administrative duties. Ctasses excluded

from doing video were told that they woutd be doing projects that the video study

classes would not have time for.

Curriculum Rationale

what are the needs young peopre have that curriculum and pedagogy

must address in reference to pop culture? callahan and Low (2004) stated,

"many students identified the use of popular culture in the classroom as a

catalyst for complex thinking" (p.57).

I introduced the theme of Fairytales through popular culture in the form of

the movie Shrek (2001) and the recent Hollywood release, Brothefs Grimm

(2005), which both satirize fairytale traditions. I believed Fairytales to be a good

fit for several reasons. First, students were typically familiar with the

characteristics of Fairytales as "enriching and satisfying because they dealwith

inner problems of human beíngs and with useful solutions to their predicaments',

(Bettleheim, as cited in Lystad, lgsg). second, incorporating popular culture

provided additional familiarity for students so they could focus on the avalanche

of new material as it related to video production. Third, students could lend

expression to the various layers of Fairytales through clay, comics and video.
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Finally, stories are known to be "powerful cognitive tools', (Egan, 2005, p.2)for

students to imaginatively engage with knowledge. The theme, therefore, boded

well for art instruction; Fairytales provided direction without limitations.

I ntrod u cí ng the Curricu I u m

To help students infuse their videos with well-developed characters we

reviewed character development including character traits, examples of well-

rounded characters, and plot writing. Students each wrote a monologue based

on their experiences using their five senses, and I was satisfied that their strong

writing skills would transfer to their videos.

I divided each of the four classes (three Grade 6 and one Grade 8) into

three groups of g-10 students. The names Rupee, Franc and Lira were assigned

to the video, clay, and comics groups respectively for easy tracking as the year

unfolded. Each group would rotate clockwise around the room each of the three

terms of the school year to one of the three media centers: comics, clay, and

video. This prevented exclusion and ensured that all students would experience

video production. Finally, once writing skills were activated, students were placed

into gender-balanced groups of 4-s. Thus, there were two groups of study

participants in each class.

Each member was held responsible for the healthy functioning of his or

her group' I initiated discussions about behaviour that makes groups functional.

students brought up ideas of being co-operative team players that showed

respect by listening. I asked what listening tooked and sounded like. We talked

about eye contact, nodding, repeating a few ideas that they heard the speaker
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say. Students determined that they want to feel safe to share ideas without fear

of being made fun of or put down. They talked about how taking risks is "letting

go of the fear of failure," and I insisted that we all have a responsibility to take

risks and help one another feel safe as we work in groups.

We talked about how to speak when we do not agree with what someone

is saying. Students were reminded about complementary gender differences and

that both girls' and boys' ideas were to find a compromise that everyone agreed

upon. They laughed self-consciously. To make the point, I told them of a short

animated film Evolufion (Mills, 1971) that I had shown to Grade 6 students in

previous years. lt depicted parents, a male and female creature that produced an

alien looking offspring. Upon realizing its radically unfamiliar appearance, the

baby was promptly stomped out, eradicated, by one of its parents. The entire

class broke into an acoustic reaction; the boys howled with laughter while the

girls expressed shock and sadness.

The discussions were to help eliminate voluntary or imposed exclusion. To

avoid tattling, I insisted students first address any problem with their group, and

then come to me if outside mediation was necessary. I reminded them that hurt

feelings would interfere with their productions and that they must take

responsibility for themselves. Students were given no room for blaming others.

once potential difficulties were addressed, the group work could begin.

Students were given definitions and descriptions to help them develop an

original plot with fairytale characteristics, such as a common fairytale beginning,

good and evil characters, magic, problem, and problem solving towards a "happy
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ending". Students had spirited discussions, collaborated on ideas, and finally

wrote their version of the plot together. My role was that of coach and motivator. I

insisted that their ideas were paramount; their imaginations were the source for

their work. To illustrate the concept of binary opposites, I referenced an episode

of The Apprentice hosted by Martha Stewart in which competitors had to design

and market a children's book. Some students were familiar with the episode. The

successful team had given Jack and the Beanstalk a simple twist by growing the

beanstalk down into the ocean. This unleashed a rich new world for the unfolding

of an old story! I highlighted the sinister undercurrent of abandonment and fear in

various Fairytales as something that could be turned around to promote feeling

safe and valued. I suggested that they steer away from violence, again

referencing Shrek wherein the dragon, traditionally a ferocious monster to be

slain, is temporarily immobilized by being hung from a chandelier, leaving room

for character and story development. students knew that Dragon índeed

proceeds to marry Donkey in Shrek lt.

Students were motivated! One group changed The Gingerbread Man tnto

Chocolate Chip Dog, another transforme d Peter Pan into Pamela pan; while

others, seemingly oven¡rhelmed by the ratitude they were gíven, resorted to

writing a plot about chase and fight scenes like Evit Dweeb 6H. "A space was

located where they could explore the rimits of speech, behaviour, and humor

allowed in the classroom" (Grace & Tobin, 2002, p.1g6).

To raise students'awareness about producing the moving image I

screened selected clips from La Dolce vita (Fellini, 1960), carefut(Maddin,
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1992) and Roger Rabbit (Moore, 1997). Students watched and called out the

various shots they identified in a scene. For example, as mother and sons dance

in the rich textured space in Careful, students identified when the camera moved

from mid-shot to bird's eye view. As well, I took Grade 8 students to view Chartie

and the Chocolate Factory at the IMAX theatre, where they were instructed to

maintain the POV of the camera while viewing, and again count and identify the

shots in a scene.

Parent Concerns

During the first Parent teacher interviews in october two parents

commented that they weren't aware of video being a form of art. Each expressed

confusion at how this might be considered an art form. Conversely, there were a

few parent inquiries about the lack of technology being used in the school and

whether or not their child will be exposed to more technology information.

I received a copy of a letter, the contents of which influenced our

administrative procedure. ln January 2006, parents I had never met expressed

their concerns to the superintendent, objecting to my screening Roger and Me

(1989) rated PG, insinuating that I was negligent. They were dubious about the

relevancy of the film in Grade 6 art and thought I "shoutd be obtaining" their

written consent prior to the screening of any audio/video I intend to present.

lf we do not provide our consent, it is further our expectation that

appropriate materials ("learning resources") will be made available in order

to ensure that our son is able to satisfy the requirements of the curriculum.

(Parent letter, January 10,2006)
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Consequently, our school adopted the policy that teachers prepare a list of movie

titles they intend to present for parental approval at the beginning of the year.

I offered four art related reasons for showing the film and my response

met with complete support from both my principal and superintendent. Still, I

could not shake the feeling of being scrutinized by ignorance. Although I agreed

with the technicality of general parental approval, parents mistrusting my

intentions could squelch innovative curriculum potential. ln the future I may steer

away from taking instructional risks ín the classroom to avoid parental

confrontations.

Summary of the Pilot Study

It was very demanding to get ail three groups engaged! Like managing

three individual birthday parties concurrently, each with g twelve year otds, I was

racing against nature! To secure support to implement this study next term, I

wanted to gain confidence in teaching the clay and comic centres and become

well grounded. I feared, otherwise, that my study would be nearly impossible to

conduct. Therefore, in term 1, sue, my assistant, conducted the process of

working with video students under my general guidance while I scurried back and

forth between teaching clay and comic students.

I relied heavily on Sue to guide g video students through the workbook

and demonstrate how the camcorder and tripod function. She helped students

film and stay safe outside the classroom and received direction to follow the

timeline of where students ought to be at in their production phases. I realized

that my teaching was essential to keep video students on task. The greatest
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surprise to students was that the battery needed constant recharging. Students

knew about charging the battery from their Game Boys.

I learned that touching on media literacy and editing required additional

time. Students in Rupee had mostly incomplete videos without any sound.

Moreover, I learned that the evaluation form and checklist was largely ignored.

When I instructed students to fill out their self-evaluation section, they each

arrived at a general S0%. Thís process proved to be too time consuming for too

little effect. I was reminded of the claim by Grahame (as cited in Buckingham,

2003)' that insistence on academic self-evatuation may suggest to students that

"the only thinking that counts is the thinking that can be made self-conscious" -

an unrealistic expectation of an artist (p.151). These points, coupled with gross

time constraints, resulted in students being assigned the same grade, gso/o,

unless I was keenly aware that a few individuals did more of the work. When two

parents came to inform me that their children had "done all the work" while other

group members "hardly did anything", t changed their mark to g0%.

Managing My Assistant

During this study I was dependent on Sue's assistance, which required

relentless managing. I needed to herp her develop the necessary skills for

working with groups and the video curriculum during the pilot study but had

difficulties teaching her how to teach my students. Sometimes this was due to my

inexperience with video production and its newness in the classroom; sometimes

it was my not knowing how much direction she needed, and sometimes it was

due to conditions out of my control. Deciphering what Sue needed to be taught
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as well as teaching the students overwhelmed me. Paradoxicatly, Sue was an

indispensable asset to this study because I could not physically supervise

everyone, especially when the class was split to work in three locations

concurrently. I resolved to instruct sue as often as necessary.

Looking and Thinking About Changing My practice

After the first term of video, I determined to make four adjustments in my

implementation. First, I had to help students better manage their time and be

conscientious about charging the camcorder batteries. Second, I had to carefully

manage my assistant. Third, I had to become more specific in my evaluation of

video work. Fourth, I needed to prepare students for convergent problem solving

with group members after having developed their ideas individually. Study

participants, who began video production on the heels of creating their comics,

required much support to alter their personal stories in collaboration. Finally, I

believed I had to assign higher grades to individual students who worked

hardest.

PREPRODUCTION

Study lmplementation

ln January, the beginning of term 2, 16 boys and 1g girls became the

participants of this study. The 35 participants are introduced beneath the tifle of

their respective video stories. The number following the title refers to their grade

level; the capital letter corresponds with participant homeroom letter. There are

10 boys and 15 girls in Grade 6, and 6 boys and 4 girls in Grade g. student

gender is represented by randomly chosen pseudonyms.
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Lira Study Participants

Evil Dweeb 6H

1. Beth

2. Johnny

3. Amy

4. Jazz

Hobo Bob 6H

5. Tony

6. Adam

7. Angie

L Carol

Chocolate Chip Dog 6P

9. Linda

10.Andrew

11. Melody

12.Travis

Pamela Pan 6P

13. Gail

14. Sandra

15. Mary

16. Seth

17.Tim

Donkey Girl 6Q

1 8. Rachel

1 9. June

20. Cathy

21.Pam

Future 3000 6Q

22.Fred

23. Barbie

24. Michael

25. Kim

Getaway 8Y

26.Anne

27.Jack

28. Karen

29. Rolf

30. Robert

Søsfi 8Y

31 . Stuart

32. Maggie

33. Bob

34. Henry

35. Heather
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On the heels of creating their individual comics, Lira study groups received

the Fairytale video workbooks. The leap from working independenfly to

negotiating with 3-4 other people about what ideas to pursue or reject was

challengíng. Thus, each group member first wrote his or her own version of the

plot for the group's video. I guided the groups to combine their ideas and design

one plot that would become their video. At this point the Grade I stories deviated

from Fairytales to incorporate ideas from their popular culture like sports and

television influences like CS/ (Crime Scene lnvestigation).

Evil Dweeb 6H had the most difficulties developing a coherent story. They

appeared to lack a joint focus and had trouble following through on ideas from

one class to the next. Future 3000 6Q had a domineering personality in Michael

whose behaviour raised my concerns. During class Michaeljokingly suggested a

boy in his group should agree with him about something. When the boy replied

"No," rather than the anticipated "Yes", Michael said:

"He says 'No' because he wants to try to be funny, but he's not funny so..."

"Neither are you!" Barbie interrupted assertively.

"l'm not trying to be funny," Michael chirped back..."Do you get his

humour?" he continued.

"Not really," Kim said obligingly...

"See, she doesn't get his humour..." Michael boasted.

"she's the only one in this group that's down to earth," Michael

determined.

"What does down to earth mean?" Barbie wondered.
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"l don't know," she continued...

Michael sarcastically provided commentary, "And this one's our lit¡e

blond...She asks like, Huh? What does it mean? Huh? Huh?"

"l'm not blond...l'm brown," Barbie, still in good spirits, corrected Michael...

"Brown hair see", Barbie repeated pointing to her head. (study video

transcript, February 2006)

As I moved the camcorder towards Michae|s storyboard he said, "H"y,

that's my ugly drawing," oblivious to his unkind behaviour moments earlier.

I resolved to empower group members as much as possible to solve their

own problems so that students' wouldn't entertain the notion of "switching

groups". Luckily the two girls in Future s000 6e, Barbie and Kim, formed an

alliance and were not easily intimidated by Michael.

There appeared to be a case of chronic friction between Mary and Tim in

Pamela Pan 6P. During one class, the following diarogue occurred:

"How is it going over here?" I asked.

"we are having artistic differences", Tim repried, "They want me to wear a

costume and I don't want to." ln mediating the situation I learned that the

three girls were organizing the two boys to bring costumes, but Tim

objected.

"Okay, I don't want to look like a complete, totalfatso..." Tim said

emphatically, holding back tears.

"lt's not you; it's just your character," Mary responded quickly. (study

video transcript, February 2006)
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While the Grade 6 students were ofl to a good start in developing their

stories and working on task during this phase, Grade 8 students were difficult to

motivate. swsh 8Y had a self-proclaimed leader, Henry, who disprayed

irresponsible behaviour, bossiness and disrespect for the others in his group.

lndeed, Henry, a student with extensive technology skills oppressed others with

his immature behaviour. He interrupted people as they were expressing ideas

and insisted on planning the plot his way.

Media Literacy

To raise students'sense of responsibility for how they may be distributing

media messages through video productions, students were required to complete

the Media Literacy section in their workbooks. This involved a trip to the grocery

store and viewing music videos to answer such questions as: How is an

advertised product different than it seemed from the ad or packaging? What

brands do I buy? How am I affected by the power of advertising? ln doing my

own taste tests, how does my conclusion compare with the advertisement?

Music videos ask, what stories are the pictures telling? Does the story on screen

match the meaning of the words in the song? How does the video make me feel?

Do I see any stereotypical, violent, or sexual images in the video? ls there any

tobacco, alcohol, or drug use? How is a music video different without its sound?

Participants reviewed media literacy and stereotyping in their workbooks

during the winter holidays. Although they had class time to complete the media

literacy work, only 18 Grade 6 students and 5 Grade I students submitted

responses.
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Aesthetic Quality, Storyboarding, and lmagination

ln February we reviewed aesthetic quality and the basic structure of the

moving image. I reminded students of the many frames they had counted in

specific scenes in Shrek (2001), La Dolce Vita (1960), Roger and Me (19gg), and

Careful (1992), hoping that this would help them transcend their plot-driven

focus. we discussed using "visual rules" (Block, 2001, p.22g) as a framework to

understand how and why visual structure communicates to the audience.

Students were instructed to "give the audience a visual experience that parallels

the story experience" (Block, 2001, p.228).

Students studied my drawn examples of camera shots and the varying

degrees of intensity in line direction in a frame. "your goal is to do both

storytelling and make a visually attractive 5 minute video," I said. First, I reviewed

a video shoot checklist outlining important structural components, i.e. shadows

and line directions, and I reminded students to include the emotional reaction of

the silent observer. Second, I reviewed my examples ín the first three frames of

their storyboard pages. I instructed that mid and long shots ought to be

separated by extreme close-ups, and bird's eye and frog's eye views effectively

make subjects appear insignificant or grandiose, respectively. Finally, I told them

to visualize each shot three times from three different vantage points.

When I focused on their storyboard drawing most of them became self-

conscious and referred to their work as "ugty", "horrible" or "really bad".

Nevertheless, students continued to work without my nudging and appeared to

be working with few distractions or conflicts.
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ln anticipation of acting and watching themselves on a television screen,

video students dialogued and gíggled. I witnessed much physical activity as

students were acting out their imaginative stories accompanied by a buzzing of

sound effects and discussions. At this stage, it appeared that problems were

identified and addressed in a respectful manner. lndeed, I was pleased that the

lengthy discussion weeks earlier about functioning groups, proved to be effective.

The following conversations were recorded while students were developing their

storyboards:

"we can say: crime scene! Keep out!" (study video transcript, February

2006). Johnny motioned with his arms while giggling with his group, Evit Dweeb

6H. Heads lowered, Pamela Pan 6P was intensely discussing with little hands

erasing and redrawing. I spent some time with clay and comic groups before t

walked over to Pamela Pan 6P:

"Ahem, we have a problem; Tim said looking at Mary, ,,He sleeps in

boxers", motioning to Seth, the other boy in his group.

"You don't have pajama bottoms?" Mary said, looking at Seth inquisítively.

Seth shook his head.

"Do you have a robe or something?" asked Sandra.

"Yeah," Seth mumbled.

"Well you can just wear that..." Sandra affirmed.

"well if he's running by, the robe is going to fry up and wroooom..." Tim

motions the path of the robe in a gust of wind, arms flailing.

"You don't have any one pair of pajamas?" Mary wondered.
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"No." Seth repeats.

"Sweats? Do you have one pair of sweats?" Mary prodded.

Finally seth nodded and another problem was solved. (study video

transcript, February 2006)

During another class, Future 3000 6Q was giggling uncontrollably so I

videographed the following dialogue:

"He's going to wear makeup and be our fairy princess," Michael

announced pointing at Fred. (Laughter from the whole group)

"Not me," Fred responded.

"Yeah, well he's going to wear a tutu for sure," Michael assured me.

"No, I'm not," Fred repeated, self-consciously.

"Or a dress," Michael continued.

"l'm just the fairy; they're the main characters. " Fred said, pointing at the

girls.

I asked the girls who they are.

"l'm Fonka, I build the time machine," said Kim.

"Hi, I'm her best friend Bionka, and I get in the time machine," giggled

Barbie. (Study video transcript, February 2000)

Ten minutes before the bell, I instructed video groups to complete their

journal writing.

Grade 6 participants completed the workbook pages as assigned to

varying degrees of aesthetic quality, but Grade I students did not. Grade g
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students had to redo their storyboards, as they hadn't considered the frames as

carefully as I instructed.

Learning How to Use the Technical Equipment

I spent time becoming familiar with the equipment until I felt comfortable

with teaching how it works. Each study group spent a class to learn and practice

using lhe Canon digital video camcorder ZR g0. Upon my demonstration, every

student attached/detached the battery, and inserted/removed the mini dv

cassette, got familiar with the tripod and practiced connectingiremoving the

camcorder from the tripod. Learning how to use the camcorder was confusing at

first for several students but got easier wíth practice.

Grade 6 students were patient and jovial with one another. They were

joking around and teasing. When one student blamed another for spending too

long working the tripod, she defended herself sheepishly, "That is not true" she

exclaimed, grinning as I filmed her. Johnny tried to look serious as he shouted

from the back, "Yes it is! I'm calling the authorities!" This kind of carefree fun was

the common ground for Grade 6 students throughout the preproduction stage.

By contrast, the Grade I students were in slow motion during this stage.

They behaved as though nothing really mattered and they would get to it

eventually. After Henry monopolized the camcorder although he already knew

how to use it, his insecurities emerged. He was offended when I insisted that he

finally let another student get a turn to work the camcorder. "Whenever I want to

use the camcorder she gets mad at me." I asked, "why do you think that is?"

thinking that surely he must be aware that the students who were waiting to use it
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needed to have the experience. Still, he pouted and acted victimized, "Because

you hate me." I explained that it was Heather's turn, especially because he

already knew how to operate the equipment, unlike Heather. But I quickly

realized that I wrongly assumed an awareness of others where none yet existed.

Looking and Thinking About Changing My Practice

Students were engaged as Cross (2001) described: "visually, auditorally

and kinaesthetically" (p.5) and I was motivated to move forward with this study.

Videotaping the students inspired me to create the study video and I began

thinking about developing a cinematography course.

When Grade 6 students were playing off task, even admitting this waste of

class time in their journals, I resolved to have them sit with their heads down for a

period to be more effective as a teacher. Many times I had been challenged to

enforce this decision in the past, but then didn't follow through. Would I follow

through with less time and more to accomplish?

The workbook served as a tool to organize my teaching in addition to

helping students without previous exposure to video production. I resolved to

keep the evaluation checklist in the workbook for students to use as a checklist,

but not to use as an offìcial evaluation form because I believed that if I assigned

low marks to reflect their lack of talent or work, I was measuring nothing.

students required frequent reminders to stay with their groups:

Students are working well on their sculptures and comics. ln 6Q there

were only three interruptions when a comic student was visiting with the
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clay students and I needed to intervene, which interrupted my tripod

instructions mid-sentence. (Journal)

Hundreds of students pulled me in many directions. This study required

my vigilance. As researcher, I observed, wrote experience near notes, and filmed

the participants in action at every opportunity.As teacher, I had made the

changes I planned to make. I helped participants better manage their time by

insisting that they do their Media Studies pages duríng the winter holidays and

recognize if they needed to work during lunch hours to stay on schedule. To

nudge all students along I visited each group at the beginning of every class

before I worked with video students. I was conscientious about charging the

camcorder batteries each evening. As well, I carefully managed my assistant to

guide the comics and clay students to meet my criteria in their work.

My lntentions for Changing My Practice

I determined to make three adjustments in the preproduction stage for

next term. First, I realized that I needed to simplify the workbook to make it more

general and succinct, and extend time for editing. Second, I realized that Grade 6

and Grade 8 needed to be taught differently because each Grade level was

experiencing physiological changes specific to their age. Specific pre-adolescent

characteristics made a signifícant impact on their behaviours, how they

processed information and how they executed the project at hand. I will discuss

this further in Chapter 6. Finally, I resolved to remind students at the beginning of

every class that it is essential that they stay in their seats with their assigned

groups. "Moving around to different groups showed disrespect for the working
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students", I told them, and "We have so little time to do what we need to do as it

is, much less if we begin to socialize inappropriately."

PRODUCTION

Filming

Mid February students finally began filming! The production phase was a

whirlwind of activity, much like the previous phase, only more physical!

Grade 6 students took their filming very seriously; they continually revised

their initial plots, and often improvised. They ran in and out of the room during the

4O-minute period looking for a charged camcorder battery, tripod or my

assistance. The most desirable locations for students to do their filming were the

areas that were usually off-limits to students: the elevator and the boiler room.

Although filming was restricted to the school and schoolyard because the

administration preferred camcorders to remain on school grounds, two Grade 6

groups, Pamela Pan 6P and Chocolate Chip Dog 6P, took initiative to do some of

their shooting at private locations. ln both cases this was the home of one of the

group members. When Mary in Pamela Pan asked to take a camcorder home I

granted her permission in good faith because she had already shown and further

assured me that she would act responsibly and return the camcorder right after

the weekend. The remaining study groups kept their filming limited to their

scheduled art periods.

On the coldest day of this winter, -49C with wind chill, I didn't allow filmíng

outside and encouraged some alternative shooting. Once students understood
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that scenes were rarely shot in sequence they were flexible and rushed out of the

room to avoid losing more class time.

sometimes I accompanied Grade 8 groups in the hallway, helped them

pause and start the camcorder more fluidly between takes for close ups, and

explained that video gets made on the computer. For instance, when Bob was

filming Heather close-up, she said her line awkwardly and self-consciously turned

away. I had to tell Heather that the scene can be re-shot and unwanted parts can

be removed, permanently! students could hardly wait to be on video but

paradoxically, they were self-conscious while being filmed.

I learned to relax with the camcorder. I told students that my new skills

allowed me to better teach them. They received this with interest and I

proceeded to tell them to pause/record between frames so they don't waste the

battery on unwanted footage. I reminded students of the fluid possibilities of

handheld camcorder filming and that tight camcorder work makes viewers feel

like they are in the scene. I instructed that clean framing could be achieved

during editing.

Grade 6 groups had props or partial costume accessories. Especially

Pamela Pan 6P anxiously asked to change into costume before "O Canada" to

avoid losing filming lime. Donkey Girl6Q participants were concerned about not

having the appropriate costumes:

"'..And ljust have ears..." Cathy seemed dísappointed while holding her

donkey-ear hair band out to show me.

"We don't have any costumes," Rachel announced.
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"Why do you think that's a problem?" I asked.

"Well because half of our storyline is involving costumes and we need..."

said Rachel.

"Not really," June thought.

"Yeah, our whole storyline...cause all the characters need costumes..."

Cathy pÍped in confidently.

"They don't need it," June continued to disagree.

"Yeah, cause...look (putting on her donkey ear hair band)...does that look

like a donkey now? Cathy asked sarcastically.

"Guys, it would look a lot better if we actually..." pam began...

"lnstead of somebody just crawling on the ground with regular clothes...lt

would look more like an animal..." Pam said.

"well, at least she has like donkey ears..." June concruded smiling.

(Study video transcript, February 2006)

Realizing the humour in their conversation they all begin to giggle like the eleven

year old children that they are.

Students were obsessive about creating bloopers. They enjoyed changing

their voices, pretending they were adult or at least a character other than

themselves. This can be seen in the study video. Hobo Bob 6H obsessively

repeated the line, "Here you go ma'am" in returning the purse to the "poor lady".

Johnny in Evil Dweeb 6H as the cameraman filmed his group with more focus

than he had exhibited in previous art projects.
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To gain familiarity and comfort with the medium I instructed them to "go

after what you want with the camcorder." My personal preference for close-up

and handheld camcorder shots revealed itself in my coaching. "l am looking for

extreme close-up shots between mid and long shots." I found myself repeating

exactly what I had instructed during the storyboarding phase, insisting that each

scene needs at least three takes from three angles to compensate for the usual

three or four camcorders on a scene during a take because "we do not have the

luxury of filming with several cameras as they do in Hollywood."

lnstead, I witnessed excited students exclusively focused on plot driven

camcorder work and frequently using the tripod. They were consumed with the

acting, costumes, technical maintenance, time constraints and finding locations

to reflect their imaginative vision. I became increasingly concerned that their work

was devoid of visual structure, much less connoisseurship.

Grade B participants were not overly interested in costumes but came to

seek permission to film after school. I accommodated them, insisting that they

return the equipment to the office before the secretaries went home. Both Grade

8 groups were eager and satisfíed with their filming. They were flexible in how

they approached the job, inventive in how they used outdoor spaces/locations,

and did some creative time managing to accommodate the filming. Getaway got

permission from their teachers to leave or miss science and physical education.

Video production seemed to preoccupy them. They used leaving the classroom

for filming as an excuse for "skipping".
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Grade 8 students appreciated the freedom of being in the video group.

Although students in comics and clay had to prepare a 2-3 hour bi-weekly journal

drawing, I had difficulty enforcing that video students do their workbook because

video was new in the art program; it had not yet established its authority. I felt

challenged to embrace the mediocrity of Grade 8 performance and grow to trust

that they would eventually have a complete video.

There is so much activity in the room because clay students are just

beginning their pieces, comic students are developing their preliminaries

and video kids sit there and mostly talk. I am especially concerned about

the Grade 8's. I must research more about their developmental

characteristics. I wonder if their work will come together creatively in the

end or if it will be a string of their current silly behavior. (Journal)

A week later I wrote, "l'm concerned that the Grades g's are not being as

conscientious as I would like. They are beginning to show signs of the apathy so

common to Grade g's."

Comics and Clay

comics and clay groups were working weil and producing strong work.

Still, they were distracting the video students, and conversely, video students,

especially in Grade 8, were distracting comic and clay students.

Comics groups pretended to be illustrators for their plot, diverging towards

an individual vision of their story just as illustrators project their personal vision

onto any literary work. They imagined the breakdown of their story into scenes as

one might see at the beginning of a DVD. Preliminary work included describing
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the scenes in words, thumbnail sketches, and finally drawing onto 22" x 14,,acid-

free paper. Students were frequently instructed to draw their characters first to

maximize positive space and minimize negative space. This was a major

challenge for Grade 6; they naturally drew their positive shapes very tiny, floating

in large empty spaces. To help students reduce their text I reminded them of

Where The Wild Things Are by Sendak (1963) who won many awards for his

imaginative story, illustrations, and sparse use of words.

Clay group members each assumed one of their plot characters, which

they prepared to build by drawing their imagined sculpture from all six sides.

once the problems were solved and preliminary drawings completed, I

demonstrated skills and techniques to help them build their clay sculptures.

When the class was settled in to working, I worked with the video students.

Supervising Filming

I frequently accompanied the video crews into the much coveted and

highly forbidden boiler room, which luckily my art storage room key could access.

Leaving 1B clay and comic students alone in the art room with Sue generated

chronic anxiety in me and once caused me to lose some footage in my filming.

I leave class again to take Evil Dweeb 6H to boiler room. I tell them (and

scare them with) my safety concerns: no leaning on rail; don,t touch a

thing; don't go near ledge. Another teacher just wondered what we were

doing in there. I felt like we were trespassing onto forbidden property.

Again my anxiety is heightened because I left the rest of the class alone

with sue who is technically not to be alone with students. (Journal)
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Upon filming, students returned to the classroom with enough time to view what

they had filmed. They were excited and emotionally charged while watching their

footage. They were very protective and became annoyed when a classmate

outside the video group (clay) was sneaking up behind them to see. Clearly they

were concealing what they were doing and keeping it secret. What is special

about video filming? why are they not secretive about their clay pieces?

Technical Challenges

I was always checking if the batteries were charged. Sometimes students

came in mid-class because their battery was dead. I stopped instruction to place

a charged battery in the spare camcorder, plug the camcorder in to charge the

battery, and give the student a charged battery. At times students noticed they

had no tape in the camcorder after they spent much time "filming".

Once Travis and Andrew, two of the most reliabte students in Grade 6, left

a tripod in the hallway. Were they so panicked to be at their next class on time

that they chose to neglect their responsibility of protecting the equipment? This

was perplexing.

Grade 7 students wanted to use camcorders and a computer for a Social

Studies project. I said not for 4 weeks. I felt uncomfortable saying no. Where is

the line for who is entitled and who is denied to work with the equipment in the

school community? we need a library system in place for technology.

Needs of My Remaining Sfudenfs

Some of the needs of my remaining students went unmet due to my focus

as researcher on a select few participants. However, there were two Grade g
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special needs students that received much of my energy during this term to help

them achieve their credits in art. ln addition, I arranged to take 14 grade g

students to Europe in April. My two Grade 6 classes, 68 and 6R, worked on their

digital photo portraits. Teachers identified 68 as "the worst class in the school."

Many of these kids were off task during art class; they were simply too immature

for instruction.

The needs of my double 68 class exhaust me. The homeroom teacher, a

highly functioning competent man, came and expressed the view that he

is near crashing. During art, while I was busy helping students with their

paintings, one of the boys jimmied a weapon by sharpening the end of a

paintbrush and taping it to a meter stick. He then took this "weapon" into

the hallway at locker break and was busted by a student teacher. When I

let him know that he and I need to see the principal about this incident, he

ran out of the art room and disappeared. This turned into a minor crisis for

the administrators and resource/counsellor. (Journal)

Luckily no one was hurt before a teacher caught him and brought him to me. I

had to stop this kind of behaviour during every class. Just keeping them seated

during class took all my energy for the day. The unrelenting demands of my

responsibilities outside of this study had an inevitable impact on my efficacy.

Looking and Thinking About Changing My practice

A) For the first time in my career, two resource teachers, both principals

and I met to discuss the needs of a Grade g student to ensure that he earned his

credit in art. We developed an action plan that involved my working with him in a
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separate room during one of five periods per cycle, while a resource teacher

managed my class. This had never happened before, although I had students

with far greater needs in previous years. Arguably art is regarded as prep time for

other educators. ls my doing this study igniting awareness that art teachers are

both smart and good teachers?

Doing this study makes me feel part of something in a way that is

unfamiliar. Art teachers are used to feeling like a forgotten appendage or

an island detached from the mainland of teaching staff. This chronic

condition frequently infects divisional art teacher meetings because it is

painful to process. Now lfeel less invisible. My principal is more open to

my energy. I revel in this respectful attention, refreshed with the forgotten

familiarity of being talented at my job. (Journal)

B) On days when Sue was absent students were on their own with filming.

Although many times they begged for access to the boiler room, I stayed in the

classroom and told them, "Sorry, not today." on two separate occasions a Grade

6 teacher and my principal informed me of the misbehaviours of unsupervised

students filming in the hallways during their art classes. lndeed, upon my return

from a sick day I was told that one boy was doing acrobatic back flips down

concrete stairs! Again I addressed safety issues with the students but resolved

not to allow filming without another adult present to accompany them outside the

classroom. Likewise, student absenteeism created additional challenges,

especially if they had an important role to play.
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My anxiety about leaving my other 18 students so I could accompany the

participants to their locations caused me to rush the filming process for students.

consequently, we lost footage and had to re-shoot. The three forty-minute

periods per cycle were not enough time and were therefore not conducive to

efficient video shooting. I wondered about extending art time into after school and

weekends to ensure high quality of videos but resolved to keep my contact time

with students limited to time mandated by the school timetable.

C) I became more patient and engaged with the students. llluminating my

practice as researcher lightened me up as teacher. I was back in touch with how

I treasured each student years ago when teaching was new to me. Meandering

along a path of self-discovery I was in the same space as my students seeking

their identities. Filming the study participants during their video production and

editing the footage daily honed my skills to teach video and generated my own

creative process.

During editing, their energy, laughter, humour and playfulness entered my

home. Similar to witnessing the peace in a sleeping child dissolve the memories

of mischievous behaviour, I savored repeatedly watching my students' life force

unfold on screen. overwhelmed by gratitude for my job, I was humbled.

D) The following three changes occurred during the production stage.

First, I made a breakthrough from being technically dependant to more self-

sufficient. When Travis' mom came for a camcorder on a day I was not in the

building, my vice principal phoned me at home to inquire about the technical

specífícs in terms of the tape, and battery charger. Suddenly my technical
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knowledge was enough to help someone out. This was new for me.

Second, I was learning to observe students upon gíving instructions rather

than repeating instructions until they did what I wanted them to do. This was very

liberating. ln the past I felt completely responsible for the quality of student work.

I knew that the art program was judged based on the finished product and I felt

ineffective if student work failed to reflect learning.

Finally, I was learning how to genfly release my perfectionism. on one

occasion I carelessly reversed a crucial step for the portraiture projects to be

polished at completion. I felt like I was slipping. This would never have happened

4 or 5 years ago. As researcher I relinquished control of how students received

and processed my teaching instructions. I was still repeating a lot, but more

yielding to outcomes.

E) one of my epiphanies occurred when a student in the clay group

wanted his journal drawing marked. I was surprised at how weak it was. There

was a sun in the corner, no layering of colours and no overlapping. Basically all

criteria had been ignored, yet the student was earnest in waiting for me to mark

his drawing. "Remember the activities we did to learn how to do your journal work

well?" I asked. "No," he responded, "We were doing video.,'

I was jolted into another oversight. I had not anticipated that students

learning video would miss out on something basic. Because all Grade 6 classes

were instructed the same in previous years, I only ever saw progressive growth

from beginning to end of the school year. I usually attributed this to two factors.

First, student fine motor skills had matured andior second, their art skills were
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honed by repeatedly doing the work. I learned that without my instruction,

students were lost as to how to meet the criteria, and I indeed made a difference

in their performance. Previously, teaching all students the same offered no

opportunity for com parison.

POSTPRODUCTION

Editing

Early March, I helped students import their footage into the iMovie

program on our eMac computers. I taught basic editing saying, "if it doesn't

strengthen your movie it weakens it", although I realized that it was difficult for

students to discern visual quality. For the first time throughout this study, I

observed the functioning of the groups break down.

Taking on the role of audience and watching themselves on screen,

generated renewed excitement; students vicariously enjoyed their "acting" a

second time. Many edited independently. They figured out how to import, apply

text, audio and special effects, sometimes with no help from me. They were not

afraid of technology. Some rushed through the editing process. I repeatedly

instructed that they line up the sequence of their clips and then edit each clip as

thoroughly as possible. Still students chose the best take and deleted the others.

They had difficulties recognizing that each take had interesting components that

could be spliced together to achieve desired results.

Some groups had diffículties imagining a scene from various angles. I

reminded them, insisted they shoot close-ups, and helped them insert these into

the video. For instance, in Chocolate Chip Dog 6P, Linda smelling the cookies as
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they were pulled from the oven required a shot of a cookie. Serendipitously, just

as Linda was exiting the art room, a Grade 9 student eating a jumbo chocolate

chip cookie entered the art room, and I helped Linda get the shot.

I witnessed Evil Dweeb 6H listening to their voices using the microphone,

"Hahaha...is that really what I sound like?" Students were very conscientious to

re-shoot. "Let's shoot it again just in case she moved..." Michael suggested, and

"Did you get that?" lndeed, during re-shooting group dynamics intensified. Mary

took on the role of the director and bossed Tim around. "Once again the boys

aren't listening and following instructions," I heard Mary announce. Future 3000

6Q and Donkey Glrl 6Q collaborated well and seemed to strike their own cultural

clusters while re shooting.

Several groups came to edit at lunch. As Hobo Bob 6H reviewed the film

applying various transitions, I noticed that there was much running, Matrix-like, in

the video. I wondered if they all would have violence and action. Students

mistakenly presumed that others could follow their dialogue because it made

sense to them. I insisted that subtitles be placed at the bottom of selected frames

to help viewers follow the storyline.

Both Grade I groups used Garage Band, an audio feature in iMovie, for

their audio. I was pleased that copyright issues did not have to be addressed.

Stuart and Bob were not happy with their ending, but Henry said that they were.

"Bob is just saying that so he doesn't have to do his work here and can keep

playing on the computer," Henry explained. Bob disagreed. Although Grade 8

appeared to be familiar with iMovie, they were not as motivated as Grade 6.
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Henry was monopolizing the mouse and controlling all decision-making. I felt like

I was teaching fish how to swim; whenever I instructed they appeared to be

ignoring me. To understand this discrepancy between the Grades I examined the

differences between their developmental characteristics in Chapter 6.

Heather and Maggie were working at a separate table not participating in

editing. Bob asked them to come to the computer, "We need your opinion!" but

both girls stayed seated. Only the three boys continued with the computer

editing. They used a wiggling tongue close-up as in the sexual/grotesque

category. What does this mean for Grade 8? Bob was walking around, visiting

the sculpture group a lot and filming everything around him. He was distracted by

the camcorder: "l deleted something...Good thing we already imported

everything." I heard Stuart make a suggestion and Henry reply "No!"

Grade I was enjoying the special effects in iMovie. They were playing with

sounds that heightened the effect of various action shots.

Henry: "Sounds like a fart in the bathtub!"

Heather: Bursts out laughing

Bob: "Our video's going to be funny; we should have made it a comedy..."

(Study video transcript, March 2006).

I wondered if it was appropriate to condone silly behaviour with Grade B

students? At what point does it become my duty to insist that the criteria for video

production strictly prohibit potty talk, fighting and vulgarities? Will the students

listen? What, for students, is so compelling about all that which teachers would

predictably deem "inappropriate"?
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Group Dynamics

I wondered if Henry's control over the project was annoying others. When

I asked him to give another group member a chance at the computer, a student

in the class echoed my words, "Henry, move and give someone else a turn!"

Although students agreed, "There is a lot to learn about making a video'l

group relationship difficulties catapulted into the foreground. Mary and Gail had a

major disagreement in addition to the general, chronic squabbling that already

existed between Mary and Tim. This was resolved with teacher (my) intervention.

One morning after Adam was asked to give others a chance editing he

disappeared from the art room. His homeroom teacher came to let me know that

he was crying in the school library. I thanked the teacher, who on his way out of

the room quietly repeated the message to Sue. Startled by my observation, I

wondered why this information needed to be shared with Sue. I felt as though

this incident was perceived as a judgement against my study. I was surprised by

the undermining and lack of support of this teacher, but managed to stay on task

and ask Adam what made him hide. When prodded to talk, he held back tears.

When told that he can go back to editing he said it was "boring to just click."

Students from two Grade 6 groups declared a strike and went to sit with

the clay or comic students. When Evil Dweeb 6H sat down to view their footage

on the computer screen, the following conversation triggered the urge in Johnny,

the group's cameraman, to shut down and "strike":

Beth (to Johnny): You never did close-ups!
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Jazz: You didn't do any close-ups of the eyes... (turning his head to

address Johnny)

Beth: All your filming's messed up. (Group laughs)

Jazz: What the heck's this?

Johnny: The camcorder did that...

Beth: Oh, blame it on the camcorder Johnny.

Johnny: I didn't press anything okay... (deflated)

Here Johnny began to look sad and uncomfortable. His smile faded; his

eyes became teary...

Teacher/Researcher: Are you happy with the footage you got?

Beth: Yeah... some of it...

Johnny: Nooo...l'm not...

Teacher/Researcher: How come?

Johnny: I dunno...l keep getting screwed up. (Pause) I get very confused.

(Study video transcript, March 2006)

Grade 6 study groups needed more time to edit. They frequently came to

edit at noon when I showed them more editing techniques. I was pleased to see

that students followed instructions filming scenes repeatedly to get various

angles for each scene, and out of sequence. Finally, students learned technical

skills but continued to experience time constraints, especially when they lost

double periods to field trips.
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Technical Challenges

The fire wires frequently disappeared, making it difficult, at times, to teach

editing skills and import student movies. I purchased another but they still

seemed to be missing. I learned that students could edit before their footage was

imported; they could apply credits, sub-titles and audio work while waiting for a

functioning fire wire.

I was working on a G5 iMac at home but in the art room the computers

were three years old and not compatible with new software. The subtle

differences between the computers presented unpredictable challenges in

teaching. At times I had to seek out our tech savvy staff member to fix computer

problems. I was uncomfortable with this dependency. lt was frustrating when the

technology demands exceeded my capabilities.

Screening Student Videos

I exported all I videos to burn them onto DVD. The screening of the

videos proved to be another event of fun and laughter! I was anxious to watch

the movies, still fearing that the quality would determine my efficacy as art

teacher of video. Grade 6 thoroughly enjoyed their work and were not

disappointed knowing that it was not like the "real thing". Grade I students got a

kick out of the viewings but appeared not to care about the quality.

Right before the screening Mary wanted me to show Pamela Pan 6P but

Tim objected. Mary vehemently insisted that Tim's lack of involvement

disqualified him from group decisions. The squabbling continued until I moved

them to sit at opposite ends of the room.
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Following the viewing of each video, I facilitated critical discussions about

what students liked and what needed improving. They thought that strengths in

the videos included original ideas, such as using a boy as a fairy, original

locations, such as other people's homes, experimental lighting, and a variety of

camcorder shots.

Students unanimously thought that their videos could have been

strengthened with more dialogue, subtitles for clarification, and fitting audio. They

recognized that there could have been far more visual information by including

more close-ups. Groups loved their own bloopers and most thought theirs was

funny.

Although students couldn't make sense of Evil Dweeb 6H they liked the

special effects of the fight scene and the voice-overs. ln cases where students

did include appropriate subtitles, the font was tíny due to technical difficulties.

Both Grade 8Y videos deviated completely from the Fairytale theme.

Once participant videos were screened and errors self-consciously

identified, students begged for permission to continue editing their work. ln the

spirit of the organic creative process, I allowed students to edit their videos two

months beyond the due date of March 23,2006. Mid May I exported the final

videos from the iMovie programs and burned them onto DVD. Mysteriously,

Henry submitted his completed workbook respectfully on the last day of May,

redeeming himself.
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Assessmenf

After Pamela Pan 6P took a camcorder home for spring break to complete

filming, Mary and her parents came to tell me they were very upset because the

boys, Tim and Seth, were getting the same marks as the girls, even though Gail

and Mary "did everything". As well, Travis's mom told me "Travis and Linda did

most of the work. Andrew and Melody hardly did anything." I was already aware

of this and wondered what motivated or prevented students to realize their

imaginations. I knew that parents and students wanted their child's additional

effort to be recognized in their art mark.

I have to give weight to artistic merit. I think I will make it 5-10%. At this

point it is essential that I mark mostly on process and experience. ln

Grade 6 I am trying to generate a love of art. This cannot happen if I place

value on "talent" which is ultimately the message kids get sent when they

see how success gets rewarded but hard work does not... (Teacher

journal, March 3, 2006)

Assessment of video work was based primarily on process. Marks were

designated as follows: 80% general participation,l0o/o for artistic merit to the

video, 5o/o for writing in journal record diligently, 5o/o for the wow factor, which

referred to that special quality that surprises viewers but is difficult to quantify; it

is intuitive.

I began assessment with an elaborate rubric providing checklists and self-

evaluation sections so students participated in the assessment of their videos.

This served more to heighten students'awareness than to control student
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achievement. With more time and older students this might have worked well. I

opted instead to stay within my general comfort zone and assign final grades to

reflect the students' holistic learning. Students were assigned the same grade

per group.

Students' vivid imaginations did not transfer to video as easily as we all

hoped but there were strengths in each group's video that were highlighted in the

class screenings. Students critically identified that including clear visual

information, usually close-ups, as well as subtitles to communicate their stories

as they imagined them, would produce a more desirable quality of video.

I coached students to ídentify and implement techniques, but if the student

still did not achieve remarkable results in spite of trying their hardest, I preferred

to err on the side of generosity rather than "punish" them for not yet having

developed skills. To determine the degree to which each student participated I

asked group members, "Who did most of the work?" This elicited direct answers.

A number was typed into the appropriate box followed by the comment:

"Beginning to understand video technology, media literacy and apply aesthetic

quality in iMovie production". In addition, for each participant's report card I was

required to make a judgement on these three fixed criteria:

1. Demonstrates an understanding of appropriate themes

2. Shows understanding of Design Principles and Elements

3. Demonstrates flexibility in various media

Next to each of these criteria I inserted one of the following terms: Not Yet,

Meeting Expectations, Proficient, or outstanding, which were programmed into
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the computer as NY; ME; P; or O respectively. I only had to select and click for

the appropriate letters to be documented in judgment of the respective student's

ability. I could not determine what the standards were because there was no

precedence for video production with Grade 6 students in our school. All study

participants, therefore, received the appropriate ME for each of the three criteria

as listed above. Marks ranged from 84o/o-95o/o depending on student

participation.

Pamela Pan 6P 95% (Tim and Seth

86%)

Chocolate Chip Dog 6P 95%

(Andrew and Melody 86%)

Future 3000 6Q 93%

Donkey Girl 6Q 93%

Evil Dweeb 6H 84o/o - 87%

Hobo Bob 6H 93%

Søsh 8Y 85%

Getaway 8Y 85%

I wanted to add more comments for each participant but had no time to be

more specific. I had too many other students; especially those receiving a credit

for their artwork in Grade 9 deserved my attention.

I struggled with the area of assessment in video production for a variety of

reasons. First, because assessment in art making and in video production is

lacking in resources and second, there was no time to learn or think about a

solution. I will discuss this area at length in Chapter 6.

Student lnterviews

While students took turns with the mouse to edit their work, I managed to

interview most participants to shed light on their perspectives. The summary of
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these is discussed in the following chapter and is accompanied with a 3O-minute

video.

The interview questions were revised three times. With each revision I

modified the questions to elicit more of what students were talking about. For

instance, if certain answers were repeated when a question was asked, I

removed the redundant question. I was asking Grade I the same questions as

the Grade 6 students to compare and contrast. The interviews emerged as a

separate entity that extended beyond a source for data. First, students became

serious, as though they were keenly aware of how their responses reflected on

their intellect. There was a stark contrast between how they behaved in front of

the camera for their own imaginative work, versus how they behaved while being

interviewed. Second, students responded to my questions as though the teacher

had left the building! For them I became the researcher, the guest expert who

they wanted to impress. They presented themselves like they were the privileged

guest on Letterman, Oprah or Barbara Walters. Third, students' interviews

provided me with a glimpse into who they are individually when separated from

the class culture in a way that was new for me. I was impressed by their efforts to

be perceived as someone who has something to say. At the table no one

behaved silly. Any giggly outbursts were authentic and momentary; students who

felt uncomfortable quickly contained themselves to take on an official persona.

Why was this contained, fine student behaviour so unfamiliar to me, the art

teacher? I wondered if teachers of other subjects would make the same

observations, or if they already had experienced the formal sides of their
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students? Was there a correlation between "art", the subject, and silly behaviour?

Finally, interviews seemed to help participants understand what they learned

from their video production experience.

Looking and Thinking About Changing My Practice

I remembered to tell students to make a list of clothing for each character

and to wear the same outfit for all takes. Did I forget to tell students that those

doing the heavier workload would receive higher grades? This stage tested my

commitment to this study and to my students.

Tough day to get through. lt is Friday and Sue is not here to help with

unloading the kiln. Every day is tough to get through. I cannot do this job

much longer. lt is less about teaching art than it is about managing herds

of children with art supplies. I feel neither paft of the school community nor

part of the research community. I feel alone. (Journal)

The fluid creativity with which I used to teach was decreasing. This study

was all consuming. My classes did not receive equal attention. When I struggled

to care and help every student succeed, I felt exhausted. I had to relinquish

responsibility for students' successes and failures. Now I was exhausted from

providing students with a range of media. When things occurred in my room for

which there was no time to debrief, I felt violated, like art was a dumping ground

to free up "real" teachers for respite and prep time.

I learned that I needed to let go of the outcomes more. lt was about the

students. I thought I knew that, but I was still having difficulty. I felt like they just

don't know othen¡vise. How do you strike a balance between excellent teaching
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and imposing too much control? lwas noticing how lwanted to control the

outcomes; I saw great scenes during my downloading of student videos and felt

the urge to edit, but I resisted. By term 3 my expectations had steeped in the

classroom and students were already working more fluidly.

As researcher, I activated a cycle of inquiry and action that exposed the

heart of teaching art. The pilot project provided the rough draft from which this

study, a "blue print" if you will, for an innovative project was designed. lf I had the

opportunity to do it again I would hone aesthetic quality by assigning "drills" of

camera work, focus on skill building for students to effectively communicate their

imaginative stories with video, and teach media literacy independently with a

fitting assignment such as designing a commercial. I am confident that my

struggles to resolve challenges of functional group work, assessment, time

constraints and my personal working relationship with an adult assistant would

lessen with each cycle of action.
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CHAPTER 5: STUDENT PERSPECTIVES

I wanted to introduce media literacy to empower students to become

critically aware of how they are influenced and/or manipulated by digital video.

The pilot project indicated that I was trying to "get too much over the bridge" but I

followed through because I was curious to learn how much students need to be

taught and how to best teach it. I did not include media literacy work as data,

however, it is summarized and presented here, followed by students' views as

determined from their record journals, interviews and the responses on their final

questionnaires to answer these questions:

1. How do students feel about making videos in art?

2. What skills are students learning?

3. How does video impact the existing program?

Media Literacy Work

ln their groups, students discussed how a media message is created

through video, packaging of products, television commercials and so on. Most

Grade 6 students said that they liked commercials. They agreed that the quality

of products in commercials is "exaggerated" to look desirable. Some recognized

that camcorder angles, sounds, specials effects and lighting are important to

make a commercial dramatic and exciting.

Students did taste tests to compare a heavily advertised brand with a

generic or nonadvertised brand to see how advertising influenced their guesses.

The heavily advertised brand did indeed taste better for some, and the non-

adveftised brand tasted the best for others. Some found that products, whether
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heavily advertised or not, tasted the same. One student's father blindfolded her

and her friend to conduct an official taste test of Nutella, the well-represented

hazelnut chocolate spread, and the No Name brand. They found that they

preferred the taste of Nutella.

Most Grade 6 girls wrote hundreds of brands that they are aware of, about

half of which they said they buy because the product is "cool". Students indicated

that they were affected by the power of advertising.

The power of advertisement is really powerful for me. Like, if I see this clean

sweep thing on TV, I'll be like "Ohhh! Mom buy it. Or the metal polish thing,

where they dip a coin in the polish and it comes out sparkling clean, I'll be

like cool! And if I see something that a magazine likes, or praises, I'll buy it.

Unless I really hate something about it. (Student workbook)

Another wrote; "l am affected by advertising because it gives me a choice,

narrows down my choice and gives me an idea on what I want to buy. lt also tells

me what is in style and what is not in style". Students agreed that advertising

makes them aware of something that they may otherwise not have known about.

Students were asked to look at the headlines, photos, and placements of

articles in a newspaper, and think about how this affects which stories they want

to read. Students indicated that large print drew them to read the headlines, but

they preferred the articles that "don't have the biggest titles".

Two Grade 6 students said they like newspapers for the information they

provide but they don't read them because they don't have time. Most participants

thought that television was educational and "can make you smarter" but
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negatively influenced people to do "dangerous" things. They agreed that learning

from television is more fun than 'Just reading out of a book".

Students indicated that they knew that movies, videos, or video games, do

not represent reality because "a lot of people would be dead, if they were taking

a beating like people in the movies". One student wrote that video games are

"not influencing me to grab a gun and shoot people, but it is a simulation which

lets me shoot things without hurting myself or others".

When asked where teenagers get information about what fashions are in

style, students answered the obvious: television, magazines, internet, someone

else or in the mall. A few students were sarcastic in their response such as

Andrew: '1 think they get it from TV because if some stupid celebrity puts on a big

pair of glasses which look nerdy, all of a sudden everyone who sees them will

want a pair of those glasses."

When asked if they know teenagers who are quicker than most to adopt

new fashions, students answered yes and no. "Yes because they are usually the

only child or people who are not into studying and schoolwork usually watch

more TV. And they see it first." Henry, Grade 8, said that some are "too busy or

they like the way they look already."

When asked if these teenagers were trendsetters for others most students

thought it was dependent on the person's status or popularity. "Some of these

"trend setters" make other people wear stuff like that because they're popular

and they think they're a higher standard than everyone else, then everyone else

follows them."
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When asked if they were aware of any stereotypes they feel strongly

connected to one girl wrote that she felt connected to the stereotype 'people who

wear glasses are smart', which she didn't mind. Grade I identified a stereotype in

our school, "(it is assumed that) people who play sports are good at that sport

and that this is not always true."

Sfudenfs Reflecting On What They Learn in ArI

Most students identified that imagination and creativity are common to art

and video, and that video is media art. Linda said:

...like when you're shooting stuff you have to think like all the shadowing...lt's

almost like drawing a picture. When you're drawing a picture you have to

imagine everything. When you're shooting a video you almost have to like,

sketch it out before you do it. 'Cause you have to imagine 'Oh we want this

big huge tree behind here; and then we want this over here...We want this

lighting a certain way'. So it's almost like drawing a picture in a way.

(lnterview transcript, March 2006)

Some students identified that in addition to helping with drawing title pages

and diagrams and synthesizing in other subjects, aft helped them become more

perceptive:

It teaches you to look at things closer than what they seem. Like you

showed us a picture once of these swans in a lake, you turn it upside down

there are these elephants right. So, like, in other subjects like in math, if you

look closer at it you might see 'Oh, there's this instead of what you thought

it was.' lt just helps you sometimes. (lnterview transcript, March 2006)
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Students suggested that the imagination helped them come up with ideas

for projects and creative writing. Travis said,

Yeah 'cause art helps you work in blocks. So if there's this really hard math

question and there's, like, all the brackets and stuff, you don't just take the

whole thing head on, you do it part by part to solve the answer like in art.

(lnterview transcript, March 2006)

During preproduction, most of the Grade 6 students wrote that it was

"harder than it seemed" to think about a plot and make a good storyboard. "We

are working very hard and trying to work as fast as we can." Students agreed

they "definitely had to think about" artistic quality while thinking about keeping

their story in sequence. ln addition to learning to use lines and different kinds of

shots in the storyboarding, some students wrote that they "learned how the

lighting could make a big difference." Students made most of their discoveries

during the production and postproduction phases of this study.

"Sometimes you're having so much fun making the movie that you forget to

do the various shots" (Student journal, March 2006). lt was easy to do the acting

students agreed, but finding the right angles and holding the camcorder still were

more challenging because they 'Just didn't have enough time" to think about all

that was required. Travis said,

It was pretty hard (to think about aesthetic quality) because some places

we... were in the video zone and so we had to get back on track. Like in the

first couple times, we had no idea what to do. We just filmed something and

it was like a big joke. But later we got more serious. (lnterview transcript,
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March 2006)

Unanticipated Problems Students Encountered

When students were asked if they experienced any problems that they

had not anticipated, they identified thirteen problems. First, artistic differences

between group members were unfamiliar. Students had never done collaborative

group work in arl. Pamela Pan 6P, Evil Dweeb 6H and Swsh 8Y were most

outspoken about their group problems. Mary in Pamela Pan 6H wrote, "Tim, Gail

and Sandra (mostly Tim) hurt my feelings by telling me off about the costumes

and ganging up on me. I want our video to at least be a little good, but they don't

care if it's tacky." Seth wrote; "lt is hard to make a video. We were fighting about

the plot so we had to change the plot and stuff...The stress of doing this gets to

people and gets them sad, mad, or very stressful."

Johnny in Evil Dweeb 6H wrote, "Jazzwas so mean and telling what he

wants us to do...He keeps showing off and swearing." Amy wrote, "l thought that

Jazzwasn't cooperating at all but everyone else was good." Beth said, "l had a

great time with boys I hate, but had a great time with anyways!" while they

learned how to use the equipment.

When asked, during their interviews, if they encountered any unexpected

problems, Beth in Evil Dweeb 6H said:

Yeah in video our group got into a big fight. But in comics that didn't

happen. But in video some people didn't get their way and it got into a big

fight and people started quitting and going on a big strike which is kinda

weird and I didn't expect that to happen. (lnterview transcript, March 2006)
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Johnny said that he quit because "it was boring and it kept getting me confused."

ln Grade 8, Sr¡¡rsh 8Y had a general disconnection between the boys and

girls and a controlling member, Henry, who they seemed victimized by. Bob

wrote,

Henry made farting noises and he was taking Stuart's pencil. He also

threatened to put water on people's work. He decided to sponge down the

table. I made a decision to move to a different table where I can work in

peace. My thoughts are jumping from stupidity, fooling around, and just

acting stupid because Henry is the group leader but I think someone else

should be because he was fooling around. (Student Journal, March 2006)

Maggie said, "We have no progress at all because the group refuses to

participate." A few classes later she wrote, "No one listens to me except

Heather...Me and Heather did quite a lot of work on our storyboards but the rest

of the group didn't want to participate."

Second, there wasn't enough tíme even with starting the workbook ahead

of schedule. One student emphatically underlined her frustration with not having

..@!',Third,,.fightS''aboutwhogotwhatpartsinthemovieand

"artistic differences" about whose vision for the characters would ultimately be

realized interfered with the progress. For example, some students did not want to

wear the costumes their group wanted them to wear. Fourth, participants were

sometimes absent or "on strike". This challenged remaining group members to

improvise. Fifth, there was interference from others in the building; waiting for

people to clear the set where students were shooting was time consuming.
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Sixth, students felt that trying to film without a tripod was very challenging

because the footage was too shaky. Seventh, the location where students began

filming was unavailable to them during the next block of time, i.e. the elevator

was shut down for a few days. Eighth, students were surprised by their self-

consciousness when they were in front of the camcorder causing them to "crack-

up" and laugh a lot. Barbie from Future 3000 6Q said:

One problem is that sometimes when the camcorder comes right at your

face and stuff, I started to laugh a lot. And I didn't think I would but I did

anyways. And that was a problem a lot ...Cause like, the whole class has to

see it and sometimes you look really weird in it. (lnterview transcript, March

2oo6)

Some students were hard on themselves concerning the challenges of

filming. Cathy in Donkey G/r/ 6Q wrote, "l think that I got a little frustrated when I

was filming and I screwed up." Self-conscious laughing during critical shots

became a problem because it required re-shooting. Angie in Hobo Bob 6H wrote,

"We learned that you should not laugh in the middle of a scene (especially a

wedding)." Maggie in Swsh 8Y wrote: "The shots of me in the film look so

ugly...We're almost done but I hate seeing that terrible picture of me on screen."

Ninth, sometimes the scenery was unavailable. For example, students

imagined the scene outside but were restricted to shooting inside because of

winter weather conditions. Others needed a castle, and Chocolate Chip Dog 6P

needed a bush but ended up using a tree. Students had difficulty managing and

controlling live animals as props. Linda in Chocolate Chip Dog 6P wrote, "l
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learned that when working with animals, they don't always do the thing that you

want them to do."

Tenth, they were off to a slow start in filming because they had no skills or

previous experience with video production. Eleventh, having to put various

camcorder angles and shots like close-ups into the filming took up more time to

include; acting and filming the plot superseded aesthetic quality. Twelfth,

technical problems where charged batteries were unavailable during the period,

losing footage while filming, getting the computer to cooperate with the editing

were frustrating and time consuming. For example, the font in Pamela Pan 6P

subtitles could not be enlarged because of a quirk in the computer program.

Thirteenth, Grade I learned that protecting ideas as well as not copying the

ideas of others was a challenge when working in close proximity with other

groups because they didn't want to "copy" someone else's ideas. ln conclusion,

these problems made it difficult for students to fully realize their imaginative

goals. Students agreed that turning the static storyboard, or even their static

comics, into a moving image was much harder than they first imagined.

Students resolved their problems, they said, by making an effort to listen to

everybody's ideas and finding a compromise. Students were learning to cope

with the constant technical maintenance, like keeping the camcorder batteries

charged. ln a few cases they said that they came to see me to help them work

out their relational conflicts. ln the case of Johnny quitting, Beth said that the

problems were not resolved. Beth admitted that the group members were

blaming each other for the difficulties with making the movie. The race against
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time motivated some students to do extra work outside of class.

What Sfudenfs Liked About Implementing Video in Art

Students agreed that it was a good idea to include video in art, especially

since having this experience, because it offered itself as an additional art

medium. Barbie identified that it was helpful if you later chose to be a movie

director and "You also get to learn how to act." Grade I students agreed that it

was a good idea because it allowed them to think for themselves and learn

computer skills.

Students liked the three medium centres for several reasons. Fred said, "lt's

actually pretty good cause if your friend is doing one thing and you're doing

another, your friend can tell you how really fun it is." Students realized that it

helps to prevent getting distracted which happens easily when everyone is

working on the same thing. Students also identified that after I instructed once

during term 1, they can help each other. Cathy suggested that I consider putting

friends together or letting them choose who they work with while two students

agreed that by randomly being placed into groups allows you to "get to know

other people that you aren't friends with yet." Mary said,

I like it and I don't like it because you get to see how different people work

well together...And I don't like it because...l'm not a really big fan of working

in groups because I'm a very independent person. (lnterview transcript,

March 2006)

They identified that if video groups were larger, the problems would be larger and

result in a "whole year of arguing in art".
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Students unanimously agreed that there was nothing that they didn't like

about art. Although, some added that they don't really like having criteria for their

journal work. Mary said, "l'm not very good at being criticized and I also really like

doodling."

Students agreed that what they enjoyed most about making their videos

was the fun they had! Grade 6 students enjoyed the acting above all; they liked

getting into character and costumes. Tim liked that he could turn his comics into

video and that he could erase and re-record as often as he wanted while comics

didn't allow for that. Andrew in Chocolate Chip Dog 6P said:

Well...ln video you really have no limits. So you have like no borders so you

can do whatever you want. Like if you wanted to make up something

different...Like such as...Like it doesn't have to be real. Anything can

happen in a video...And it doesn't actually have to happen in reality. That's

what's really fun about it. (lnterview transcript, March 2006)

Grade 8 students agreed that they preferred the option of video in art

because they had more freedom to leave the room and they enjoyed using the

computer, neither of which they did in art before. They preferred the filming and

editing "because it let us skip class and we could do whatever we wanted to get

the scene done."

F i n a I Q u e sti on nalre Responses

After participants watched the eight videos with the rest of their classroom

peers they were given the final questionnaire:

1. Did you communicate what you intended to communicate (Buckingham,
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2003, p.149-1 50)?

2. Discuss two choices you made in the construction of your video. What

effects did they have?

3. What do you hope the audiences pay special attention to in your

production?

4. How might the audience interpret what you have produced?

5. What would you do differently if you could make it again?

6. What do you really like about your video?

7. What did you learn from making your video?

8. How has producing video changed how you interpret mass media?

Most Grade 6 participants felt they were successful in communicating

their stories the way they intended; others realized that the audience could not

follow their stories. A select few students agreed that they were successful in

some parts and that the inconsistent parts needed more captions.

When asked to consider how specific choices affected the construction

of their video, most participants were pleased with their music, special effects,

and editing decisions. Grade 6 students thought that an unusual location, a real

dog or costume, and fancy editing that made "the girls disappear like real magic",

strengthened their videos. Some Grade 8 participants were pleased with their

thoughtful inclusion of a more developed explanation of their stories but Heather,

Maggie and Stuart in Swish 8Y indicated that they were ignored and therefore did

not contribute.

About two thirds of participants wanted an audience to notice their
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successful choices. For example, eight students hoped that an audience would

appreciate their music fit, especially at the beginning of their videos. They wanted

an audience to notice how they experimented with many different camcorder

shots, angles, different locations, and the variety of special effects applied while

editing. Many participants wanted their humour to be appreciated and were most

proud of their bloopers.

When asked how the audience might interpret what they had produced

most students thought that their video was funny and that people would laugh!

One third thought their storyline was unclear and would confuse the audience.

Four students thought that unfamiliar locations or effective editing would impress

an audience.

When asked what they would do differently if they could make it again,

they responded with a variety of ideas including: more visual information, editing

(especially audio/music) needed improving, introduce their characters better and

include conversation between them for clarification. One half the Grade 8

participants wrote that they would "give it more of a story and a better ending".

Five students felt that they should have used their time more efficiently and seek

my help with editing at noon.

All Grade 6 participants unanimously agreed that their favorite parts of

their videos were their bloopers andior the funny factor. Most Grade 8 liked their

music but five students also wrote that they would do "everything" differently.

When asked what they learned from making their videos all groups

indicated that they learned how to use video technology, how to design camera
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shots/ angles and editing. They learned that making a video "takes a long time

and is much harder" than it appears. They vehemently wished for more time.

Some learned that they needed to learn more acting skills. One third indicated

that, given another opportunity, they would make different choices about how

they work in groups, and not let inappropriate behaviour sabotage their work.

Finally, producing video did not change how students viewed television

but did raise their awareness of production techniques and how a movie was

made.

The following chapter illuminates the issues that require further exploration

to facilitate teaching video in the middle years art program.
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CHAPTER 6: ANALYSIS AND IMPLICATIONS

ln August and September 2006, I analyzed and categorized the data from

all sources. Twelve categories emerged:

1 . Developmental Characteristics of Adolescents

2. Assessment

3. Time Constraints

4. lnterpersonal Relationships

5. Student Group Work

6. Student Self-Consciousness

7. Media Literacy

8. Learning and Fun

9. Aesthetic Quality and Connoisseurship

10. lmagination and lntuition

ll.GenderDifferences

12.My Personal Work Relationships

Upon reviewing the data at least three times I condensed and narrowed my focus

and proceeded to carefully collapse the twelve into five main categories:

1. Developmental Characteristics of Study Participants

2. Collaborative Creativity and Student Group Work

3. Assessment

4. Time Constraints

5. My Personal Work Relationships
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Data Sources and Findings

This table more specifically shows how the data emerged. This study was hugely

influenced by participants' developmental characteristics, which was evident from

all data sources. Likewise, all sources revealed that collaborative creativity was

challenging for participants to sustain. Assessment, seemingly less prevalent,

was the most surprising to me. Assessment was the only reason three different

parents approached me, in support of their disgruntled children, and it became

the most challenging issue for me to wrestle with. Time constraints were

tt
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pervasive and impossíble to eradicate. They were also predictable. Finally, my

personal relationship with my assistant offered learning opportunities that

generated my professional growth. I will discuss all five categories with a

particular focus on assessment.

Each of the five categories has one sub-heading with the exception of

assessment. Assessment, as the most pervasive issue, has ten sub-headings,

each as a component to be considered in assessment: My Assessment

Rationale, Media Literacy, Aesthetic Quality, Connoisseurship, Constructivism,

Technology, Cognitive versus Artistic Abilities, Creativity and Flow, lmagination

and lntuition, and Self-Assessment. I described the implications of these issues

as they relate to the teaching of video in the middle years art program.

Developmental Ch aracteri sti cs of Study P artic i pa nts

Much has been written in the past 40 years about the needs of pre-

adolescent children. To fully address my research question, it was essential to

consider the developmental characteristics exclusive to Grade 6 and I students.

The data repeatedly showed that participants' physiological changes had

significant impact on their behaviour.Age eleven students were playful, joyous

and receptive to innovation and instruction. Conversely, at thirteen, students

were more difficult to control and motivate. Indeed, I was surprised that the older

participants were less cooperative than the younger group. I was keenly aware of

the needs of middle years students but less so of the specific discrepancies from

year to year.
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Grade 6 participants were at the beginning of adolescence while Grade 8

had already outgrown many characteristics of Grade 6. The brain and body are

growing at a "severe pace" throwing "natural psychological equilibria" (Gurian,

2001, p.219) off course during a four-year transition period. Grade 6 students

exhibit increasing wonderment about adults and "may even mimic them to

deepen their understanding" (Gesell, 1956, p.66) as the data suggested.

Moreover, eleven year olds know how they feel emotionally, as did Johnny

when he explained that he had to quit because he was confused, but not why

they feel as they do (Gesell, 1956, p.84). For instance, Johnny was incapable of

articulating that he felt incompetent at being the cameraman after his group

members blamed him for inadequate camera work.

Grade 6 students like to initiate friendly interplay to watch the reactions

their overtures elicit. ln their time outside school there is a great deal of "messing

around", like "teasing, taunting, brief embattled tussles, mock hostility, mock

conciliation, and interludes of warm friendliness" (Gesell, p.71).lndeed, the fun

fights and playful taunting and teasing Grade 6 participants displayed are

'common language'to its literate eleven-year-olds. Two years later, at thirteen in

Grade 8, students became different people than they were in Grade 6. Gesell

(1956) wrote:

The rapid, shifting, conflictual movement of eleven has settled down

through twelve to an apparently almost quiescent point at thirteen. But the

quiescence is sharp with inner resources. With newfound intellectual
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powers he (sic) is focusing his (sic) perceptions into sharp, even piercing,

insights. (p.155)

Gesell illuminated why Grade 8 study participants appeared withdrawn and

unmotivated. When they sat quietly, appearing to ignore my instructions, they

were being all they could be. ln watching the study video, it was hard to imagine

the exuberance of the Grade 6 participants in two years transformed to

"sullenness, moroseness, secretiveness, and pessimism" (p.153). Data also

revealed that light and silly humour among Grade 6 students turned sarcastic in

the thirteen year olds of Grade L For example, when I asked Stuart if he liked

the acting, he replies, "Not really. The acting sort of depends on the actors..."

(smiles).

Every first staff meeting of the school year we diligently review the unique

circumstances of our students. "During these few years that we have them, they

are undergoing the greatest physical, emotional, and intellectual changes of their

entire lifetime" and "Parents are sending us the best kids they've got; they aren't

hidíng the good ones at home." Then we are handed the National Middle School

Association (NMSA) pamphlet (2003) outlining the students' developmental

characteristics, which greatly influenced this study.

Socially, physically, emotionally and intellectually, students are in a

metamorphosis. They are wiggling out of the dependency of childhood into the

abyss of autonomy and independence. According to the NMSA (2003), this

process involves forming personal and social values within popular culture and

adult values, a Sense of fairness and justice, and an awareness of personal
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interests and abilities. Consequently, students' are very self-centered. As they

begin to wonder about the world and how they may fit into it they are seeking

personal validation through relationships with peers and adults. The onset of

puberty and sexual identity comes with intermittent bursts of energy and fatigue.

Middle years students have heightened enthusiasm, natural curiosity and

idealistic expectations. Some are beginning to think abstractly while many are

still in the concrete operations stage.

The NMSA (2003) and The lnternational Baccalaureate Organization in

Geneva, Switzerland Middle Years Pogramme (2002) advocate for curricula and

teaching that conforms to the precarious developmental process of study

participants. They recommended that successful middle years programs

encompass students'social, emotional, physical and academic needs. This

holistic approach ought to address the transitional nature of the middle years

environment, offer active learning opportunities, and provide a culture that is

inviting, supportive, emotionally secure and physically safe. Middle years

educators must recognize that relationships are paramount in the development of

their students. These specifications coupled with warnings that middle years

students "may be overly self-conscious and hard on themselves in the process of

self-discovery" (NMSA, 2003) prompted my interest in student self-

consciousness in the data.

Stu d e nt Se/f-Consciousness

Buckingham (2003) suggested that student self-consciousness in late

adolescence was generated by feelings of incompetence in video production
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(p.165). He explained that students know that their work cannot meet the quality

of the "real thing" (p.165) and thus, their play acting was exaggerated in an effort

to achieve a sense of relief from feeling uncomfortable in a group. Perhaps,

without previous experience in video production, insecurities intensify in high

school students. How would these same students feel and behave had they

developed a degree of competency in video production during their middle years

education?

Participants were self-conscious about drawing and being in front of the

camera in ways that surprised them. This study showed that self-conscious

behaviours during video production for eleven year olds reflected fears of "not

being good enough" (Gurian, 2001, p.219) themselves, versus their work not

being good enough, as may be the case for older adolescents. Grade 6 students

were self-conscious of who they are becoming and frightened that they may not

have the "capacity to really make it in the huge world" (Gurian, 2001 , p.219). To

have this terror reflected back at themselves and their peers on the television

screen exacerbated self-consciousness, which seemed to exceed camera

shyness. The resistance to constructive criticism in art instruction, as articulated

by Mary on page 139, may also be associated with this vulnerable age where

students cannot yet separate their self worth from their art production.

Grade 6 students frequently referred to their storyboards as ugly and

horrible, while Maggie in Swsh BY referred to her own face as ugly: "The shots of

me in the film look so ugly...We're almost done but I hate seeing that terrible
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picture of me on Screen". Appearance concerns are "first and foremOSt" tO a

thirteen year old with "new found discriminatory abilities" (Gesell, 1956, p.156).

"Eleven frequently bursts into laughted'(Gesell, 1956, p.74), especially

when they are unsure of themselves. Although Grade 6 students were both

excited and serious about costumes and acting they surprised themselves by

their self-conscious laughter during critical shots. But this was actually

predictable Grade 6 behaviour. According to Ellsworth (1997) our true identities

live in the gap between who we think we are and how we behave. To unveil the

unconscious into consciousness at the age of eleven through video production

promised a future of greater cultural introspection and self-awareness.

lndeed, the instability of our identity is normal; carefully designed and

implemented curricula will inevitably be filtered through "the messy dynamics of

desire" (O'Shea, as cited in Ellsworth, 1997, p.43). Ellsworth (1997) wrote:

Unfortunately, more often than not, the teacher's job is framed as one of

neutralizing, eliminating, or distracting students from the differences

between what a curriculum "says" and what a student gets-or

understands- and the volatile happenings in that space. Nonetheless, as

long as classroom relations are shaped by broader social, racial, gender,

and economic antagonisms, educators cannot foreclose the space of

difference between address and response. They can't ever close down the

fear, fantasy, desire, pleasure, and horror that bubble up in the social and

historical space between address and response, curriculum and student.

(p.40)
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I could therefore not control how students perceived my instruction.

Paradoxically, even with thoughtful teaching intended to regulate student

learning, I could not escape the dynamics of participants' inner life.

Collaborative Creativity and Student Group Work

By mid - February groups had formed their own sub-cultures and it

became apparent that several dysfunctional relationships dominated the

production process. The bullying of Henry towards Bob, Maggie and Stuart in

Swlsh 8Y, and of Beth, Amy and Jazztowards Johnny in Evil Dweeb 6H,

sabotaged the progress and success of the project. Two members in both

Chocolate Chip Dog 6P and Pamela Pan 6P, felt they had done "all the work"

while the remaining members did very little. Frustrations escalated for Mary who

was convinced that she just "gave Fred his mark" although "he did nothing".

ln Grade 8, Swish 8Y, Henry oppressed his group members, frustrating

each of them, which led to the segregation of the girls from the boys and the

complete breakdown of the group. Getaway 8Y were neither dysfunctional nor

functional; they appeared indifferent and uncommitted to their project. Finally, the

group wherein each member seemed to have equal authority was the only same

gendered group, Donkey G/r/ 6Q.

The literature strongly suggests taking advantage of the socialization

needs of young adolescents by creating collaborative learning opportunities

(Knowles & Brown, 2000; Walsh, 2004; Wormeli, 2001). Working collaboratively

fosters risk-taking, enhanced achievement, improved self-esteem, improved

relationships among students of different races / genders / abilities, and greater
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acceptance of students with special needs (Knowles and Brown, 2000, p. 1 13).

However, much time is required to teach how to work in groups successfully;

teachers should "never assume that students already know how to work

collaboratively" (Knowles and Brown, 2000, p. 112). Although I reviewed what

kind of behaviour is conducive to successful group work, the driving factor for

group difficulties appeared to have more to do with the creative process than with

socialization skills.

Creativity and constructivism each involve a process of self-absorption

implying that knowledge is individually constructed (Colwell, 1999, p' 56).

Therefore, both concepts in relation to group work are an oxymoron in terms.

That is, if constructivism and creativity each require an inward focus, they do not

easily lend themselves to socially interactive group work. Therefore, my

expectations of the successful functioning of participants' creative group work,

coupled with nearly no time to implement strategies for successful group work,

were unreasonable. When students were denied the opportunity to explore how

their personal ideas can be brought to fruition, their learning seemed to be

thwarted. Commitment breakdowns and going "on Strike" Were for several

participants the only option!

Craft (as cited in Jackson, Oliver, Shaw & Wisdom, 2006) suggested that

"one aspect of the individual /collective negotiation is negotiating the balance

between the creative needs of the individual and the collective creative needs of

a group" (p.24), stressing time consuming strategies be implemented to achieve

this. However, not much is known about collaborate creativity, Craft concluded,
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wonder¡ng: What are the interactions between wider culture, individual and

collective creativity (Jackson, Oliver, Shaw & Wisdom , p.25)? What kinds of

involvement exist "between the unconscious, the spiritual and the wider ecology

of existence on earth" (Craft, p.25)? This question coupled with Ellsworth's

(1997) claim that teachers cannot target effectively because student response is

suffused with unconscious knowledge and emotions, made it difficult to assess

what students really learned.

Research has shown that much of intellectual intelligence depends on the

level of emotional intelligence. Teachers know that the "StreSS ghosts" in

students' lives must receive attention before the "mind can be educated" (Gurian,

2001, p. 151). Keeping students happy is sometimes my only job. On the other

hand, I believe that "there is no escaping healthy conflict" (Gurian, p.131) and the

new zero-tolerance policies on humiliation and harassment will never be

completely enforceable because "basic evolutionary biology resists it" (p.223).

The best cure for group discord was a caring, informative approach where

students were taught about what they needed to be aware of, guard against, and

live with. "Youths help each other, sometimes through aggressive provocation, to

resolve the area of personal flaw" (Gurian, 2001, p.222).

Understandably, group discord heightened when only one computer

mouse was available to each group. The natural directors were relegated to

having to take turns and relinquish control. There were more problems with

groups that had both boys and girls. Travis wrote, "We had a really good scene

of Melody and her hair was messy or something so she had a huge spazz and
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started crying". Misunderstandings between individuals in groups dominated the

task of creating. Bordwell and Thompson (2004) concluded,

No division of labor can prevent all problems. Every large-scale production

is plagued by compromises, accidents, and foul-ups. Weather may throw

the shooting off schedule. Disagreements may result in the firing of a

producer or a cinematographer. Last-minute script changes or poor

reactions in a test screening may require that some scenes be reshot.

Weary filmmakers admit that at any moment the whole enterprise could

run out of control. Every major film that is released, good or bad, is

remarkable to the extent that it got finished at all. (p. 37)

As reflected in professional filmmaking, the same interdynamics between

students can occur when making videos in a classroom.

What Sfudenfs Learned

Buckingham (2003) proposed that Grace and Tobin (2002), who explored

the implications of a three-year video production project in Hawaii, offered an

exemplary study in support of a playful approach to video production but failed to

illuminate precisely what students were learning through video production

(p.164). Several authors have since unearthed and attested to its educational

value (Bell, 2005; Shewbridg e, 2004).

This study showed that video production generated much learning in at

least the twelve following ways. First, participants learned to appreciate the

complexities of transforming literature into the moving image. Using the language

of cinematography they learned to negotiate what to include and what to leave
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out in their storyboarding. Surely this also initiated an understanding of how the

media use this process to influence them, preparing students to become

analytical consumers. Second, students learned "how to use the technical

equipment". This included sharing video paraphernalia, as we referred to it,

ensuring that group tapes were safely stored to prepare the camera for the next

group, and being careful not to drop or break expensive equipment. Third,

learning happened through discovery. Editing in iMovie presented manageable

challenges for study participants; they explored and selected technical options

that they thought best communicated their ideas.

Fourth, screening their videos taught participants to form and articulate

critical opinions about what they see. Peer critiques stirred their competitive

spirits, motivating them to improve their skills. Fifth, new experiences generated

unexpected problems that served as a constructivist "catalyst for meaning-

making" (Shewbridge,2004, p. 36). Students identified that problems helped

generate ideas at which they would not have arrived othenvise. For instance,

when Donkey Grl could not access the boiler room, they used the vacant music

room. During screening they thought that the unfamiliar set made their video

"more interesting".

S¡xth, costumes and acting engaged students in active "play" rather than

passive participation. This developed students' self-confidence for real life

situations. The flow experience, conceived by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, of "action

follows action" (Shewbridge, p. 38) made the video productíon "fun", and acting

out in narrative sequence prevented students from "thinking" about aesthetic
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quality. Seventh, students learned to better manage their time. Once they

realized how involved production is relative to the time they had, they began to

push one another to get the work done. Eighth, students learned how video is a

form of art. They identified that video production requires an idea, imagination

and drawing of the storyboard, all of which they need in art production.

Ninth, students learned that peer critiques motivated them to improve their

skills. Critical analyses of their peers' videos raised their awareness to aesthetic

and technical quality in the moving image. Tenth, students learned that

collaboration can be a double-edged sword. Directors naturally emerged in

groups whether or not they were compatible with their group members. Students'

relational discord interfered with production. For instance, when Johnny became

the scapegoat for what his group members perceived as inferior footage, he went

"on Strike" and stopped learning. One whole Grade 8 group stated, "Never let

Henry be leader again!" when asked what, precisely, they had learned.

Eleventh, students learned to become flexible and to anticipate problems

that they cannot predict nor control. Finally, students learned about themselves

and the functioning of their own minds. Metacognitively, by thinking about their

thinking, students learned that they preferred video to other art media. They

began to understand whether they preferred acting, working alone or in groups,

script writing, directing, or editing and why these likes or dislikes emerged. My

holistic assessment corresponded to this learning.
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Assessmenf

A major challenge I faced was assessment. Although Eisner failed to

provide much guidance for the exact process teachers should employ to navigate

through the complexity of art evaluation, he was opposed to representation by a

single numerical score (Donmoyer, 1993, p. 254). Still, that is what I had to

present for each student along with a rating of how well students met these three

fixed criteria:

1. Demonstrates an understanding of appropriate themes

2. Shows understanding of Design Principles and Elements

3. Demonstrates flexibility in various media

This report card reflected what our school division valued in terms of

content of the K-8 visual arts curriculum, and what students ought to learn. Ever

since we inherited this general consensus as a result of our divisional

amalgamation with a larger division in 2002,1 have considered this report card to

be meaningless and without artistic interpretation. First, whether students

understand themes or not is arguably irrelevant and not easily quantifiable

because it implies that art making is based on teacher-imposed themes; second,

understanding the elements and principles of design is measurable, but defining

each of these, linguistically or visually, hardly evaluates artistic progress or

growth because knowing does not directly transfer into ability and achievement;

and third, demonstrating flexibility in media is directly dependant upon what

media students have been exposed to and for how long.

ln our division, formative assessment is referred to as "for learning" as
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opposed to the more finite summative grade reflecting assessment "of learning".

While the school division promotes holistic assessment for the learning process

as paramount, the final mark in the report card is the bottom line for teachers,

students and parents. Paradoxically, these numbers measure the worth of the

child but fail to consider the whole child. Many tools have been designed to

simplify determining students' holistic growth in the creative subjects but they are

inadequate for measuring the totality of learning when reduced to a single

number. Why do we need a mark to validate that students are learning in art?

How do we take into account student learning capacity, learning experience,

kindness, decency, and taking responsibility for their own learning?

Risking that my assessment practices for this study appeared vague or

worset incompetent, I yielded to the complexities of assigning an art mark to a

vulnerable child; my experience prevented me from implementing rigid rubrics.

lnstead marks were assigned holistically based on level of commitment,

cooperation, and quality of the final video. The pilot project generated marks of

85% across all groups, about which students questioned me and I explained,

"Video art is so new to all of us that I thought a B+ reflected the honest effort put

forth by everyone." For this study, I refined my approach only slightly. I assigned

84% for the weakest most disjointed final product, to a 95% for the group that

took initiative to make the video on their own time, and was obviously mindful of

the cinematography checklist.

Currently, there are several impediments to effectively assessing study

participants. First, there are no agreed upon standards by which to measure
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digital imaging in middle years education. Second, quantification may be punitive

to already marginalized students like Johnny, whose academic achievements

were low. Third, evaluation of student work has a strong affective component.

Finally, I do not teach art students. Rather, I introduce all children in our school

community to art. More specifically, this study served to prepare children to study

video art; for most it will not translate into the pursuit of an art education. Only

after a passion for art making is secured, by providing a nurturing environment,

can we as art educators introduce appropriate, necessary and more rigorous art

assessment.

The literature steered away from addressing art assessment in middle

years and no author has tackled its dilemmas successfully. Similar to Eisner,

authors agreed that standards to judge performance in art education should first

be determined in the cultural context of the students (Beattie, 1997; Cannatella,

2001; Darling-Hammond, 1994; Madeja, 2004). Moreover, because of the

significant discrepancies between what the education community suggests

students need to know in art, and what students and artists think students should

know in art, it is essential that standards be designed to specifically assess

"expressive content more closely related to the nature of the artistic process"

(Madeja, 2004, p.3). lndeed, personal experience is paramount.

My Asses sment Rationale

To summarize, there were four conditions that influenced my assessment

practice in this study. First, video production was all consuming and students'

experiences echoed my own; there was so much new information and knowledge
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to assimilate. Much of what they learned could not be measured with a single

numerical score; therefore it was unreasonable to assess media literacy work or

aesthetic quality. Second, although I had to provide a single numerical score for

each student, our division is moving to replace numerical scores with targeting

growth, as well as replacing testing with teaching and paying more attention to

process than product. Third, I abandoned giving weight to self-evaluation

because students had no previous experience against which to measure their

SucceSS. As well, Grahame pointed out that self-assessment may Suggest, "the

only thinking that counts is the thinking that can be made self-conscious" - which

is an unrealistic expectation of an artist (as cited in Buckingham, 2003, p.151).

Fourth, my marks were informed by my caring (Eisner, 2005; Hewlett, 2005;

Noddings, 2006) and connoisseurship; years of experience in teaching middle

years students informed my "internalized, unarticulated standards, and lcould

make "quality judgments that were highly reliable" (Beattie, 1997, p.221).

My focus was to promote learning more so than measuring it. My

assessment reflected student's immersion in an introduction to video production,

coupled with my illuminated goals for their learning. lt represented only two hours

per week during the three-month time span. To secure learning, students were

continually coached in the most appropriate ways, sometimes in groups and

sometimes individually. My self-evaluation was also constant. I asked myself

what I was doing well and what I could do better to meet my aims as outlined at

the beginning of this writing:
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To empower students to become critically aware of how they are

influenced and/or manipulated by digital imagery by introducing them to

media literacy at a younger age than is currently the case

To teach students to create and appreciate artful video and begin to

develop a sensibility for aesthetic quality in visual art and film

For student work to be infused with constructivist values where students

create art that is developed out of their interpretations of personal

experiences

To learn the technology required for video production myself, to increase

and update my skills as an art educator and to generate a love of teaching

and learning video in my art program

These aims are addressed within the following discussions about

assessment.

Med ia Literacy and Asses sment

ln light of my first aim, this study provided an introduction to media literacy

for students. lt revealed that students were thoughtful about the impact of the

media and that they had an awareness of the power of aesthetic presentation.

Although students were impelled to buy advertised products, they did not feel

manipulated by the media. Students appeared to be superficially suspect of

media messages but they denied that they might be powerless in the face of the

media. That is, although they engaged in various activities to critically examine

some media messages, it was not possible to determine to what degree, in an

affluent community, students were expressing the opinions of their parents.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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I was convinced that media education was essential to video art because

learning how to use tools of media teaches how to become critical media

consumers (Desai, 2005). Buckingham wrote,

By emphasizing the development of young people's creativity, and their

participation in media production, media educators are enabling their

voices to be heard; and in the longer term, they are also providing the

basis for more democratic and inclusive forms of media production in the

future. (p.14)

Buckingham (2003) provided an outline for what students ought to know at

each of five stages of learning. For example, the ages of my students, 11-14, put

them at Stage 3, suggesting that they should be able to:

. Explain how social groups, events and ideas are represented in film, video

and television, using terms such as 'stereotype', 'authentic', and

'representation'.

. Explain and justify aesthetic judgments and personal responses.

. Argue for alternative ways of representing a group, event, or idea.

(Buckingham, 2003, p. 41)

Although these goals reflected mine for the video groups, they were not

achievable through this study. lnstead, I was targeting Stages 1-3 in my

instruction: introducing elements of film language and how these are used to

communicate (Buckingham, 2003, p.41). Students need classroom opportunities

to more fully develop the breadth and scope of their media literacy.
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Media literacy, fostered by media education, is as important for young

students as the traditional literacy with text (Buckingham, 2003). Currently

educational policy does not include video as literacy in Manitoba (even though it

is adopted in Ontario, Great Britain, and Australia) and there appears to be a lack

of knowledge about what is involved in its production. Buckingham insisted that

this void would be filled when schools intend it. The following questions posed by

Buckingham (2003) resonate as I continue to research media literacy: How can

we determine what students already know? How do they achieve critical or

conceptual understanding? How do they learn to use the media for self-

expression? How can evidence of their learning be evaluated? And how will we

know that media education makes a difference? (p.15). ln light of these

questions, I did not risk assessing the media literacy activities.

Aesthetic Quality, Connoisseurship and Assessment

My second aim was for students to gain an appreciation for the aesthetic

component in video art. Expanding on Dewey's observation that "the aim of

criticism is the re-education of perception" (Dewey, 1934, p.324),1 led students

in critiquing their videos to identify aesthetically strong or weak areas. lndeed,

Soep (2005) among others, identified that artists are constantly engaged in a

process of assessment "in which they design, apply, and revise standards for

themselves and their medium" (p. 40). Critiquing involved face-to-face

interaction, conducive to middle years students' short attention span and need for

direct, concrete and immedíate communication. This process, wherein students

identified the strengths and weakness of the videos during class screenings,
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helped them develop strategies and habits for judging the quality of their work

and that of their peers (Soep, 2005, p.62).

Buckingham (2003) identified that responses from a real audience

encourage middle years students to justify their work and to "reflect on the gaps

between what they had intended to communicate and what they had actually

achieved" (p.152). ln the reciprocal exchange of viewing and responding to one

another's video work, my students'decentred' (Buckingham, p.153). Students

distanced themselves from their work and were better able to recognize how their

"outcomes did not correspond to their intentions" (p. 153).

I guided the critiquing process with sensitivity towards the challenges

students faced because this study served as a mere introduction. To judge

anything was premature in my mind; to judge harshly would shut down rather

than generate motivation in students to further their learning in video media. I

began every critique therefore, eliciting students' positive responses before we

moved into perceived problems. This worked incredibly well. Students not only

decentred, as Buckingham identified, but were also more receptive to critical

feedback from their peers than they had been to mine alone. For example, during

editing I repeatedly said to various groups, "This Scene needs close-ups; to you

this is an obvious sequence to your story and I know what you are saying, but the

viewer will be confused unless you break it down visually". But students weren't

quite convinced of my insight and only reluctantly took my advice. Indeed, peer

responses were received without any resistance and "helped them to evaluate

their own work in a more thoughtful and critical way" (Buckingham, p. 153).
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Effective criticism, within the arts or in education, is not an act

independent of the powers of perception. The ability to see, to perceive

what is subtle, complex, and important, is its first necessary condition. The

act of knowledgeable perception is, in the arts, referred to as

connoisseurship. To be a connoisseur is to know how to look, to see, and

to appreciate. Connoisseurship, generally defined, is the art of perception.

It is essential to criticism because without the ability to perceive what is

subtle and important, criticism is likely to be superficial or even empty. The

major distinction between connoisseurship and criticism is this:

connoisseurship is the art of appreciation; criticism is the art of disclosure.

(Uhrmacher & Matthews, 2005, p. 59)

I struggled with insisting that students infuse their videos with aesthetic

quality when they were learning so much all at once. Still, at the very least

students were introduced to connoisseurship; at most, students learned skills and

techniques in trying to achieve it. Without sufficient time to apply or repeat new

skills, students' ability to recognize to what extent they controlled their projects

was aborted. Canatella (2001) ínsisted that students'"intentional developments

are particularly troublesome for assessment purposes, because of the intricate

personal complexities relating to the idiosyncratic handling of aesthetic, cognitive,

moral and perceptual issues" (p. 321). As a temporary solution, he suggested

assessment in art needs constant and close imaginative reading and rereading

from the teacher, perhaps more than in most other subjects (Canatella, p.321).
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Aesthetics and connoisseurship co-exist as mutually dependent concepts.

Connoisseurship in the twenty first century asks "what, precisely, an artist does

to make us stay, just a little bit longer, in the visual" and how artists' efforts to

control and expand what we see in the art they create might affect how we see

the rest of the world (Norden, as cited in Press Release, 2001). The ubiquity of

video develops visual acuity and encourages a broader interest in identifying

discrete movements and viewpoints by using repetition as a formal device and

focusing more on time itself as a subject (Norden, 2001).

I illuminated connoisseurship as a distant goal for participants to learn how

to attract viewers as artists do. But how much of connoisseurship is related to

innate personality traits like perceptive acuity? When is it reasonable for teachers

to expect students to demonstrate varying degrees of connoisseurship? Does

aesthetic awareness, or connoisseurship, always strengthen the art piece?

My Connoisseurshþ

Judges are classroom teachers operating in a "connoisseur mode"

(Beattie, 1997, p.221). lronically, my evaluation of students' work and the

subsequent group mark was largely informed by my own connoisseurship. My

connoisseurship has evolved from teaching and assessing art for over a decade,

staying engaged as a visual artist, and having a clear mental image of what I

wanted students to target in their videos. Thus, my "internalized unarticulated

standards from experience and training" allowed me to make "quality judgments

that are highly reliable" (Beattie, p.221). lndeed, my coaching and assessment

were determined intuitively, informed by a holistic connoisseurship.
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But, marks are connected to feelings. When I attached a mark to each

group's video, to specifically reflect its degree of artistic quality, and three parents

expressed to me their child's feelings of hurt and inequity because they worked

more than the rest of the participants in their group, I had to re-examine the

mark. Arguing that forty-five-minute art critiques, where art students are exposed

to professors'discussion/criticism about their artwork, are much too long,

educator Elkins (2001) wrote:

People who have experience in art judge very quickly, and most teachers

will have a provisional opinion about a work in the first ten seconds...Few

people would say that their first opinion would not be open to revision, but

first impressions of visual art are probably more important and lasting than

first impressions of a person, or the impression given by the opening bars

of a composition or the opening lines of a novel. ...On the other hand, it

may well take more than forty-five minutes to change that impression.

(p.121)

As first impressions in art critiques need much time to be changed by art

students, my marks needed changing when they were perceived to be unfair by

eleven-year old study participants. Students' most fervent advocates, their

parents, precipitated my renegotiations of my first impression. ln this case my

connoisseurship was limited and I was impelled to begin a deeper look at art

assessment for creative group work in video art.
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Co n stru ctivi sm a n d A ssessmenf

My third aim, for student work to be infused with constructivist values was

embedded in the video production process. I was mindful of students' need to

feel safe so that they take risks. Risk-taking is essential to generate authenticity

in art making. My constant positive coaching, individual and collective, helped

prevent competitive egos from flourishing. "You're all doing so well, considering

none of us have done this before. You make me feel so proud of you!" I said

every few classes to all the students.

Building on Noddings (2006) work, promoting caring in education, Hewlett

(2005) defined constructive thinking as: "a reflective and active process that

values experience, integrates different ways of knowing (i.e. reason, emotion,

imagination, and intuition), builds caring relationships with others, and constructs

new ideas and concepts to benefit society" (Ph.D. oral examination pamphlet,

2005). Rejecting top-down prescribed implementation strategies, such as the

Tyler Rationale, Eisner suggested a "more diversified" approach to literacy of

"subject matter understanding integrated with democratic self, and social

learning" in education, thus "infusing a deep sensitivity" for personal equity into

the educational decision-making (Uhrmacher & Matthews, p. 59). The dilemma in

assessment is that student risk- taking, imaginatively and intuitively, rendered

rigid measuring tools obsolete. Eisner explained,

A practice [of "multiliteracy"] will of course increase the difficulty of making

comparisons among performances of students. But whether the

comparative ranking of students is in the long-term best interests of either
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the students or the society is something that one can certainly argue. ln

the context of education, the creation of conditions that lead to self-

realization is, I believe, a primary aim. lf the means through which such

realization can occur makes comparative assessment more difficult, so be

it. Education is not a horse race. Speed is not the ultimate virtue. What

people can become through an educationally caring community is.

(Uhrmacher & Matthews, 2005, P.60)

Likewise, Reimer (as cited in Colwell, 1999) questioned the applicability of

the scientific method of evaluating music in light of the chaos theory (p. 55). He

identified the stability of the chaos theory to be an exception in a world of

constant flux in which "even the most fundamental principles and theories are

being changed or abandoned" (p. 55). ln giving group members the same grade,

individual grades for greater effort or contrived individual grades, so that it

appeared as though I met my assessment duty with due diligence, I came to the

same conclusion as what Colwell attributes to the chaos theory: "That while

general operational patterns may exist, there are a sufficient number of unique

reactions (multiple realities) to cast doubt upon any generalization of results

based upon previously accepted theories and laws" (Colwell, p. 55).The more I

considered video assessment, the more the chaos theory emerged; it served to

rationalize the random, intuitive judgments students and myself were making,

that even with previous experience in video production, could be suspected of

having not much validity and reliability. I expect that in the fullness of time I will

develop an assessment system for middle years video production that
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corresponds with students' concrete operational stage in development as does

my traditional art assessment.

Te ch n ology and Asses sme nt

My fourth aim, to learn the technology required for video production

myself, to increase and update my skills as an art educator and to generate a

love of teaching and learning video in my art program, was met throughout the

study to the degree that time permitted.

Students learned to use the equipment individually and collaboratively. For

example, each student practiced using the camera and tripod and applied those

skills together while filming. During postproduction students were taught how to

edit and attempted to take turns doing the editing. However, students were not

assessed specifically as to how well they used or memorized parts of the

equipment. This was due to time constraints and my focus being on the process

of video production.

Craft (as cited in Jackson, Oliver, Shaw & Wisdom, 2006) stated that the

notion of creativity as ordinary is proliferated by information and communication

technologies (p. 20). Both offer and demand potential for creativity in how we

"represent and engage with the physical and socialworld, demanding

simultaneous operation with multiple and co-existing sets of possibilities by

aligning virtual space in the co-occupation of time" (Craft, p. 20). This observation

echoed that of Norden (2001) who defined connoisseurship in video art.

Cognitive versus Artistic Abilities and Assessment

Grade 6 students wanted to be guided by the teacher; Grade 8 students
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were less interested in meeting teacher-imposed criteria. Two Ph.D. studies

nicely reflected my determinations. Meale (2005) selected two groups of Grade 5

students (l consider this close enough in age to represent my Grade 6

participants here) to compare the quality of artwork by students who were

exposed to an intervention of metacognitive/self-reflective journal writing (which

specifically addressed goal setting, self-reflection and self-evaluation) and by

students who were not exposed to it. Meale determined that these strategies

"may contribute positively" to students' art performance because they focus on

students" developing awareness of themselves as learners and developing

strategies to enhance their learning" (Abstract).

The other study conducted by Bland (2005) investigated the same

hypothesis: Will student self-regulated learning strategies positively affect Grade

8 art performance? Like Meale (2005) Bland aimed to heighten students'

metacognitive and reflective skills to help them develop strategies to "define, plan

and self-monitor their thinking through problem-solving" (Abstract). Predictably

students improved their self-evaluation and self-assessment skills through

metacognitive knowledge, but "the results did not show a significant increase for

art performance" (Abstract). ln my experience with Grade I students, no

correlation existed between knowing how to do the work and doing it. No matter

how sincere, clever or profound the intentions, skill - building to execute

intentions is paramount.

Medium and expression are mutually inclusive. When student voice is

encouraged without regard for the skill level at which students are able to visually
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communicate, their art product becomes a glaring reflection of their skill

deficiencies. Cognitive processes are overlooked by their inability to visually

communicate their intentions because the medium of expression is the means by

which painting, dance, video art and so on, is created (Canatella ,2001, p. 325).

"What an individual accomplishes through his or her art could be

measured by a cognitive development approach and be determined in the

process as not art making at all" (Cannatella,2001, p.322). As Bland (2005)

discovered in her study, my Grade 8 students, although having a more

developed cognitive level than Grade 6, could not produce artwork that visually

communicated their cognitive understanding due to insufficient skills coupled with

a lack of interest in acquiring the skills though my instruction. The data revealed

that they would "do everything differently" if given the chance.

We must make distinctions in the report card between what knowledge a

student is able to implement successfully. Knowing the elements and prÍnciples

of design is essential for appreciating existing art; what students do with these is

essential to the quality of their artwork.

Creativity, F low and Asses sment

Participants, especially Grade 6, were often engaged in the creative

process. This prevented them, as they revealed in their interviews, from

"thinking" about implementing various camera shots to achieve an aesthetic

quality beyond the plot-driven focus. The creative process, as likened to "floW',

refers to the feeling of being "in the zone" as Travis suggested in the student

interviews. This state is characterized by heightened intrinsic motivation where
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one is fully immersed in what one is doing. ln an interview with Wired magazine,

Csikszentmihalyi described 'flow' as "being completely involved in an activity for

its own sake. The ego falls away. Time flies. Every action, movement, and

thought follows inevitably from the previous one, like playing iazz. Your whole

being is involved, and you're using your skills to the utmost" (Geirland, 1996).

Flow is not conducive to assimilating new material and cannot occur

without a balance between the challenge of the task and the skill of the performer

(Geirland, 1996). Thus, technological malfunctions, opposing creative ideas from

individual group members, and absence of skills, were impediments to students'

creative process that may have contributed to the frustrations generating group

discord. lnterruptions of having to negotiate the collective process, feeling forced

to abort personalflow, caused some pafticipants to shut down.

Although identifying characteristics of creativity has received much

attention since the early 1960's, authors agree that assessing creativity is

difficult. ln addition to the shift towards philosophical studies about the nature of

creativity, there is further emphasis on characterizing rather than measuring, the

social system rather than the individual, and encompassing views of creativity

that include products but do not consider these to be necessary (Craft, 2006, p.

27). Cowan (as cited in Jackson, Oliver, Shaw & Wisdom, 2006) observed two

dimensions that pose problems for assessing creativity:

The process is highly personal; it varies from challenge to challenge, and

often has at its heart a flash of inspiration, which is extremely difficult for

the creative problem-solver to capture for themselves. Another
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problem...is that creativity (understandably?) tends to be judged, within

society, in terms of products that are seen to be creative and are rated as

commendable for that reason. Yet often it is in the experiences of failure

and frustration that the creative ability is honed and developed. (p. 158)

Jackson and Sinclair (as cited in Jackson, Oliver, Shaw & Wisdom, 2006)

explained that the "tacit and invisible" (p. 128) qualities of creativity cause

problems for assessment (p. 28). Attaching a low mark to a student to reflect his

or her artistic weakness as determined during this short study would have been

absurd and insensitive; "using inadequate or inappropriate assessments may

lead to feelings of failure and may discourage participants from continuing

outcomes that were successful" (Zimmerman, 1999, p.50). Moreover, to further

penalize children in art, when they were already marginalized due to low

achievement in core subject areas, struck me as unethical and in violation of

children's' rights. Of the many reasons for this I will highlight two. First, my

students intended to learn as well as they could. To the extent that their

developmental characteristics allowed, students were "present" in every art class,

consciously engaged, usually doing what I had instructed they do. Second, a low

mark would completely discount the degree to which a student such as Johnny

was highly engaged in the imaginative, intuitive component for designing the

work and being the cameraman with all the enthusiasm he could muster.

Different researchers studied different elements of creativity but "there is

not one accepted method for the measurement of creativity in individuals or

groups working collectively" (Balchin, as cited in Jackson, Oliver, Shaw &
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Wisdom, 2006, pfiÐ. Balchin provided a long list of reasons to persuade

teachers to assess creativity. Fundamentally, it will "demystify and operationalise

the idea" (Balchin, p. 175) to develop language for communication in reference to

creativity. Difficulty lies in discriminating creativity from other sources like

intelligence, achievement, and competence. "Perhaps these attributes are

integral to an individual's creativity and are bound up in any judgement" (Balchin,

p. 176).

The experiences each student had relative to their group members and

with the rest of the class informed their learning to the extent that students

learned vicariously from one another through the previous production cycle. With

each cycle, from pilot project to term 3, students greatly improved both their

understanding and application of expectations and skills. The same can be said

of my own constructivist learning; I had tweaked my video production unit

effectively by term 3. I discuss this more fully in chapter 7.

I magination, lntu ition and Asses sment

Most of the students' synergy, especially for Grade 6 video groups,

occurred during pre-production when students were transformed by their

imaginations alone. The anticipation of their realized imaginative intentions

motivated them to stay committed to the project. But how can we measure

imagination and intuition, especially if it does not transfer to the finished product

the way it was intended?

Nearly one hundred years ago it was already determined that we have not

successfully married imagination with reason in schools (McMillan, 1923).
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"lmagination requires room. lts free exercise gives a good deal of trouble"

(McMillan, 1923, p.14). The trouble McMillan referred to has still not been

articulated or resolved in assessment practices. Egan (2005) suggested

harnessing evidence to measure "emotional engagement, imaginative

involvement and cognitive tool development" (p.47).But we cannot harness

evidence that is not immediately visible or that manifests in ways that the

subjective teacher cannot identify. Egan (2005) outlined how the imagination

develops in middle years students:

The tools of orality remain effective, but a whole new set develops along

with literacy- the sense of reality, the pursuit of extremes of experience

and limits of reality, association of heroes, the sense of wonder, the

relationship of knowledge and human meaning, narrative understanding,

revolt and idealism. Changing the context and the literate eye. We need to

help them exercise and exploit these tools. (p. 209).

Takaya (2004) affirmed that the imagination is what makes students "feel

that what they are experiencing or learning is real, that it is relevant to their lives,

or that they can feel emotionally connected to it" (p.4). Moreover, Egan (2005)

stated that students gain confidence that they might also conquer real world

issues "by associating with those things or people that have heroic qualities" (p.

7e).

Authors agreed that employing and nurturing the imagination is essential

for the twenty-first century but has been neglected in education (Berman, 1999;

Cross, 2001; Egan 2005; Hale, 2005; Takaya, 2004; Uhrmacher, 1997). Takaya
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(2004) suggested that this neglect is due to its "vagueness and complexity" (p.1)

which results in misunderstandings about the "criterion of engaging" (p.4).

Consequently, our attention shrinks to the "strictly cognitive aspects of

consciousness" denying the imagination and holistic qualities that were once

tenaciously valued by the Greeks (Winthrop, 1962, p.185).

ln most cases students had effective intuitive moments in their work. The

"magical" disappearance of the fairy, indeed the fairy being male in Future 3000

and the connection between the "Pink Panthed'music and the beginning scenes

of Pamela Pan are examples of intuitive successes, where the unconscious

became conscious.

The truth is that our ideas, and often our best, most ingenious ideas, do

not arrive as the result of faultless chains of reasoning. They 'occur to us'.

They 'pop into our heads'. They come out of the blue. When we are

relaxed we operate very largely by intuition. (Jackson & Sinclair, 2006, p.

127)

Those who get intuitive information have accessed "the causal intuitive level,

where the idea happened to be waiting for them, and they resonated with it"

(Bentov, as cited in Cross, 2001, p.8). A place must be extended to give weight

to imagination and intuition, even if it does not yet manifest in student artwork

and can therefore not be localized and measured.

St u d e nt Se/f-A sses s m e nt

Although the literature is strongly in favour of student self-assessment for

middle years students, it was arbitrary in this study. lndeed, engaging students in
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metacognition and thinking about their learning process is an additional tool for

authentic assessment. However, Grahame (as cited in Buckingham, 2003)

cautioned that self-evaluation in art implies that "the only thinking that counts is

the thinking that can be made self-conscious" and that an cannot be expected to

explain or evaluate their work (Buckingham, 2003, p. 151). "A carpenter, a potter,

a musician, a dancer and a furniture maker can all be 'masters' of their

respective crafts without developing substantially the skill of linguistics"

(Cannatella,2001, p. 123).lndeed, when I implemented the self-evaluation as a

checklist during the pilot study, I found that students, without previous examples

to measure themselves against, were either too hard on themselves or careless

in their reflections.

What is knowing and how does it manifest? lf success is its own reward

and lack of success its own unease, why does knowing in art need to be

measured? For middle years students there is no question in my mind that "a

work of art is the art of work." Students who fully participate in the required work

and run the course of hoops and hurdles receive between 95% and 100% in their

term art mark, with limited emphasis on what didn't work or the degree of

aesthetic quality. Tolerating, rather than judging, the "non-accomplishment of

desired goals will encourage students to engage in riskier endeavors" (Balchin,

as cited in Jackson, Oliver, Shaw & Wisdom, 2006, p.175). This applies to video

and traditional art making in the middle years. I will discuss my current

assessment practice more fully in the next chapter.
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Time Constraints for Sfudenús and Art Teachers

The data repeatedly showed that we worked within gross time deficits.

This greatly affected students since their inexperience required them to spend

much time getting familiar with processes. Students needed many more classes

to be taught how they might be vulnerable to teamwork, how to write scripts, how

to implement aesthetics and the visual structure of video, media literacy, how to

develop a beginning and a clear ending, editing, and how to communicate a

narrative effectively. An absence of the fullness of time for students to hone new

skills and demonstrate what they learned severely undermined the íntegrity of

this study. One of many strategies to generate creativity is to give students

"enough time to incubate their ideas" (Craft, 2006, p. 26). Students were able to

develop their ideas, but were left with insufficient time to execute them. Teaching

in centres was effective for classroom management but required much time to

implement. ls it possible to remove or at least to mitigate the oppression of rigid

time constrictions in my art program?

Time allotment determines what we value and what we want our children

to value. This study showed that the workload of one art teacher warrants two to

three full-time specialists in order to be well taught. Theorists, administrators and

parents alike solicit the benefits of art education for children but misunderstand

and dismiss what is involved in providing this. The education community aims to

bridge the gap between theory and practice because "the realities of classroom

practice are inevitably much more "messy" and contradictory than the well-

ordered universe of educational theory" (Buckingham, 2003, p. 153). The radical
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incompatibility of theory and practice in art education is in urgent need of

attention.

Schiller and Tillett (2004), in their study on integrating information and

communications technologies into a classroom with seven and eight year old

children, determined that the greatest challenge for teachers was time

constraints but fail to address time constraints for students. I recommend

extensive research into this area, especially if creativity is encouraged in schools.

Art As Compared To ELA

ln the Manitoba context in which I teach, art teachers become entangled in

a cloud of messy 'bitterisms' usually targeted at band as the seemingly more

privileged competitor for art resources. Although the art teachers' resentment for

being mistreated, indeed abused, as professionals is justifiable, I would argue

that band and art, although categorically similar as they are both considered a

form of the arts-, are more different than they are alike. ln band students learn

facts, skills and how to read and play the compositions created by master

musicians. Conversely, in art, students learn to look to themselves and their inner

worlds to design and produce their own compositions, much like creative writing

in ELA. Therefore, if comparisons must be drawn, teaching art is more akin to

teaching ÊLA (English Language Arts). Art is affiliated to media literacy in

addition to being traditional media as ELA is affiliated to multiple literacies in

addition to being traditional text. Both subjects aim to teach students how to

make meaning out of all forms of communication. Time constraints in middle

years art severely undermine the quality of visual literacy education, and the
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competency in media literacy for students. lf art and ELA are similar

pedagogically, they need equal time allotment in education.

The time allotment for ELA as defined by the Province of Manitoba is 480

minutes per 6-day cycle (80 minutes per day). ln addition, a Grade I ELA /Social

Studies teacher in my school teams with a science math teacher to teach two

classes. Together they are responsible for the learning of only 54 students.

Twelve periods of ELA per cycle is ample time for meaningful instruction and

learning to occur while three or four periods of art per cycle is not. Sparse time

allotment to teach hundreds of students a day in art reflects the fact that art is

undervalued in Manitoba education.

Still, providing some art education is better than no art education. I believe

all students must be exposed to a plethora of possibilities in order to make

authentic decisions for their futures. Ultimately, it is essential that all art teachers

become clear about what the needs are in respect to teaching and learning art

independent of other subjects, and expose those needs to elicit effective change

for both students and teachers.

My I nterperson a I Rel atio ns h i ps

Teachers must first embrace humanistic qualities within themselves to

better extend this awareness to students, inviting them to recognize "what is

malfunctioning within community" (Berman, 1999, p.21). To understand the

undermining behaviour that I experienced in adults more fully, I searched "power

politics in the workplace". To my surprise the first several sources that appeared

were exclusively teacher-related. Research by O'Boyle (2001) identified seven
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groups of teachers that consistently met in the same area in the staff room. She

determined that "teachers see their groups as distinctive entities with which they

identify and around which they form a consensus on school situations" (O'Boyle,

2001). My implementing technology in the art program might have had other

groups, specifically the Grade 6 team and Sue, assuming that I was receiving

privileged power to implement innovative curriculum. Being eclipsed from making

innovative curriculum decisions, even though their technology skills exceeded

mine, would have been painful and insulting to the tech savvy adults. O'Boyle

suggested that my study may have been perceived as less threatening if our

school would have openly dialogued about it. This is an ideal theory but requires

taking risks, time and much mental energy to implement in a large, convoluted

institution with many people, agendas and philosophies.

f n the recent Hollywood movie Hustle and Flow (2005) Key effectively

lectured Dee Jay about the difference between dreaming and doing, theory and

practice.

There are two types of people: Those that talk the talk and those that walk

the walk. People who walk the walk, they sometimes talk the talk. But

most of the time, they don't talk at all, because they walking. (Hustle and

Flow dialogue transcript, 2005)

Although I value the art of communication and have honed my skills to listen and

speak effectively, it can be a double-edged sword. I informed those who needed

to know about this study; but they were also those who appeared to judge and

thus undermine my intentions.
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Action has meaning only in relationship and without understanding

relationship, action on any level will only breed conflict. The understanding

of relationship is infinitely more important than the search for any plan of

action. (Krishnamurti, as cited in Neufeld & Mate, 2005, p. vii)

Communication is futile without a relationship built on trust and respect.

What I Learned

I reflected on what I learned through my relationships with adults in the

work place. Specifically, what were the issues that prevented the relationship

between Sue, my art assistant, and I from functioning? I felt as though I

represented a threat for Sue. Rosenberg (1989) (as cited in Black, 2002)

explored how status and power are negotiated and perceived. Power plays itself

out when "barriers are utilized to suppress others" (Black, 2002, p.59) and issues

that affect the powerless are frequently concealed. lntuitively, I often felt that I

represented for Sue the authority by which she felt victimized. Therefore, she did

not arrive at a state of independence in which she came to terms with my

authority and her relation to it (Black, p.60). But how much did my inexperience

with having an assistant in the room contribute to the difficulties?

What about myself did Sue reveal to me? There were several lessons I

learned from my experience with Sue. The first goes back to the posting and

interview for her job for which there was no precedent. I was concerned not to

hire someone who had excessive art experience, i.e. a graphic designer. My job

was about managing vulnerable children, most of whom were never going to
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pursue the arts. I chose Sue precisely because she appeared to understand that

I needed assistance in implementing my decisions, not in making them.

I feared that my inexperience in managing another adult to help me would

be challenging because I operate "fluidly" in the classroom. My ideas develop in

collaboration with the students and I envision the final project in its entirety before

I know exactly how to get there, so I have no instructions for my big ideas. I

instruct baby steps as students guide me to what they need and want to learn.

Sue's sabotaging interference in my thinking process embodied my fears; I had

attracted that which I feared, successfully forming a self-fulfilling prophecy.

The second lesson I learned was to separate my intuitive, visionary self

from the concrete jobs. As long as I worked alone, boundaries between the two

were blurred; paint replacing, exhibiting artwork, paper cutting or filling the kiln

were enmeshed in the constant contact with children. I learned that how I

connect with students and their art making cannot be instructed.

As distinctions between my job and Sue's job became increasingly

obvious, my ability to communicate instructions in a clear, direct manner

improved. During this study, when Sue spent class time recording the events as

they occurred, I confidently repeated the process of directing her to do the job as

outlined and no longer vacillated about how to involve her in the classroom.

A third lesson I learned while managing Sue was that my full-time job as

art educator was all-consuming. Managing an assistant required skills and time

for which my job didn't provide. This lack of emotional and mental space made

working with Sue additionally challenging.
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Fourth and finally, I learned that self-actualization is a private, solitary

process. I no longer share my personal successes with others, nor do I assume

others want to benefit from my experiences. Moreover, I more fully understand

why friendship ought to be segregated from the workplace and I keep my

conversations with colleagues brief and professional. When I initially took Sue's

enthusiasm for art as her personal motivation to learn and teach, I inappropriately

treated her like an equal partner. I extended my support as various female

educators once supported me. I invited her to art teacher meetings and in-

services, and helped her consider how she could access financial assistance

from our division to further her education. Once I realized that I acted on my own

misguided assumptions I became more contained and self-accepting.

Dehli and Fumia (2002) wrote about how politics and practices of

education reform affect teachers' identities. They argued that teachers' hard work

negotiating between "old" and "new" curriculum, child and curriculum centered

teaching, and evaluating process and outcomes, led to "profound effects on

teachers' sense of self, their identities" (Abstract, p.2) including frustration,

stress, burnout and health related problems. Finally, "a weariness induced by

painful memories of earlier conflict, ...inclines teachers to suppress their belief

system and adopt survival strategies by non-engagement and reduced

involvement in the workplace" (O'Boyle , p.2).This hearkens back to how I felt

when I began this thesis, but it also points to the acting out of adults, in this case

teachers, as a result of their personal dissatisfactions.
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Conversely, my relationships with participants developed with ease. I

genuinely cared about the individual student, thoroughly enjoyed their

youthfulness, and sense of joy. I valued being witness to their growing closer to

who they are and students responded in kind. I benefited from my years of art

teaching experience and positive reciprocal relationships with students

throughout this study.

Conclusions for each of the five prevalent themes are outlíned in the

following chapter. These determined how I would teach video in the future. ln

addition, I reflected on how lwould teach video based on what I learned from this

study and projected intentions for my future research.
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CHAPTER 7: CONGLUSIONS AND FINAL REFLECTIONS

"Action research is always about trying to make a future possible"

(Couture, 1999, p. 206). Like an artist entering unknown territory, anchored by

the words of Joan Miro, "You are lost the moment you know where you are

going," I tried to make order of chaos. The nuances of the eight communities of

participants that were forming and re-forming daily inspired my own creative

process, generating a new awareness in myself as teacher, researcher and

artist. Art education literature advised the art teacher to continue making art. For

Thompson (as cited in Milne, 2006), remaining a practicing artist is essential

because "producing art can lead to improved teaching skills, personal renewal,

and a better understanding of the creative process, including its struggles,

obstacles and rewards" (p.132). My personal growth informed my work. Editing

the footage of my participants in action sparked an epiphany. As I permitted

students' access into the forbidden adult space of boiler room, they permitted my

entry into their hopeful world of youth. My conclusions corresponding to the

issues discussed in the previous chapter are discussed here.

Part A

This section offers the conclusions of the five dominant categories as

discussed in the previous chapter: developmental characteristics of study

participants; collaborative creativity and student group work; assessment; time

constraints; and my personal work relationships.
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D eve I o p m e nta I C h a ra cte r i sti c s of Stu d y P arti ci p a nts

This study was testimony to how the developmental characteristics of

adolescent students impact a learning environment, superseding any carefully

planned, thoughtful teaching. Recommendations for middle years pedagogy are

that students be exposed to a myriad of learning opportunities in light of their

developmental characteristics. How middle years students are made to feel is

paramount. This relegated the teaching and learning of media literacy and

aesthetic quality in video production to a secondary position.

The middle years educator has to be exceptionally skilled to endure and

accommodate the unpredictability of adolescents. Conducting this study

transformed my frustration into a deeper understanding of adolescent needs and

I learned to behave with more patience and tolerance to constant interferences. I

began to put aside my teaching intentions, making room for the needs of my

students and provided a space for authentic learning by doing. I began this study

intending to learn and teach video production within the volatility of adolescence;

I finished this study with new appreciation for adolescents, curiosity about their

collaborative creativity, and acquiescence to their developmental characteristics.

Cottaborative Creatívity and Student Group Work

How can middle years groups successfully stay the course of the creative

process towards a convergent whole? We need more research into creativity in

middle years groups to illuminate ways for students to fully participate and learn

within functioning groups. Moreover, strategies for successful collective creativity

must be taught (Craft, as cited in Jackson, Oliver, Shaw & Wisdom, 2006, p.24).
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An art teacher must implement various strategies before students begin work in

each of the production phases, to ensure synergy and the success of creative

group work. How would students benefit if media literacy and video art education

began in Kindergarten?

Assessmenf

Learning in art is not linear; we cannot know when a student may

construct meaning by referring to what was learned during this video production

project. We do not use the toolfor measuring the distance between two walls to

determine the degree of humidity in the room. Likewise, we must be careful not

to apply assessment tools designed to measure tangible outcomes to intangible

learning. The very thing that is valued about art is that it expands the realm of

possibilities; there are no right or wrong answers. Moreover, Donmoyer (1993)

observed that the skills of accomplished, noteworthy artists would well have been

judged as inadequate if measured against a rigid scoring rubrics (p.25Ð.

Appropriate art evaluation criteria ought to consider students'developmental

level, students' prior experience with the media, be caring, less rigid and "serve a

more heuristic function than what is normally suggested by the term sconng

rubric" (Donmoyer, p. 254).

Media production activities are frequently described in terms of their ability

to promote 'social and communication skills', or to develop 'self-esteem'

and 'self-awareness'; but the criteria by which these things might be

identified and measured are rarely well defined. Likewise, it is often far

from clear how we might assess the value or quality of the work the young
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people produce. (Buckingham, 2003, p. 200)

A holistic art curriculum requires holistically-minded educators who embrace,

rather than ignore, the complexity of the imagination and emotional development

of middle years students. We must augment assessment that measures knowing

about art with knowing how to make art; this places the student at the core. Local

artist, author, and art teacher, Brynjolson (n.d.) wrote, "My private scribbling-

sketching, journals, stories-happens when I stop everything else and allow

myself to daydrea

Meaningful assessment in middle years, according to Knowles and Brown

(2000), embodies the following characteristics already used in art assessment:

. lt begins with student goal setting.

. lt provides choices for students in demonstrating what they know.

. lt allows for flexibility in its design.

. lt is developmentally appropriate for each adolescent.

. lt provides opportunities for self-evaluation.

. lt encourages development of students' thinking processes.

o lt creates authentic connections.

. lt permits demonstrations of learning that build on strengths and

weaknesses. (P.130)

ln light of this study, students and parents need to feel as though the mark is

"fait''.1 would assign a holistic mark to each individual student in addition to the

group video mark. The report card mark would thus reflect an average of both.
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I discuss my intended future assessment practices more fully in Part B.

Cannatella (2001) asserts that no comfortable fit exists between a system

of general assessment criteria and how art is made: "...criteria -referencing in

assessing art are not sufficiently intelligent and productive enough in themselves

to produce the necessary simulacrum for creating successful art work" (p.326).

What artists value in art-making (i.e. self-d iscipl ine/workmanship,

passion/obsession, imagination, intuition, creativity, risk-taking) ought to be made

explicit in assessment. Extensive research and development of video art

curriculum, and art assessment, especially for middle years learners, is lacking,

yet essential.

Time Constraints

More time and reduced student load are essential in middle years art.

Due to class overload and time constraints my job was reduced to managing

herds of children with art supplies. ls it possible to allocate more time for art

making for students in middle years art in Manitoba? Too many students and

gross contact time deficiency undermined learning. McNiff and Whitehead (2006)

caution action researchers to 'take care', remain aware of their own capacity, and

pace themselves accordingly because "you are also still human and can do only

so much" (p.181). lf students were consulted as to how they wanted to allocate

the time they have to the curriculum they are presented, students may exercise

more efficient time management decisions. Finally, art specialists are needed in

early education. ls it possible to employ art specialists, like music specialists, for
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elementary students in Manitoba schools? Research is needed to more fully

explore art time constraints for elementary and middle years students.

My Personal Work RelationshiPs

ln light of the exhausting demands of the middle years students, our

divisional policy is to "employ distinct organizational structures that support staff

collaboration" (NMSA, 2003). lndeed, in all other subject areas in our school

there are teams of educators that meet to discuss the needs, plans of action and

progress for and of their common students. This is not the case for art teachers,

which helped me understand my inappropriate dependency on Sue for which she

was untrained and unskilled.

I am alone with my curriculum planning and implementation, decisions,

and processing of what occurs in the art room, with each of my students.

Moreover, students' inability to recognize the volatile nature of their maturation

process exacerbates my isolation in predicting and meeting their needs. While

this can be liberating, not having to compromise my ideas, it can also be stifling,

breed complacency or a sense of insignificance. Still, a balance was struck by

meeting students' instability with teachers'stability. Needless to say, this required

constant introspective reflection and honing my own maturity.

My experience with Sue taught me how to maintain personal boundaries

as a professional educator. lt is in the space where I was alone, illuminating my

every unconscious decision and action, that my transformations occurred.

lntrinsic motivation manifests intentions. We cannot do this for others, nor will I

assume in the future that another even wants to. Teacher assistants challenge
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me daily to appropriately assert myself in ways that I needed to learn. This study

showed that there is an urgent need for middle years art teacher/technology

assistants and an equally urgent need to outline, at the provincial or at least

divisional level, the necessary qualifications, an officialjob description and its

implementation guidelines for the middle years art teachers and their assistants.

Part B

ln this section I discuss how I improved my video production teaching

skills by term 3 through what I had learned using action research methodology,

how t would teach video to middle years or older students, and traditional art

versus technology in art, in light of this study.

Term 3 Video Production Cycles Post Study

With the third cycle of action, I learned about possibilities for how I can

improve my teaching of video based on the action research cycles. Students and

I applied a deeper understanding to the video unit that was gained from being

immersed in the project for two previous terms. We worked more effectively with

less effort than during the pilot project or the study. Developing clay sculptures

and comics based on the same story since September fostered a familiarity with

the material that benefited students in their video production. For example,

students had already determined how their stories would converge, what

characters to assume with corresponding costumes, and where, When, and how

their videos would be filmed. Also battery charging had become commonplace.

Technology had carved out its own fit and flow; it became an entity that

transcended our collective energies. By now students were clear about my
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aesthetic expectations and potential problems. I reduced my prodding and

repetitious instructions to only a few reminders. The intensity that bred both

inspiration and anxiety had lifted; pressure of being in a study had left the room.

Groups were settled and focus was more fully placed on the making of a video.

From the previous two screenings, students were clear on how they wanted, and

especially how they didn't want their videos to appear. I became more of a

facilitator; my rigorous managing turned to relaxed over-seeing and guidance.

There was no time to burn a DVD and conduct a classroom screening.

Videos were viewed on the individual computers and my assessment style was

repeated. The hardest working students received marks in addition to their video

mark. I ended the term conducting an iMovie workshop with eighteen Grade 5

and 6 students during two days after exams. I burned the DVD's during my

summer 2006 holidays.

In conclusion, my relaxing also made space for a more horizontal learning

curve for students in the long term and I felt that this was not acceptable. lf I were

to continue teaching video I could not escape the rigour of the previous terms

because I believe that I have a responsibility to provide students with skills that

they would not readily learn outside of school. Finally, to teach video and

traditional art well, this study showed that students and I needed more class time

and a skilled art / video technician.

Essential Elements in Teaching Video Art

"Oftentimes we know the learning conditions for students are intolerable,

yet we make due" (Couture, 1999, p. 205). However, if conditions were favorable,
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conducive to teaching and learning video production well, I would aim to expand

five major areas.

First, I would continue to target students'emotional needs with heightened

awareness to their natural maturation process. Neufeld and Mate (2005) insisted

that the secret for activating the process of maturation and individuation in

students is to cultivate relationships. Students must "give you their hearts before

you can reach them" (Neufeld, personal communication, November 23,2006).

Emotional content abounds in visual arts, generating many opportunities for

emotional exchange in middle years art classrooms but focus on intellectual and

academic pursuits in schools "led to an erosion of attention paid to the critical

area of emotional development" (Ruggiero, 2005, Abstract). I would consciously

attend to students' needs to feel cared for with consistent nurturing, and resist

impediments like my personal biases and harsh assessment.

Second, I would carefully teach and test the collaborative potential for

group work as recommended (Knowles & Brown, 2000, p.12).Groups may be

designed entirely by students, or collaboratively by students and myself, or by

myself only, based on my knowledge about the students. I would prepare

students for potential problems, have them consider solutions in advance and

teach the paradox that relational problems naturally exist and this project will

bring us face to face with them.

Third, I would integrate theory and practice of media literacy within video

production. I have discussed media literacy pedagogy at length in this writing;

determining methods and standards requires further exploration.
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Fourth, I would invite students' social constructions and popular culture

into the curriculum. This includes inviting local video artists into the classroom to

share their knowledge, inspire students and elicit student voice.

lf young people construct their identities through the formation of social

boundaries, then it is important to uncover how social, cultural, and

political boundaries are created and lived through the popular arts. (Morin,

personal communication, September 27, 2005)

To capitalize on constructivism students'video art production experiences must

be self-guided and infused with personal meaning.

Fifth, I would tackle assessment until my holistic connoisseurship

effectively reflects student growth. To do this I will begin by applying assessment

practices that I currently use. In my traditional art program I weight student work

effectively. I believe that learning art making in middle years is no different than

learning any skill. When practices are honoured student potential is maximized; if

practices are dodged progress is thwarted and growing stops' I assign 50% to

student bi-weekly journal work, 30% for the classroom project and 20o/o

participation and performance mark, which really refers to my judgement of the

student's ability to be self-directed in the creative process. The success of this

system is that the heaviest weighting is on the 'homework' of journal drawings.

Keeping in mind students in the concrete operational stage of

development need desired outcomes to be taught in baby steps, journal drawings

serve to push a student through the 'undergrowth' of their own artistic process. I

introduce these as 'practices', teach and test to the four criteria, and send a letter
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home to parents to indicate the importance of these drawings each worth 10%.

Students are allowed to improve and resubmit their drawings. lnevitably, marks

accurately represent students' effort and corresponding quality of work. ln my

experience, a committed student who completes journal work produces art of

higher caliber in class projects, than those who don't do their journal work. Low

marks have a corresponding comment as to how many journal drawings were not

submitted, in the report card. Students and parents alike accept this practice.

For teaching video I would develop a similar assessment system as I use

for journal work. For instance, in addition to a S-minute narrative video weighted

30o/o, students would be assigned five 1-3 minute videos, each weighted 10%.

Students would produce an advertisement, a music video, an instructional video,

an autobiographical video and a documentary. The criteria for these, including

media literacy, aesthetic quality and technology, would be taught and tested in

class. To control group participation, each group member could comment on one

another's participation and performance. A space must be made for audience

assessment. I would allow additional time, without telling the students upfront, to

make improvements to their video. J. Black shared her practices in video

assessment.

I would project a due date for screenings allowing additional time for

students to improve their work. After the screening I would tell students

their mark. Then I would say, "You can improve your mark if you make

these changes." Motivated students would beg for additional time, which I
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had already anticipated. That is how the students produced award-winning

videos. (personal communications, January 11, 2007)

Finally, marks would reflect the degree to which work was completed and

submitted.

I aim to modify current fixed but irrelevant criteria through my participation

in reviewing our divisional art assessment report card. I aim to give credibility to

that which I encourage in the classroom by weighting it accordingly and making it

explicit. I believe that art assessment ought to outline the inclusion of

passioniobsession, workmanship, imagination, intuition and the creative process

with words such as: "shows ability to engage in creative process using various

techniques such as brain-storming, mind-mapping, and/or drawing thumbnail

sketches" or "quietly/obsessively engages in personal creative process" or

"shows ability to work effectively in group creative inquiry". lt must be made

official and public that art making requires the kind of thinking that cannot occur

while socializing mindlessly in the middle years art room.

Moreover, if our creativity is ignited by failure, as discussed effectively in

The Gift of Failure, a thesis offered by Couture (1999), we must invent ways to

articulate this in the report card as a desired outcome with words like: "takes

creative risks to achieve quality art products" or "is beginning to accept problems

as a necessary component for successful art making" or "invites failure to

activate learning".

Sixth, I would involve students to determine the criteria for their video

artwork in collaboration with mine. For example, participants considered a good
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video to have no shaky camera shots. This could have been one of the criteria

they assigned to the finished product. lt would be necessary, of course, to

provide much exposure to quality in art, specifically video or film, to help students

identify standards. I would encourage students to include a creativity component

using terms like workmanship, "well-craftedness, and attracfiveness" (Balchin, as

cited in Jackson, Oliver, Shaw & Wisdom, 2006, p.180). Balchin determined in a

pilot study involving 14 heads of departments, that a product which scored poorly

in terms of workmanship often still scored "very highly in terms of uniqueness,

association of ideas, risk-taking and especially, potentiaf' (p. 181).

However, I believe that the quality of workmanship in art making must be

upheld. A poorly communicated good idea remains submerged. lndeed, any form

of communication challenges us to unveil ideas to make them matter. I would

teach students to aim for an undeniable "feeling of rightness" in their art works

and "the sense that ideas have been pulled together into a coherent whole"

(Balchin, as cited in Jackson, Oliver, Shaw & Wisdom, 2006, p.180). Just as it is

the artists' responsibility to learn how to communicate effectively, it is my

responsibility to teach how to do so.

The research advocates that students gain valuable knowledge when they

are taught to propose their own set of standards for certain assignments. Self

determined outcomes and subsequent self-assessment benefits students in

obvious ways. First, benchmarks are easily internalized when they "belong to"

(Beattie, 1997, p.227) students; and second, judging against self-designed

criteria fosters critical thinking, metacognition, and a deeper understanding of
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who they are in the context of their specific social situation. lt is essential that

students reflect upon their art making processes, Buckingham (2003) insisted, "to

understand the conditions under which their own meanings and pleasures are

produced" (p. 172). This calls for curricular inclusion of popular culture.

Traditional Art versus Technology in Art

"Children have always gravitated to new media" (D. Hlynka, personal

communication, April24,2006). Thus, the novelty of camcorders placed into the

hands of study participants unleashed new excitement! My art program, like most

Manitoba art programs, was traditional. lt provided the materials traditionally

associated with drawing, painting and clay as a 3D medium. lt excluded

technology. At the heart of this program was the collective imagination of its

students embedded in holistic consciousness. Art was taught individually in a

collective environment. For example, in order for over 300 students to experience

building with clay during one school year, the use of clay had to be staggered

between grade levels and three report card terms. ln addition to providing

individual guidance throughout the creative process, I was storing each sculpture

during its production phase, preventing it from drying before completion and/or

being destroyed by students from the other classes working in different media;

filling, firing, and emptying the kiln, glazing, filling, firing and emptying the kiln and

finally, repairing broken pieces before sending each sculpture home with its

artist. lndeed, for the art teacher working in isolation, every medium brings a

barrage of classroom management concerns that expand exponentially with each
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class that works in the art room. Was it possible to implement technology into this

program? Yes and no.

Yes, because video making is a part of art and required the Same

fundamental skills in terms of ideas and creativity. Parachuting video technology

into the imaginative, intuitive art program provided new possibilities for meaning

making and play and students loved it! This alone radically reduced teaching

challenges. But when too many skills need to be taught because students had

limited or no previous formal art instruction, there was no breathing space.

Conditions were all consuming of my energy. Traditional art making required all

of my attention with students; introducing technology squelched my creativity to

assist students in idea development and their creative process. I had too many

students and too little time. Like music and band, video and traditional visual art

are best taught as two separate subjects.

Schools are wrought with messiness, which multiplies exponentially,

depending on the ages of the students, composition of classes, degree of

creativity, materials used in the art room, and the radically unfamiliar technology

component. Buckingham, as cited in Black (2003), recognized and articulated the

essence of this study:

Books on media teaching are fond of offering prescriptions and

recommendations for classroom practice, but most of them balk at

describing the complexity and difficulty of what actually takes place. As a

result, what we are offered are idealized accounts ...In our view, such
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accounts do not even begin to acknowledge the realities of schools and

classrooms, but rather seek to wish them away (p.60).

These words take on their full meaning only when experienced' How did I

implement video to fit and flow with the existing art program? I stayed committed,

in spite of the incompatibility of my intentions and my reality. Even this thesis

became a near'idealized account' as I carved away at the data to make it

succinct and presentable. Experience is knowledge that language cannot reach.

Mcluhan's (1989) tetrad, as applied to the extensions and amputations of

implementing video in the middle years art program, determined that video as art

medium extended traditional art and provided physical, mental, and emotional

breadth and scope for human expression. Video is group friendly; the art teacher

no longer had to instruct each individual in a collective situation. Three small

groups as opposed to one large group prevent clusters of friends from socializing

rather than making art. Finally, there was no time - consuming clean up of art

supplies; technology is clean and quick to prepare or store for use.

Nevertheless, frenetic video amputated the slowly emerging, still, majestic

presence of an art piece infused with the individual human spirits. We lost the

tactile, personal meaning-making journey to group culture; and the rich, textured

surfaces of traditional art works to the digital screen. We lost tangible

permanence of traditional art forms to ephemeral art. Likewise, working in three

smaller groups diffused the strength of my instruction, the art making process,

and whole class culture. Conversely, video implementation retrieved a new

literacy for new forms of expression and communication, a more flexible structure
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with groups, integrated popular culture and made art more relevant to students'

futures. When over-extended, video may "rewind" into traditional art making that

reflects the natural pace of humanity.

Future Research

To summarize,l recommend more research be conducted to answer

seven major questions: How can middle years students successfully stay the

course of the collaborative creative process? How can we correlate user-friendly

and time sensitive assessment tools with how art is made in middle years? How

can art assessment tools for intangible learning be accepted as equally valid to

scoring rubrics for tangible learning? How can art assessment accommodate

rather than ignore developmental characteristics of middle years students? How

can more time be allotted for students and teachers to learn and teach art

effectively in early and middle years art? How can media literacy/video art

curriculum for middle years be designed and implemented? How can the

relationship between middle years art teacher and art teacher

assistant/technician fit and flow effectively?

It is critical that we design art curricula that matter and monitor their

implementation in classrooms to ensure the proliferation of the value of authentic

art education across Manitoba. Age appropriate video art and media literacy

ought to be integrated in the art curriculum. K. Geist, team leader of the new

Manitoba visual art curriculum explained its current status:

The K-4 framework (music will be K-6) for all four strands is ready to be

launched; we should see it in the next month. lt will be a web-based
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format, there won't be any hard copies distributed at this time... The

Grades 5-8 and Senior frameworks will be underway in the New Year and

hopefully ready for public viewing by the end of June 2007. (personal

communication, December 6, 2006).

Two years ago, six teachers, myself included, worked on developing the new

Manitoba art curriculum. Author and illustrator Rhian Brynjolson and I were

responsible for designing specific learning outcomes for middle years art

students. I took this opportunity to include video as a medium in middle years art

across Manitoba. This is a beginning for placing technology into the art arena.

However, I believe that far more research and development for effective, relevant

art curriculum with corresponding assessment tools is necessary.

I realized that implementing a video art curriculum in middle years art

required the consideration of three contextual spaces to support its relevance to

students. The first space is a holistic consciousness, which places imagination

and intuition at the core. A second space to consider is the inclusion of popular

culture in education and its implications for video production. Finally, a space

must extend to heighten awareness to the consumption and production of

media/visual literacy that includes sensitizing to visual aesthetics and

connoisseurship in video art. This led to my curiosity about students'forming self

identities in an art curriculum embedded in popular culture'

The Manitoba Teachers' Society is ensuring that Manitoba remains at the

cutting edge of student assessment. ln a recent letter, B. Ardern, president of

MTS, wrote:
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Manitoba's opposition leader has suggested that Manitoba students are

underperforming compared to the rest of the country and that the

government should re-introduce standards testing...We do not believe

there is a positive link between standards tests and improved student

performance...We also believe ranking schools inevitably demoralizes

students, parents and teachers. (personal communication, December

2006)

I want to research the intangible, ethereal matters in the classroom,

making them measurable by identifying and naming them effectively. New

literacies may provide the language to labelwhat is currently absent in

assessment tools. What are students' dreams, passions and fears in the context

of their popular culture? How do students make sense of themselves as they

grow into the world? What are the differences between individual and collective

identities? These are the kinds of questions I want to examine through arts-

based research as endorsed by Sullivan (2005).

The rational curriculum ought to embrace consciousness to foster a

balanced, holistic, and humanistic education. This education would place less

focus on "linear thinking, scholarly debate and reason" (Berman, 1999, p.20) and

give credence to the heaft, mind, imagination and spirit of students, to foster the

"authenticity of the self' (Berman, p.20). lndeed, the "less rational" (Uhrmacher,

1997, p.322) curriculum shadow, as likened to the shadow of our psyche in

Jungian psychology, may hold the "spontaneity, creativity, strong emotions, and

deep insights" (Hall and Nordby, as cited in Uhrmacher, p.319) that generate
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images and ideas for new discoveries'

Teachers educate emerging individuals in a collective classroom setting

whose vulnerabilities and life-worlds must be acknowledged. I want to draw

attention to learning in a curriculum of consciousness based on the writings of

Green (2004), who advocates full cognitive engagement in the messiness of

creation as opposed to being a detached observer, Craft (2006), who views

creativity in education as a core, not a fringe, and Ellsworth (1997), who explores

identity in terms of what lies in our unconsciousness. lf our true identities are

ephemeral, wrapped in the unconsciousness and suspended in the gap between

what is taught and what is consciously learned, who are students and who are

they becoming?

Last Words

We cannot know how action research manifests. School began again and

this study is only a memory. Gone is my initial intent to permanently implement

video production in my middle years art program; I believe I am unable to sustain

the teaching and learning of the material along with traditional art skills. This year

thirteen Grade 8 students switched from band to art, filling one art class with 38

students. lt is impossible to speculate as to why this switch occurred, given the

many contributing variables. Although I am not teaching video this year, I have

emerged as a better teacher! lnsights from this study transfer to benefit my

students and they are responsive, motivated, and engaged.

Study participants, now in Grade 7, have demonstrated weak art skills and

appear to be unable to keep the pace in traditional art making. Heinz-Glazer
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(1ggg), in her study to determine if artists' increasing reliance on technology

increased or decreased their creativity, discovered "an awareness of the

diminishment of communication skills; ...and a desire to retain knowledge of

traditional art practice" (Abstract). This study has rekindled my desire to implant

the knowledge of traditional art practice in my students.

I have a new assistant for 80 minutes per day, only half the time Sue was

assigned to the art room. I make job expectations clear and direct. Recently,

when I returned after a day of illness, I was welcomed back with much

enthusiasm. Apparently the sub was'yelling at the kids' because students were

misbehaving. lndeed, when he phoned me at home feeling 'very disrespected', I

asked him to remind students that'performance and participation' marks are not

invisible just because I'm not there. As we hung up I remembered the reality of

the space, and how easily it can become a place where adults feel violated.

Today I enter my art classroom and revel in the old familiarity. I assigned

seating plans for my 237 students amongst nine classes as they enter the room.

They are generally well behaved and it remains a mystery why some years they

are uncontrollable. I am teaching with an appropriate voice; I am repeating

instructions each time as though it were the first. I am filled with the joy of helping

students realize their ideas with traditional media in ways that were neglected

during this study. I am equally thrilled that this year my focus is limited to

traditional art and I celebrate the renaissance of my art program!

My three cameras and one remaining tripod are squished against the wall

of the counter space in my office. Although the ubiquity of video is more rampant
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than when this writing began, the half credit video course offered to Grade 9

students in our school was cancelled due to lack of enrollment. This may be a

direct consequence of an absent curriculum for video production. When the

technology teacher asks to borrow a tripod and another teacher politely requests

one eMac computer to use in his room, I feel relieved that the equipment is

claimed to benefit students.

ln the summer I installed a surround theater system in the art classroom;

classical piano music quietly soothes the space. Yesterday I briefly left a Grade 9

art class unattended. When I returned to a still silent class of working students,

deeply engaged in their popular culture painting projects, my colleague came by

to share his utter disbelief at the quiet order in the class.

Peace, conducive to art making, has settled in the art room. lf a "frustrated

teacher is looking for a way to deal with the anxiety of an impossible teaching

situation" (Couture, 1999, p. 33), then this well-adjusted teacher has resigned

herself to the impossibilities in her teaching situation. For art education to meet

the needs of students to think, problem-solve, and function as healthy adults in a

technological age, I improved and expanded my practice as visual aft educator.

The once whirling spirals of action research have slowed, leaving in their wake

my internal revolution.
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APPENDIX A

STUDENT JOURNAL RECORD

For each art class, please record your observations, thoughts and feelings to

address the following questions:

. How do I produce video technically?

. How do I describe video aesthetically?

. How does producing digital video motivate me to invest my personal vision?

. How will learning digital video make art relevant for my future?

. How does video in art enhance my learning in other subjects?

. How has producing video changed how I interpret mass media?

Class:Name:

Date: Day Period

Describe the general use of class time for a) yourself, b) your group, and c) the entire

class.

b)

What did you learn in class todaY?

s about what occurred in class today?

elings about the progress of your video?
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APPENDIX B

STUDENT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What did you enjoy most about making your video?

2. Was it easy or not easy to think about artistic quality while you were

thinking about keeping your story in sequence?

3. What do you like about art?

4. What do video and art have in common?

5. Do you think having video as part of art is a good idea? Why or why not?

6. Does what you've learned in art help you in your other subjects? How?

7. Do you use your imagination in other subject areas? How?

8. Do you see yourself using your art skills in your future?

g. Did you experience any problems that you had not anticipated? Explain.

10. How did you resolve your problems?

11. Do you like how the class was structured into three centres?

12.1s there anything you don't like about art?
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APPENDIX C

VIDEO EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

,.Nàme.of é- ach ciéw m4ber Role,, ,,Jgúrnal

1. Your name :

2.

3.

4.

5.

Ghecklist'.{ Narrative sequence: (clear, easy to
understand; follows ploU storyboard;
aoorooriate subtitles)

Journal Record: (details of
personal observations/feelings
etc.)

Composition: (foreground, middle
ground background; emphasis,
contrast, movement)

Credits at Beginning & End:
(see list)

Framing & Gamcorder angles:
(CU,MS, LS; hiqh, low, pan/tilt etc.)

Appropriate Audio: (music,
noise, special effects, etc.)

Aesthetic Qualities (elements/
orincioles of desiqn: liqhtino)

Evalúâtion,:

Title :

Journal Records: t10 110

JournalWork: 110 110

Appropriate Audio: l5 l5

Narrative Sequence of the Movie:
1. Opening Title/ Ending Credits
2. Follows plot and storYboard

3. Appropriatesub-titles

t5 l5

Aesthetic Qualities of the Movie:
1. Elements / PrinciPles of design
2. Framing / Lighting
3. Composition

110 110

Overall lmpression of the Movie:
1.
1

3.

Completion by due date / Attention to detail
Between 3-5 minutes
Vísual surprises

110 110
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APPENDIX D

FINAL STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Did you communicate what you intended to communicate

(Buckingham, 2003, P.1a9-1 50)?

2. Discuss two choices you made in the construction of your video' What

effects did theY have?

3. What do you hope the audiences pay special attention to in your

production?

4. How might the audience interpret what you have produced?

5. What would you do differently if you could make it again?

6. What do you really like about your video?

7. What did you learn from making your video?

8. How has producing video changed how you interpret mass media?

Additional thoughts:
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APPENDIX E

TEACHER JOURNAL RECORD

Date: Period

Article l.

1. General use of class time for myself, lesson content, what students did:

2. My personal thoughts and feelings about my teaching. what worked? what didn't

work? What needs imProving?

3. How was this class relevant for students? What worked? What didn't work? What

needs imProving?

4. How would I teach this class differently to improve the teaching and learning?

The summary of this journal will address the following questions:

1. Am I teaching effectively so students learn what I want them to learn?

2. Does teaching video inspire me to teach middle years art?

3. What teaching techniques/strategies are working? Not working?

4. How can I improve my efficacy as art teacher?

Day
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APPENDIX F

STORYBOARD GRADE 6
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Storyboard by Sandrain Pamela Pan 6P: Page 2
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Storyboard by Sandrain Pamela Pan 6P: Page 3
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APPENDIX G

STUDENT JOURNAL RECORD GRADE 8

Name: Class: qt
Date: l;-;' ;.;'¡'n: ".. i-/4 , 2{}ra-ti., Ðây

:î
Period

{",-

Describe The general use of class time for a) yourself, b) your group, and c) the entire
class.
a) ac;ð:i¿,-, i i..,;'.+-r'. '.",... r:,^., *..,-- -*"... ¿.--" .,.-. '--

,*r"-'i: øtl . î ,r¡æ¡ d l*¡.* r)i¡\ <ì"{?,¡,¡tria çt¡ ¡"í¡-.* "xt',*.¿,. .{:",: ,.'v',.':-":,

ç) 'frne.. ,ft:".*< *.Ç *,. {?, t\*W
-t-ì-:ri:l-i-,¡ .--.1 {:.t ¡"¡,,... {::.r. ::.,r'-'¿.:.: -

I I i.-, I *is-."t:" - 
'l ,f,* , .-,'l¡, *>ry:-r,Æ:

,!,{Þ{-,-r¿t' .,'V ;,Õ tr¿\ír, (:!4.{ r*1}t1+ 4.,.iå.'¡l o:-,,,'¿^^ .í:¿:¡q-,.¡:çt-:r¿t,..<-4:,. Èeq <i "-*^> í,'1; ',-. i 4'
-,ll ,^^.2 a4:i-;,-,.¿^* i 

#.<lkfji"Etnt.,.;t- 
rsti\'r,¿'..\'îî¡',, r*,¿.;r.tt,¡t,u'i);-r-'!.j\{.:¡:*,.. in*ttf ,*,*

*l\^..f{ -L \iv'<I ':x* '71"¿z:sr

What díd you learn ín class today?

What are your personal thoughts and feelings around what occurred in class today?
L.{e

,,-- ( êv: r-*,,= -t, r"'l a*lïtJ"i:t*,¿4*u-,= l"- H,aÉ

Wlat are your personal thoughts and feel¡ngs around the progress of your video?

#hi
:1>o;"r r +,, i ! þ.! r-¡-.,t,-;"1:>'ru.-', 12, 'S 4 <! '¿>"r"t7- í! ,,-.. -:{' ,.r1t\

.. -\. ô¡ *r . ;.:ri '=¿ '¡:=é}¡\ t., -ìrt c,i" '- . ^ , .lï ¡-{i"q-¡ , ."" ?{} '.r..: C} .

l.r:+ t'i?:' J{ l ;t-" :Ë- ,1''l*
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Date:
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APPENDIX H

STUDENT JOURNAL RECORD GRADE 6

(latlrv i¡ f)onl;er Ciirl 6Q Class: :1,¿',

-Day 

7 Period *+-t

the general use of class time fcr a) yourself, b) your group, and c) the entire

J t- ,
I I.. -r:'', *r"?¡'l't 

'" t|''t

Describe
nlacc

ry'?r:Íli of ' { î,ï? ll¿"' i.} ::"i t¿ f\K"'-r,:+\

arou
1t -l i

Wi
i

t'tr t::-A
f_i.¡.

are thoughts and feelings
r:trË

what occurred in
f'z

;,a\f-{',ü {3Ê.\{;

class.today?
-:rír,24 \ {f >'') i>

What are your personal thoughts and feelings around the progress of your video?
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APPENDIX H

INFORMED CONSENT LETTER

Dear Parent/Guardian,

My name is lngrid McMillan. I am your child's art teacher and a graduate student in the

Fãculty of Eduõation at the University of Manitoba. I am currently working on the thesis

research component in partial fulfillment of a Master of Education degree in art

education. The purpose of this action research study is to increase the relevance of the

ãrt p.grrr to midåle years students in this digital age. Student participation in this study

¡s sir¡ciV voluntary; students may withdraw from the research pro.¡ect at any time

throughout the study without penalty or grade retribution'

Research Project Title: The lrresistible Art of Video: lmplementing Digital Video in

Middle Years Art
Researcher: lngrid McMillan, BFA (hons.), B. Ed., M'Ed' Student

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and, reference,

is only part of the process of informed consent. lt should give you the basic idea of what

the resêarch is about and what your child's participation will involve. lf you would like

more detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, please

feel free to ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any

accompanying information.

This study examines the impact of video art production upon middle years art learners

and my eÍficacy as an art educator. My research question is as follows: How can I

improúe and eipand my practice as vÈual art educator by designing, implementing and

evaluating a video unit in the middle years art curriculum?

This study shall be conducted during regularly scheduled Grade 6 and Grade I art

classes from January 19 - March 24, 2OO6.There are I six-day school cycles with

twenty-four 4g-minuie Grade 6 and thirty-two 4O-minute Grade I classes. During this

timefiame, data will be collected from the following sources: student journal records,

student interviews, direct observations, videotaped observations, and student video

projects to address the following questions:

1. Am I teaching video effectivelY?
2. What skills aie students learning through video production- technically;

aesthetically; intuitively; and generally?

3. How do students feel about making videos in art?

4. How does video impact the existing art program?

All data that is being collected is from normal classroom experiences bec¿use the video

project would be im-plemented regardless of this study. All written data will be locked in

irre'art room office at all times. The video footage data will be in a camera that is locked
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in the art room office at all times except for when it is in use by the teacher-researcher,

for videotaping. lf someone other than the teacher-researcher needs the camera, the

tape with siuOént video footage will be locked in the art room office. Tapes of video

fobtage will be edited in the private computer of the teacher-researcher'

Student Journal Records: Students record observations, thoughts and feelings in each

classln addiÍon, student journals may reveal insights and epiphanies from student

perspectives in ways that hot identified through observation in a busy classroom.

btuO'ents are askeð to record a) Their general use of class time; b) What they think and

feel about what they did in clasi; c) Wñat they learned in class; and d) What they think

and feel about the frogress of theii videos. Although all participants may record in their

purnals every class, o-ne student per group is required to record every class so that no

class goes unrecorded. Students will be instructed to take turns recording in their journal

10 miñutes before class ends. Journals will be collected once every six-day cycle, once

every three classes, for my reflection and analysis, and will be returned to the students'

Student lnterviews: The group interviews will be 15 minutes during onlart class for each

;f the fo,rr g'.oup" duringlhe tirst cycle in March (March 2 -lrlarch 10). The teacher-

researcher will sit with tñe 9 (Grade 6) or 10 (Grade 8) students, and tell students that

they will take turns clockwise around ihe table, in answering each question. They will be

told by the teacher-researcher that they don't have to answer if they don't want to. Once

they have exhausted answering a question, the teacher-researcher will ask the next

question. This allows for individually focused questions.to be addressed and for the
jossibility of a group discussion to occur. lnterviews will be videotaped for thorough

änalysis þost dì-scussion/production. The camera will be fastened on a tripod in the

,ornê¡- behind the group io videotape the 15 minute interview. The video footage will be

used to create a 1g-minute video highlighting the various stages of the student video

project and how students feel abouividéo pioduction in art. The teacher-researcher will
'ntri t 

" 
faces of those students who choose not to participate in the study. The video will

be shown during the oral defense of my thesis research and as instructional material in

art education. Any unused video footage will be erased'

Direct Observation: I will take field notes and orally record my observations during each

art class to determine:
. To what extent am I able to meet students' needs?
. What teaching did/did not work?
¡ What skills do students say they learned?
o What skills are evident in their video productions?

. How do students express joy/frustrations about video production process?

. How do students feel about video in art?

o What is losVgained by implementing video?
. Are students learning what I want them to learn?

Any additional noteworthy observations such as epiphanies and illuminative experiences

from the students' perspective will be noted. Direct observation will be ongoing and as

frequent as possibie. Tianscribing of events will occur at the earliest opportunity every

Oai to ensuie that all observation is experience-near and still fresh in my memory'
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Videotaoed Observations: During the eight cycles Grade 6 will have twenty-four classes

ffiy-tWoõlasses.Thevideogroupofeachclassisasubgroupof
all37 subjects. As studentô work through the stages of creating their videos the teacher-

researchér will videotape them working for 5 minutes of one art class per cycle. All

subgroup members wiil Oe videotaped by the teacher-researcher with a handheld

."räru in u"ry close proximity to the students as they are working in a separate section

of the art room. The teacher-researcher will blur the faces of those students who choose

not to participate in the study. Unused video footage will be erased. A 1O-minute video

featuring significant events will be edited to reflect a broad representation of how the

project üntãO"O in the hands of the participants. Names will be omitted from the credits.

înil v¡Oeo will be edited in documentary format to visually respond to my four research

questions. Upon completion and presentation of findings of this study, the video will be

"ho*n 
during the oraidefense of my thesis research and as instructional material in art

education.

Student Video Proiects: These provide visual evidence of what students know to answer

the following questions:
. How do I produce video technically?
. How do I describe video aesthetically?
. How does producing digital video motivate me to invest my creativity and

personalvision?

Students will have the opportunity to discuss any questions they have concerning the

project at any time during the action research project. Student videotaped obseruations

änd student i¡Oeo pro¡ects will be screened for the classes of the participants during the

end of the study. Follówing data analysis, the findings will be shared with the students.

Copies of the résearch prõ¡ect will befonruarded to relevant school administrators. other

interested parties can contâct the researcher for a summary of the results of the study.

The video will be shown during the oral defense of my thesis research and as

instructional material in art education. As well, study findings may be published in related

art education journals and/or presented at art education conferences.

your child's continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you

should feel free to ask ior clarification or new information throughout your participation. lf

you do not agree that your child participates I will not use any data collected from your

ón¡lO anO yoùr child's face will be blurred on the video footage. Your child may.withdraw

from this étuOy at any time by telling or writing the person who distributed this letter. I will

receive the consent letters on tt¡arcf, 24; the last day of school this term, after your child

has received his or her report card'

your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the

informaiion regarding participation in the research project and agree that your child will

participate as á subject. ln no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the

reseaichers, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and professional

responsibilities. your child is free to withdraw from this study at any time, and/or refrain

from answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence.
your child's cont¡núed participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you

should feelfree to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation.
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Sincerely,

Ms. lngrid McMillan
BFA (hons.), BEd. Art
Art Educator- Manifeþa Middle School
Ph.( )

The Education/Nursing Research Ethics Board has approved this research, Protocol

#E2006:003. lf you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact

the researcher, lngrid McMillan at.. - her advisor Dr. Joanna Black at 474-9028

or the Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122, or e-mail

marqaret bowman@umanitoba.ca.

Please respond to each item below by filling in blanks and circling your wishes.

1. l, have read the above

information and am informed about the nature of the study. I do or do not consent

for my son/daughter

study.

to participate in this

Z. I do or do not consent for my son/daughter's image to appear in video excerpts

that will be shown during the oral defense of my thesis research and as

instructional material in art education.

3. Please send or do not send a summary report of the study home with my child.

Student signature: Date:

Parent signature: Date:
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APPENDIX I

ETHICS APPROVAL CERTIFICATE

03 February 2006

TO: Ingrid McMillan (Advisor J. Black)

Principal lnvestigator

FROM: Stan Straw, Chair
Education/l'{ursing Research Ethics B o ard (ENREB)

Re: Protocol #E2006:003

"The Irresistible Art of Video"

Please be advised that your above-referenced protocol has received human ethics

approval by the Education/Nursing Research Ethics Board, which is organized and

opèrates according to the Tri-Council Policy Statement. This approval is valid for one

year only.

Any significant changes of the protocol and/or informed consent form should be reported

to tLe Human Ethics Secretariat in advance of implementation of such changes.

note:

- if you have funds pending human ethics approval, the auditor requires that you

ubmii a copy of this Approval Certificate to Kathryn Bartmanovich, Research Grants

Contract Services (fax261-0325), includins the Sponsor name, before your account

n be opened.

- if you have received multi-year funding for this research, responsibility lies with you

u uppiy for and obtain Renewal Approval at the expiry of the initial one-year approval;

therwise the account will be locked.


